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FOREWORD

The Adult Responsibilities Curriculum Guide is an important part of
the revision of curricular materials in vocational home economics
programs in Louisiana. This guide was developed for a new semester
ccurse'for eleventh and twelfth grade students to prepare them for,
some at the res ibilities of adulthoaa.

Dr. Barbara W. Carpenter; Associate Professor of Vocational Home
Education at Southern University; served as director of this curric-
ulum development project. The state Department of Education appre----
ciates the dedicated efforts of Dr. Carpenter to provide a guide
that is sensitive to the needs of students in today's complex society.

The contributions of home economics teachers who pgrtitipate in a
summer workshop to develop the guide, editors, typists, And OthetS
who supported the project are also greatly appreciated.

,f:(
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RATIONALE

There are many high school students who, while academically prepared;
are not ready to accept the roles and responsihilities of adulthood

'upon high school graduation. ThisAduttRespotisibilities Curriculum
Guide_has been developed to_meet_the_needs of these students. It_has
been designed for junior and senior-high school students who may have
had no previous Consumer-and Homemaking Education courses.

4

This guide contains five teaching unirs; each dealing with an area
vital to the successful- development of individuals into mature adults.
The guide begins with the unit entitled "Career Preparation/In Quest
Of Adulthood," because it seems iogicato discuss how an individual
can gain financial access into the adult world before discUssing the
rights and responsibilities of an individuaI;in our society, as is
done in Unit II; entitled "Adults in a Consumer Society," or before
dealing with how an individual can manage his/her financial resources
in a mature_manner, as is done in Unit III, "Financial Resource
Management."

Unit IV, "Building and Strengthening Family ReIationsaips," has been
designed to allow students to assess themselves, their needs, person-
alities, values, standards, and abilities tocommunicate,_inorder to
more successfully build and manage relationships_in adulthood, par=
ticularly in a family setting. This unit concludes with a discussion
of steps toward the establishment of an individual's family through
marriage and leads into Unit V, entitled "Pardnting Roles and Respon-
sibilities." This unit deals with helping young people understand
and become better prepared for thi adult roles and responsibilities of
parenthood.

After having mastered the concepts presented in this Adult Responsibilf=
ties Curriculum Guide, students should be prepared to enter five major
areas in the adult world more successfully and with greater confidence;
They should make wiser career decisions; function more effectively es
consumers; manage- resources more efficient/y, build more satisfactory
family relationships, and enter parenthood with greater understanding
Of ita responsibilities. Our schools will then have prepared students
tit.) accept adult challenges in a responsible manner.

vii



ADULT RESPONSIBILITIES
Semester Course,

18 WeekS.

Course Description

Adult' Responsibilities (1/2 unit Of credit). Influence of society,
economic conditions, personal_ ,values, goals, and standards on individ-
ual and family management; decision-making skills; financial resource
management, including consumer education; interpersonal skills
family relationships; parenting responsibilities; and competencie§ for .
securing and holding jobs and establishing careers. No prerequisites.

Enrollmen invited to eleventh and twelfth grade students.

_ .

Suggested Scope !and _Sequence
_ _

.":

_,, :-..(1!;-,:::,,:v-.:,:_s_, --...,;,- :;iiiiiiiEbf77,
,, .A_ W4eks )' 'L.;.,

:.. ,';'

"Unit I. Career Preparat 2-3 i

Unit Hi Adults in d.10-ortsumer Society 2-3

Unit In; Financial ResOurce_Management 4-5

Unit IV. Building and Strengthening Family Relationships 4 -5

Unit V, Parenting Roles and Responsibilitieg 3-4

viii'



.DESIGN OF THE GUIDE

The Adult Responsibilities Curriculuth Guide is organized into five
units: At the beginning of:ach unit are a brief rationale.; overall
objectives; and topical outline for the unit

Specific objectives are included for each topic and subtopic, The
content is organized to facilitate a logical presentation of information.
Suggested student activities are coded to the 'Content to enable students
to achieve the ol:jPotives. The student activities are stated in terms
of= what the student vAll do.

Each topic has a resources section; which=list's references for materials
used.to develop the content and materials available to the teacner to
enhance the presentation of the subject matter.

'Activities for all the topics in a unit are numbered in sequence andIare
included in a separate section immediately following. the unit. Activi-
ties may be duplicated for use by Students.

Pages are numbered\for each unit; a page numbered 111-5 would be
the fifth page of Unit III:

This guide is designed for the nonprerequisite semester course entitled
Adult ResponSibilities for eleventh- and twelfth grade students. The
course shbuld be taught for 18 weeks for 1/2 unit of credit.

The course is designed primarily for students who have a limited back-
ground in home economics; The course is:comprehensive,and this
necessitates some overlapping of subject mattervieh 'specialized semester
courses; especially in Consumer EducatiOn; Home and Family; and Parent-
hood Education. Students who have coMpleted'one or more of these
courses should be 'pretested; and the student learning activities should
be adapted to meet their needs for more advanceNinstruction in that
area;

If scheduling procedures require enrollment in- courses for a full year;'
it is recommended that students 'schedule one of the following semester
courses in. Home Economics with Adult Responsibilities: Food and
Nutrition; Nutrition Education; Housing; Child Development;or Clothing
and_Textiles; Students may also schedule Free Enterprise to complete

P_the year.
dAt
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UNIT I; CAREER PREPARATION

Suggested Time: 2-3-weeks

13



Overviev.

UNIT I. CAREER PREPARATION

RATIONALE

Recent surveys of students and follow-up of graduates show that
Louisiana students need more help in determining the employment out-
look for careers of intereSt,in researching occupational info5mation,
in preparing for careers of interest, and in applying apd interviewing
for jobs. Thid unit is designed to help students in these areas and
enable them to aasumi their responsibilities for career planeing and
developing occupational competencies.

OVERALL OBJECTIVES

The student will be Able tot

Express appropriate attitudes toward the world of work.

Express an awareness of the importance Of Career development:

Demonstrate competencies -in identifying personal traits and
in exploring occupational interests.

-Apply appropriate Skills in securing and holding a jobV?



UNIT I. CAREER PREPARATION

Topical Outline

15

Topic: The Working World

Subtopics: Attitudes toward Work
Expanding Roles of Men and Women
Youth Employment and Unemployment

Topic: Career Development

Subtopics: Career Development Overview
Factors Influencing Choice of a Career

r:
Decision Making
Identifying Personal Traits
Exploring Occupations

TopiC: Employment-Seeking Skilled

Subtopics:J-Job Search Informat n
Resuma and Application
Interview

Topic: Keeping a Job

Subtopics: Predicting Your Success
Attitudes on the Job
Getting Along on the Job

pia
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UNIT I. CAREL:. PREPARATION

TOPIC: The Working World

SUBTOPICS: Attitudes toward Work

Expanding Roles of Men and Women

Youth EOployment and Unemployment .

OBJECTIVES: Express an awareness of the likelihood that most,indi-
viduals will be in the paid work force part of their
adult Iife.

Recognize st=ereotyped role expectatiOns related to the
world of work.

Identify.problems related to the unemployment of youth
and su;:est solutions that would lead to increased em-
ploymemt of youth.

Content

Wdmen and men in'the paid work
force
--Women are joining men in the
paid work force in ever-

,_increasing,numbers;
.The average young_woman_tOday
can expect to work outside
her home for 22.9 years.
.The average young man today
can expect to be in the
paid work force for 42 years;

--Women; like men; are working
for pay because of economic
need.

-=WOmen in the paid_work force
are concentrated in low=
Paying jobs.

--Minority women are more likely'
than white women tobein the
paid work force; and minority .

; workers of both sexes_are more
likely than White workers of
their sex to be concentrated
in low-paying occupations.

Student ActiVities

Determine what you know about
women and men in the paid work
force by taking the "Work Force
Quiz" in Activity l;

Discuss the_correct answers and
determine what the facts mean for
your life.

Think about your attitudes toward
the realities of the world of
work and discuss your attitudes
with classmates.

16



- -The different paid work patterns
of women and men-are generally
not the result of basic differ-
ences in ability; they result
primarily from sex sterotyping
and sex discrimination, and
they can be changed.

Expanding roles of men and women
- -Dual roles

- -Traditional and non-traditional
roles

Legal protection from discrimin-
ation

- -Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 makes it illegal
for schools which receive
Federal funds to discrim-
inate on the basis of race
or national origin in the
admission or treatment of
students.

--Title XX of the_Education
Amendments of 102 protects
both males and females from
being discriminated against

-on the batis of sex.
--Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act makes it illegal for
employers with 15 or more
employees to discriminate
on the basis of race;
nitional origin, or sex in
most er7loyment practices.

Complete Activity 2, "Once Upon a
Time." to examine your attitudes
toward stereotyped role expectations.

Answer the questions in Activ-
ity 3, "Roles of Hen and :Jomen
and discuss your answers in clasi.

Complete the checklist in Activ-
ity 4, "Why Work?," and discuss
the results.

After dividing the class into five
groups; role play different family
situations described in May.,
ity 5; "Role Play Situations."
Select a role to play in_a dis=
cussion about filk situation st_s
family conference. AA a "family*"
reach a decision and present your
conference to the class.

Check available classroom re-
sources and the school library or
ask your civics teacher for informa-
tion on Federal laws that provide
protection from discrimination in
schools and jobs,.

Determine appropriste_procedures
to follow to correct discrimination
that is a potential violation of
the law.

17



-- Section 504 of the Rehabili-
tation Act of 1973 makes it
illegal for schools and
employers receiving Federal
fuhds to discriminate on the
basis of handicap in the
admission or treatment of
studentsior in most employ -
sent practices;

Equal Pay Act
-.Requires equal pay for women
performing the same work as
Mem.

'Deployment of youth
--State and Federal labor laws
set employment etandards and
conditions for minors. =

--Problems of youth unemployr
sent are severe be many areas.

- =Part -time work experience can
be beneficial.
.ftplore careers.
Aroaden understanding of
working world.
;Develop appropriate work
habits.

_

.Progress from_ part-time to
fulltime workers sore
easily.

--Educational preparation or
job training can be bene-
ficial.

RESOURCES

Activity 1 - "Work Force Quiz."

Activity 2 - "Once upon a Time."

Attitity 3 = "Roles of lien and Utmen."

Activity 4 = "Why Work ?"

Activity 5 - "Role Play Situations."

Attivity 6 or"Sorry I Quit So Soon."

1-3

Discuss the major provision of
the Equal Pay Act.

Check your school library for
information on employment standard's
and conditions for minors. Ask
your principal or guidance _

counselor for invtructions for
obtaining a worker's permit.

Determine the extent of unemploy-
sent among youth in your area.
Survey the class to determine the
percentage of stUdehta Whe worked
and the_percentage Who wanted s
Simmer job but could mt find one.

Discuis the case study in Activ-
ity 5, "Sorry I Quit So Soon.' ania
examine- the importance of education
and work experience to employment.

Identify agencies or pilot projects
in your community that promote .

employment of youth.

Suggest ways to solve the problems
of unemployment for youth. Tided-

tify ways youth can prepare for
empleyneat.

18



RESOURCES (continued)

Books

JaCoby, G. Polly. I_.,./or11_omeEcOnomitti Career. New York:

Crag DiViSiOn, McGraw-Hill Book Company; 1979.

KimbrelI, Grady; and Ben S. Vineyard; Succeedin in the World 4f- k.

BlOOmiligton, Illinois: McKnight Publishing Company, 1981.

Skills for 'Ev'Parnell, Frances Raynor. Homemakiroryday Living. South

Holland, Illinois: The Goodheart-Willcox Company; Inc.; 1981.

Publications

*MattheWS, Martha, and_Shirley McCune. IrtaLatalLiAtlt:
Washington, D. C.: Resource Cenxer on Sex Roles in Education,
National Foundation for the Improvtment of Education.

*IvIstlafm1111242112 Ithaca: Community_SerAte Education,
New York State College of Human Ecology, Cornell University.

***Twenty Facts on Women Workers." U. S. Department of Labor, Office
of the Secretary, Women*S Bureau,'1982.

*Olilable from &ex Equity Supervisor; Office of VoCational Educ*tion;

P. O. Box 440(t, 34ton Rouge, Louisiana 70804.
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UNIT I. CAREER PREPARATION

TOPIC: Career Development

SUBTIPIC: Career Development Overview

OBJECTIVES: List three

Relate the
adulthood.

Express an
ment.

reasons why people work.

role of work tP the quest

awareness of the importance of career develop-

1-5

for independence and

Conteht Student Activities

Why people work
-41Oney to provide for needs and

vents (economic reasons)
==Contact with people for the
feeling_Of belonging (social
reasons)

--Self-esteem which comes from
self-respect and pride in doing
something (psychological
reasona)

Who will work
--Just about everyone who is in
high school in the 1980s will
enter the world of work.

--Between 1980 arid 1990, American
women Will make up nearly half_
of the work force in the United
States.

Importance of career development
(choosing and preparing for careers)
==Helps one betake the person

he Want* to be.
--Increases one's assurance -of
a better income and jab
advancement

Discuss why people work.

kelate the value of work to meeting
the basic human needs Identified by
Maslov_as physictl_needs; safety;
belonging,_ self - esteem, and self

actualization.

Determine the role of work in your
quest for adulthood.

Survey_the class; Answer the
following questions about yourself;

1. What do you plan to do
after high school?

2; If you plat to' continue
your educationiwhat.do
you plan to study?

3. What special tkille_or
personal resources do you
fn*e?
Aat are your career vale
Are you certain about what
you want to do?

Stoma:rice the responses for the
CUES arid diadeaa_your needs for
making career deelisions.

Define career development and
discuss the importance of taking
career decisions seriously. Figure

neater Of beats you are likely
to spend working in your lifetime
(8 hours a day x 240 weft days per
year x 30 to 40 years).



Factors to consider in career
development
--Career decisions and work
behavior are influenced by what
we learn &bout ouTselves and
the world of work.

--People change and occupations
change.

=one must be prepared to make
career decisions alone.

--Mart people 6ork in five_or_tik
kind* of work during their life=
time;

Life Stages of a Career
--Growth Stage- - -Birth to age 14
--Exploration Stage - Ages 15 to

24

--Establishment Stage - Agii 25
to 44

=Haintenance Stage - Ages 45 to
64

--Declining Stage - Ages 65 and
over

RESOURCES

Books

Craig, Hazel Thompson. Thresholds-to-Adult Living. 3rd ed. Peoria,
Illinois: Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1976.

Jacoby, C. Polly. PreparImg_for_a_Home-Ecoutimics Career. New York:
Gregg Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1979.

Kimbrell, Grady, and Ben S. Vineyard. Entering-the-World of Work.
Bloomington, Illinois: McKnight Publishing Company, 1983.

1-6

Write A patippah on "The Impor-
tance of Carber Development."

Listeo to a person who is con-
sidered successful in a career
dis6** hOU his /her career
deVeloped and how it was influenced
by the following:

1. Early work experiences
2. Schooling
3. Hobbies
4. Extra-curricular activi-

ties

Discus* life stages of a career and
detide which stages your families
are in now. Give characteristics
of each stage;

Kimbrell, Grady, and Ben S. Vineyard. Succeeding_im--th&-ttorld of Work.
Bloomington, Illinois: McKnight Publishing Company, 1981.

Parnell, Frances gaynor. Homemaking Skills_for_Everyday--Livihg. South
Hollad, Illinois: The Goolheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 1981.

Publications

Occupational Outlook_Handbook U. S. Department of Libor.

ti
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UrIT 1. CAREER PREPARATION

TOPIC: Career Development

SUBTOPIC: .Factors Influencing Choice of a Career

OBJECTIVES: Identify factors that should be considere# when choosing
a career.

Analyze the factors that influence a personal career
choice.

__Content__ _

Factors that influence career abiCe
-- Factors_ involving the person

.Abilities

.Aptitudes
Anterests
.Attitudes

.Personal charatteriititt

1-7

Student Acti,lities--T

Read and discuss factors thatit-T-

fluence career Chatee_in Activ-
ity 7 -_ "Factors in Selecting an
Occupation."

Consider the following statements
and cite examplez to confirm each
one.

1. There are many right fields
of work for you, and there
are many wrong ones.

2. All persona differ in Some
respects, and all persons
are not suited to the same
types of jobs.

3. ?Witt people hive talents
And SW: titles that are
ipplicable to a n= r of
occupations.

Listen to the_school guidstt
counselor tell about teforsland
sources to help you identify your
abilities, aptitudes, and interests;
SCheddle these tens as soon as
possible.

Schedule an opportunity to use thk
Guldsmee Information System in
your sch0O1 or At the vocstional
tedihiCA1 school in your' area:'

View transparency in Activity 8,
What Are My Aptitudes? "and

, determine what each individual's
aptitudes are.
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--Factors involving the job
.What does the job entail?
;Witst are the working con-

Is the work doanding?
Js_the job location suit-
able?
its the job secure?
;What are the salary and
benefits?

--Factors involving traisingi'
educatIont and irk exper-
ienCe4
.Special job training
.School courses and grades
.Part7time jobs
lobbies
;Sports and extra=Curricular
activities

--Factors involving employment
outlook in the following
categories of employment
;Finance. insurance, and real
estate etploymeAt
*Personal and business
services
,,Trade occupations
.Transportation and public
utilities_
iClovernment occupations
:Construction jobt
.Manufacturing jobs

--Factors involving geographi-
cal moility
.Man Job& are selected based
on geographic location.:
.It sometimes becomes nec-
essary to mome to another
location in order to find
employment.

occupations reqUire
travel.

1=8

DitC4tt the kind of work you would
like to be doing several years
from now;

List reasons why people are dis-
satisfied with their career
choices.

List four Juba which interest you
and research whit education and/or
training is needed to obtain these

In!erview persons in each of the
occupations you have studied to
find out 'Ant preparation they
have had And where they got it.

Rend refirenr,es and make a list of
jobs with the brighteat future;

Discuss factors that will boost the
, job market.

Check newspapers and make a list of
1Mal jobs that are available now.

Discuss whether or not these are
jobs you sight choose iUd give
reasons.

Litt IS jobtavnilable today.
CMSnit the "Occupational-Outlook
Handbook" to see what the_predic.=
tions are for these jobs in the
next ten years.

Make_a-list_of mcupations that_
are uni e. to specific geograPhie
locati . _Ditiftta Wh tetheith
student would tilt:Cite in order to be
hired in that partieUlar job.
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--Factors invoking Values and
goals

;Different values w-,d goals
are more compatible with
different occupations
.Long perm _g061$ may ialuence
your it itiel aktice of an
occupation.

.DiffmrentChingsare impor-
tant to different people.
-Money_
-Security:
=EktiteMent
=SerVice

=.prestige, social status, etc.

--Factors involving lifestyles
;One's desired lifestyle_ can
be cInsely related_to the'
occupation thoteh by a person.

;Role stereotyping can be an
influencing fictor in selecting
a_career.
.Historically, males are more
persistenl, than females is
pursuing their career goals.
;Females are_leatlikely_to
persist in pursuing their

bcoupational goals, and many
settle for jobs they don't like
Wause they are available
Where tna hdaband is located.

)

Discuss the following statements
related to values:

1. Values are beliefs or feel-
thy tTiat SOME-thing is good,
desirable and important;

2. Values are a guide to every.--
day behavior and decision
making;

3. Values are a guide for each
person in new and unfamiliar
situations.

List what you consider your 10 top
Values in terms of job seeking.
Rank the 10 in the order of their
priprity to you;

Consider the compatibility of your
values andgoals with the different
jobs that interest you.

Divide into small buzz group$ and
list occupations that might involve
the following situations.

1. TraVeling five days a week
2. Shift work
3. Frequent moves
4. Being on call at all times
S. A 60-hour week
6. Doing boring work
7. Doing heavy Work
8. Sitting all day
9. Standing all day

10. Seasonal work
11. Cultivating social contacts
12. Doing dangerous work

Determine your willingSeie to assume
the lifestyle theft-6 situations would
require.

RESOURCES

Activity 7 = "FaCtors in Selecting an Occupation."

Activity 8 - "What Art my Aptttudes?"

Books

Craig, Hazel Thompson. TIttimb;olds to Adult Living; 3rd ed. Peoria,Illinois: Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1976.
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RESOURCES (continued)

I-10

Kimbrell, Grady, and Ben S. Vineyard. Suc . .

Bloomington, Illinois: McKnight Publishing Company, 1981:

Parnell, Frances Baynor. Homemaking Skills for Everyday_Living. South
Holland, Illinois: The Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 1981:

Publications

ChoosFog-Xour7Cccupation. Nareer Guidelines for High School Students."
Louisiana State EMployment Service.

Dictionary_of_Occupational Titles.' DepartMent of Labori'Employment and
Training Administration, 1978.

Occupational_Outlook_HandbookOulletin 1785. DepartMent of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1977=78.'

Learning Modules

Pounding -the Pavement -- Employment-Seeking Skills -:- School of Vocational
EdUdatidn, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803;
(A learning module with transparencies, slides, cassettes, student
assignment sheets, etc; Copies were distributed to high school in
Louisiana in 1979.)

Other Sources

Guidance Information System. (This guidance system is for students to
use and is available in many local high schools and in area vocational
technical schools throughout the State.)



UNIT I. CAREER PREPARATION

TOPIC: Career Development

SUBTOPICS: Decision Making

Identifying Personal Traits

OBJECTIVES: Define decision making

Apply the decision-making process in developing a personal
plan for career development.

Express al awareness of personal.traits related to career
choices.

Content Student-Activittes-

Steps in Decision Making
--Define the problem.
--Define the goals.
--Establish priorities.
--Analyze the problem.
-- Consider the resources.
--Weigh the alternatives.
--Make a decision.

Influences on decision making
--News Media
--Personal resources
--Facts
--Goals_
--Friends' opinions
--Experiences
--Values

Influences on values
--Family
--Peers
-=Ethtic,heritage
--Religious beliefs
--Health
--Experiences
--Abilities
--Interests

Involvement in decision taking
;.=Mistakes.

==RiSks
--Conflicts

View and discuss the transparency
in Activity 9i ""rocesses in
Decision Making."

View the transparencies in Activ-
ity 10,-"LalRences Upon Decision
Making," and in Activity 11,
"Influences Upon Values." List
and discuss factors that influence
decisions and values.

1

View and discuss the transparency
in Activity 12, "Involvement in
Decision Making." -

a



Identifying personal traits
--Abilities
--Interests-
--Aptitude
--Attitudes
--Values and goals
--Personal rart

Exploring career possibilities
--New fhventions, new enter-
prises, and new industries
are entering the_employment
pittnre constantly and new
jobs are springing up or
changing. Many people need
an alternative career;

--Many beginning jobs require
a high school education.

--Some jobs require vocational
or_technical training.

--Job experiences may be
acquired by doing volunteer
work; part -time jobs,
temporary work; etc.

RESOURCES

Activity 9

Activity 10

Activity 11

Attivity 12

Activity 13

List _school subjects, activiciesi
hobbies, and job experiences you
have enjoyed;

Complete Attivity 13; nottd0A=
tional Preference Checklist."

Assess your personality traits by 1

completing Activity 14, "Know
Yourself."

Examine the feedback froM the
Guidance Ihformation System.

Summarize the results of your
aptitude, interest, and abilities
tests after discussing the Wok=
nation with rour guidance counselor.

Develop a written summary of your
personal traits Oissets and lia-
bilities) in relation to career
choices.

If you had the choice_cif any job
you wanted, Whet would you Choole?

Research the job that you chose
and find out what additional
training yod will need. Are you
willing to get -the necessary
training?_ Visit colleges in your
area or the vocational technical
school to learn more ahoutad-
vanced training and education to
prepare for a career of interest
to you; Check on fees and tail:Aar=
ships.

Is experience required for -the job
you chose? List some wayaCto get
related job experiences;

"Resourtelk in Decision Making."

- "Influences upon Decision Making."

- "Influences upon Valueti.I

- "Invottement in Decision Making."

- "Occupationrl Preference Checklist."
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RESOURCES (continued)

ActiVity 14 - "Tnow Yourself."

Book

Craig, Hazel Thompson. Thresholds to Adult Living. Peoria, Illinois:
Chas. A. Sennett Co., Inc., 197S.

Oppenheim, Irene. Consumer Skills. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A.
Bennett Co., Inc., 1977.

Paolucci, UR:trice and others. Personal_ 1pectives: A Guide to
Decision MakingL New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1973.

Other Sources

Guidance Information Systek. (This guidance system is for students
to use and is available in many local high schools and in area
vocational technics' schools throughout the State.)

A
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UNIT I. CAREER PREPARATION

TOPIC: Career Development

SUBTOPIC: Exploring Occupations

OBJECTIVES: identify occupations of interest to explore carefully when
deciding on possible careers;

Apply skills in researching occupational information;

tont t

Exploring occupations_
--Securing information abbut
occupations of interest to
enable an individual to make
appropriate educational and
vocational decisions.

Reasons for exploring occupations
--The choice of occupations may
actually determine whether an
inditiiduai will be employed or
not

--The choice of occupations may
determine success or failure.

--The choice of occupations may
determine Whether a person will
enjoy or dislike his/her work.

--Occupations influence every
other aspect of life.

--occupatioml choices determine
how a democratic society uses
its labor power.

Ways of Exploring Occupations
--Reading occupational literature
--Working part-time in an occupa-

tion
- -Talking to people who are in

the occupation

Occupational literature
- -Presents facts about jobs and
includes a variety of_pritted
materials that describe the
world -of worko its organization;
rewardso and benefits.

-Student Activities

Etamine the results of your interest
surveys and identify several occupa-
tions of interest to you

List reasons for exploring occupa-
tions.

Discuss non-traditional occupations
for men and women and examine your
attitudes toward these jobs.

List way& of exploring occupations.

Select two or three occupations
that appeal to you and study them
in depth.

Listen to the guidance counselor
or representative of a local-
employment security officeidentify
iources of occupational itzformation;

29



--Tells how and Where to prepare
to enter a field and the re-
quirements that a worker must
meet to enter, remain, or
advance in that occupational
area.

Sources of inforMitiOn on occupa-
tions

,==Occupati66I_Outlook_Randbook
--Dictlonarg_of-OccupatiOnal
Titles (DOT) (DO_OUMbera are
usea by public employment
service agencies for classifying
applicants and jobopenings and
for reporting purposes.)

-- School and publit libraries
--Books and paaphlett

--Radio, pamphlets; movies, etc.
--Relativet and friendS
-=,CoVertilhett agencies

==NeWs magazines and newspapers

Workexperitfite

--GiVea 4- person a better idea of
he* el.1 one likes a certain
type of work;

I- 5

Visit your school library and
locate sources of occupational
information.

Identify sources of infornation on
occupations.

COnSult the Occupational_Outlaok
Handtbook and the Dictionary of
Occup4IOnal-Zitlet for information
on the occupations of interest to
you. ReCOrd the information for
fUtdre reference.

Do research in the library on
occupations of interest to you.
List the pros and cons you find
for each occupation.

Clip articles and pictures.from
newspapers and magazines as_you
locate information about different
kinds of jobs or abOut people in a
particular line of work. Compile
the data and share it with class-
mates with similar interests.

Bring to class job-related pictures,
graphs, tables, opportunities,
trends, and qualifications. Mount.
on poster boards for various occupa-
tions.

Prepare a display on occupations
showing the salary and outlook for
these jobs in the 1990s.

Survey vocational teachers in your
school and ask about job opportuni-
ties in your community;

L'sten to vocational teachers de-
scribe jobs in their areas and
opportunities for work experience.
Ask for information about obtaining
work permits.

30



--Provides valuable experience_
for job advancement or securing
another job.

InforMation from successful people
in a career

--Educational preparation
--Working conditions
--Tasks and responsibilitieS
== Opportunities for advancement
--Special skills required, etc.

1-16

Discuss the advantages of work
experience. Share information
learned from working on-the-job.

Interview at least one person who
in nurrnnnfisl in n

interest to you.

Write a brief description of the
occupation of greiutiest interest to
you. Include the mininal_educa-
tional level, average beginning
salary, and salary to expect in
2=4 years. :ibis information will
be used later in &unit on financial
management.

RESOURCES

Books

Craig, Hazel Thompson. Thresholds to Adult Living. 3-d
Illinois: Chart. A. Behneit Co., Inc., 1976.

Jacoby, G. Polly. Preparing for a Hobe Econc*ics Career.
Gregg Division, ticGrew.7eill Book CoApany, 1979.

KimbrelI, Grady, and Ben S. Vineyard. Succeeding in the World of Work.
Bloomington, Illinois: McKnight PubliShing Cospany, 1981.

Parnell, Frances Baynor, Homemakin,q-Skills for Everyday Living. South
Holland, Illinois: The GoodhtartWillcox Company, Inc., 1981.

ed. Peoria,

New York:

Publications

Dictionary of Occupational Titles. Department of Labor, employment and
Training Ad-Ministration, 1978.

Occupational-Outlook Handbook, Bulletin 1785. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1977-78.
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UNIT V. CAREER PREPARATION

TOPIC: Employment-Seeking Skills

SUBTOPICS; Job Search Informatitie

Resuma and Application

Interview

OBJECTIVES: Idontify and use sources of inforiatioa for finding jobs.

Identify the reasons for a resume and the type of informa-
tion oo be included in a concise, well=written resumi.

Describe the characteristics of a neat, Wellwricten letter
of application.

Write and type a resumi and a letter of application for a
job of interest to rm.

Ceeplete an application foraneatiy and accurately;

Review techniques for preparing for a jel interview.

Dress appropriately for a job interview.

Delonitrate appropriate behavior im the job interview.

content

Sources of Jab Search Information

=,=Feelly,4rieride and neighbors
--Schtia placesentofficer
==State employment `se: vice
--Commercial employment agencies
:--Help wanted ads

--Situation wanted ads
--Civil service employment

off C**
== Direct contacts with potential

employers,

--Union hiring halla
--Yellow pages of telephone
directory

Stu tut Act-iv -tries

Interview thee employed friends
or acquaintantee tied ask thee h04
they attibed theit Current jobs.

Viiit the local state employment
service and find out what services
are offered to youths *taking jobs.

List and discuss ways- of making
direct_contatt in teeth* a job.
Role play making in_APPoiwtment
b* telephone. Discuss the atoms
in making an appointment by
telephone.

CoAplete the assitnment sheet in
Activity 15, "Uaink the Yellow

rsheck the newspaper and clip want
is for jobs of interest to you.



Reair.J.1 for preparing aresuak
To introduce yourself an

employer in a botiness-liki
way.

--TO prdVide in a, _7111ort_i easy,

to-read form the qualifica-
tions and experiences you have
that sake you the tisst opli=
cant fot'the job. '

-4o provide a handy record for
employers -to help thou

rem-ether information about you.

Usea of the resuma
To respond to an ed.
--To enclose as part of a direct
mailing campaign to employers.
-To leave with employer after
interviews.

--To give information to friends
and acquaintances who may want
to discuss you with their
employers.

--To enclose with letters of
application.

-=To obtain an interview.

Information needed io a'resua4
--Introduction

.Full name
;Address
.Tel*phone number (hose and
business)
,Job objectives (short term
goals)

.Carnet objectives (long ter&
goals)

--Main body
.rducational backgroUnd
.Related *kill* and activities
.Work experiences
Personal data

--Conclusion
Aaferences
.4otethitt references will be
iarnithed later.

Criteria Used by- Employers to
Evaluate a Resuai
--Your ability to do the job.
--Yonrneatness and attention to

details.

1=18

Ditenta A iiidaA and the reasons
for preptring a resuma.

Identify ways to use a resume;

Identify information needed in e
resua. Look at sample resumia to
study format and content.

Prepare a resin to use in applying
for a job in an occupation of
interest to you;

Referto Activity 16, "The__ .

Res ua6 -- What Cues Where," fat.' an
example of an appropriate format_
far_your_reiumAi Type the resumoi
to intlude appropriateinfornStian
Ablaut you. if a specific category
dots not apply to yovo situation,
omit it.

)iscuss the characteristics or
standards by which a ream& is
evaluated by a prompective
employer.
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A-ctiVit:i, 2

MICE UPON A TIME

turposei,

to create awareness of stereotyped role expectations. (This
adtivity Is not Intended to.be en accurate tool for measuring
the ability of the student to perform In today's world. It is a
kick-,off activity to capture the student's interest And create
initial awareness of sex-role stereotyping).

Katerlatst_

-

Copy of "Cinderella" story with appropriate theck-off sheet for each
female student.

Copy of "Prince Charming" story and appropriate check-off sheet for
each male student.

Copy of scoring.

Procedure:

Distribute one copy oar either the "Cinderella" or "Prince Cheminga
story (depending upon sex) to each student. Depending on the studente
reeding level, the story may be read aloud to the class, or silently
by each student.

After students have read the story they should coiplett the second
sheet by checking off each 'tea applicable to them.

When completed, ask students for their interpretation of their responses.
Then read and discuss the scoring.

Storlmv FEMALES:-

If yo- checked Items i 3, 18, 15, 20 and 25 you are only prepared
to -live in Neser Never Lend and lay be in serious trouble; You
refuse to &Mit that you will have to work, ignoring the !act that
nine out of 10 high school girls will work In the future. In fact,
more than half of all women between Wend 64 years of age are presently
in the labor force. Wake-up! Prince Charming art hard to come by
and, even if you find ono, he may not remain charming fov ever and
ever. You need to start giving serious thoughts to the Job training
available to you in high school and you Should confider the careers
that open up to you after the training. Don't wait for your "Once
upon a time" dreams to be shattered.

If you only checked items 3i 7. 9; 1I, 18, 21 and 23 you are
protiebiy very- capable of managing a lome but you do not think you will
have't0 work-once you are married; Hmw wrong you art! Most likely
Y64 Will work far -about 20 years of your life. You have probably
e.e'red the traditional Job training courses but none of the others.
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Application forms
--Are required by some employers
along with the letter of appli-
cation.

1--
--1-svuzu urc -,Jutioscl..cu

and neatly in ink
accurately

reps in preparing for a good
interview
--Complete a resume;

16 --Obtain a social security card.
--Secure necessary paperwork,

such as work permit, etc.
=-Learn about the company
--Prepare some questions and
answers;

Appearance for an interview
--Dress appropriately for the job
- -Look clean and wen-groomed;

f;chaviorfor the interview
--(7-o alone.

- -Act your age.

--Be relaxed and courteous.
- -se polite.

--Answer questions accurately;
--Maintain good eye contact with

interviewer.

;'Lctors whichinfluence the outcome
in interview

- -Personal appearance.

--eatness, accuracyo and com-
ileteness c.f. application.

--,:hat you say and how you act
.':ring the interview.

--A smile;

-20

Read-Lips in Activity IS, "Com-
pleting Application Forms;" azi
complete an application fern for a

job the clats aembers to
review your

Discuss the purpose of an interview
and become familiar with how to
prepare for an interview.

IComplete the assignment in Activ-
ity 19, "Researeling a Prospectiv
Employer."

Discuss the importance of appear=
ance in creating_a good first
pression. Describe clothing Cr.at
is appropriate an interview;
Read and discuss the information
in Activity20,'7our Appearance - -
A to Z, in ne

Prepare responses for the most
frequently asked job interview
questions in Activity 21.

Review the suggestions in Activi-
ty 22, "?reparing for the Zob
Interview."

Answer the questions in Activ-
ity 23, 12.4's Dor.'ts of

Interview Preparation" to chc,:k
your knowledge about interview
bahavior.

Role play interviewing situations.
Identify teachers Other SChool
perSOnnelo,parentso and ot.r.er
adults to serve as terviewers.
Ask your interviewer or feedback_
and hints for impravi your skills
in interviewing.

vtty 15 - "Using the Yellow Page.

16 - "The Resume -- What Goes Where?"

7.1.vit. 17 "Writ rag an Application Letter."

BEST Ur AVMALE
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RESOURCES (continued)

Activity 18 "Completing Application Forms."

Activity 19 - Researching a Prospective Eiployer."

Activity 20 - "Your Appearance - A to Z = in the Job Interview."

Activity 21 - "Host Frequently_ Asked Job Interview Questions: Would
Tau Answer Them?"

Activity 22 - "Preparing for the Job Interview."

Activity 23 - "Do's and Don'ts of Interview Preparation."

Bookis

Craig, Hazel Thompson. Thresholds to Adult Livilg. 3rd ed. Peoria,
Illinois: Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1976.

Jacoby, G. Polly. Preparing for a Hoe* Economics Career. 'New York:
Gregg Division, McGra04ill Book CoMpany, 1979.

Kimbrell, Grady, and Ben S. Vineyard. Succeeding in the World of Work.
Bloomington, Illinois: MCZnight Publishing Coipany, 1981.

OppenheLs, Irene. Livizip,14yday. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A. Bennett
Co., Inc., 1981.

Parnell, Frances Baynor. Homemaking-Skills-for Everyday Living. South
Holland, Illinois: The Goodheart-Wilcoz Company, Inc., 1981.

Learning Modules

Pounding-the Pavement-- Employment-Seeking Skills. School of Voca-
tional Education, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana 70801. (A learning module with transparencies, slides,
cassettes, student assignment sheets, etc. Copies were distributed
to high schoeis in Louisiana in 1979.)
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TOPIC:

1 -22

UNIT V. CAREER PREPARATION ;=

Keeping a Job

SUBTOPICS: Predicting Your Success

Attitudes on the Job

Getting Along on the Job

OBJECTIVES: Define how present work habits and attitudes carry over
into the Woe, situation.

Itik;.tify attitudinal strengths and weaknesses related to
people and work situations.

Relate the importance of good relationships with his/her
employer, supervisor, and-co-workers to a successful
career.

Content Student ActivUttea-----

Currentbehaviom as predictor of
job success
--Mmnner of dteSt
--lite tanagetent (punctuality
and attendinke)

- - Response to criticism

- -Willingness to accept
responsibility

- -Consideration Of Others
- -State of health

- Completion of teaks or
assignments

Attitudes toward people and
situations

--Attitudinal strengths
--Attitudinal weaknesses

Attitudes on the job

--Negative

Respond tothe_statement* in
Activity "Predicting Your
Success," end evaliiate your chances
for success. Determine present
work habits evdactitudes that
you wish to change to improve your
present prediction of success.

Respond to the questions in Activ-
ity 25, "Attitudinal Invemtory."
Identify your attitudinal strengths
and weaknesses.

Lieten to an employer describe the
Attitudes andcharacteriatits that

ihe/she likes in his/her dipleYees.

Complete the assignment in Activ-
ity 26, "AttitUdte od the Job"

Inistues the worker remarks and re
I.cite each negative remark to
talect a positive attitude,



Co =Worker types to avoid
--Just Getting By
--Motor Mouth
--Gossip
--Joker
--Protestor
--Know-it-all
--I'd Rather Be Alone

Getting along on the job
--Employer expectations
--Co-worker expectations
--Predictions of success
--First day on the job
--Your first paycheck
--Fringe benefits
--Reasons for termination

1=23

Discuss the kinds of co-workers a
new employee should avoid associa-
ting With too clliely.

Identify seven different types by
completing Activity 27 "Co- Worker
Types to Avoid."

Identify the type you would be most
likely to become and take the
necessary steps to correct these
personality traits;

Read and discuss the infOrMatitin
in Attivity 28 "Getting Along on
the Job to summarize things you
haVe learned;

RESOURCES

Attivity 24 - "Predicting Your Success."

AttiVity 25 - "AttitUdinal Inventory."

Activity 26 "Attitudes on the Job."

Activity 27 - "Co-Worker Types to Avoid."

Attivity 28 - "Getting Along on the Job."

Learning MOdules

lS School Of 'WO-ca-
t ional Education, Louisiana State University. Baton Rouge.
Lbuisiana 70803. 1979.
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Activity.1

WORK FORCE QUIZ

1) Studies show that 9 cut of'10 girls will work outside the home
at some time in their iives.

2) A majority of women work because of economic need.

3) Women have a much higher absentee rate from their jobs.

4) Recently, more women are leaving work for marriage and-children.,

5) ife Job requifements are usually unrelated to sex.

6) The sole supporter for the majority of families is male.

7) The average woman worker is slightly less educated than the
average man worker.

8) Fully employed women who are high school graduaces (with no
college) have less income on the average than fully employed men
who have not completed elementary school.

9) Today more than half of all women between 18 and 64 years of age
are in the labor force;

10) A majority of women who leave work to have children never return
to their job.

11) The single woman usually works less than 25 years in the labor
force.

12) _Women have a much higher turnover rate in labor than men.

13) Most unemployed men do not have the education or the skill to
qualify for many of the jobs held by women.

14) Fewer women are offered positions of responsibility than men;

15) The employment of malers leads to juvenile delinquency.

16) Most men who have worked for women supervisors do not complain
about working for a woman.

11) , The number of working mothers who have children under 18 has not
increased since 1940:

18) The average woman worker earns less than three-fifths of what a
man does, even when both work full=timd.

Source: Teaching for. Expanded Roles. Community Service Education De-
partment, New York State College of Human Ecology, Cornell
University. Ithaca.
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Work Force Quit

Answer Key

1. True
2. True
3. False
4. False
5. True
6. Mad
7. False
8. True
9. True

10. False
11. False
12. False

True
14. True
15. Falwe
16. True
17. False
18. True

1=26



Activity 2

ONCE UPON A TIME

Purpose:

To create awareness of stereotyped role expectations. (This
AdtiVitY it not intended to.be en accurate tool -fcr measuring
the ability of the student to perform in today's oorld. It it a
kick=off activity to capture the student's interest and create
initial awareness of sex-role stereotyping).

Materials:

Copy of "Cinderella" story with appropriate check off sheet for each
female student.

Copy.of "Prince 4tarming" Story and appropriate check-off sheet for
each male student.

Copy of scoring.

Procedure:

DittribUte one copy of either the "Cinderella" or "Prince Charming"
story (depending upon sex) to each student; Depending_on the students'
reading level. the story may be read aloud to the class, or silently
by each student;

After students have read the story they should complete the second
sheet by checking off each item applicable to them.

When completed. ask students for their interpretation of their responses.
Then read and discuss the scoring.

Scor -ing -:- FEMALES:

If you checked !tend 1. 5. 10. 15, 20 and 25 you are only prepared
to live in Never NeVer Land and may be in serious trouble. You
refuse to admit that you will have to work, ignoring the fact that
nine out of 10 high school girismill work in the future. In fact,
more than half Of all women between 18 and 64 years of age are-presently
in the labor force.- Wake -upi Prince Charmings are hard to come by
and, even if you find one, he may not remain charming for ever and
ever. You need to start giving serious thoughtf to_the job training
lavailable to you in high school and you should consider the careers

\---/that" open up to you after the training. Don't Wait for your "Ounce
upon :a time" dreams to be shattered.

If you only checked items 3. 7, 9. 14, 18, 21 and 23 you are
probably very capable of managing a tome but you do not think you will
have to work once you are married. wrong you are Most likely
you will work for about 20 Years of your life. You have probably
eA,Ilored the traditional job training courses but none of the others.
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ONCE UPON A TIME (continued)

Scoring: FEMALES (Continued)

Be time to explore them all

If you only_checked items 2, 4, 6, 8, 11, 13, 16, 17, 19, 22 and 24
you nave explored traditional stereotypes (Yea!) and may find yourself
capable of handling certain jobs. HOWeveri you do not think you will
haVe to manage a home. You've given your future some thought but you
still have to do some_ more thinking. You need to give serious thoughtto learning how to take care of yourself.

If 7-7,t: checked nearly all items exeldding 1, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25you deSery a round of applause; You are ready to take on the world.
You_tan manage a home and a_job. Ye0 have explored all kinds of job
training, made a career decision, and have not been limited by traditional
stereotypes. You are a person with an expanded_expection of your elan
personal, family, and career life. Congratulations!

Scoring: MALES

If you checked Items 1, 5, 10, 15, 20;andt25you are expecting toSlip the glassslipper on a. woman's foot someday and then liVe happilyever after. You may be -in Serious-trouble. You are -not prepared for
the real world that awaits you. Cinderellas who Will wait on you handand foot, looking_beautiful all the while, are hard to come by (and then
change when -they find out what a drag it is). You seem unaware that 9
out of 10 high school women will work outside the home in_their future.YOU need to startgiving serious thought to learning how to take care--of
yourself. It would be a good idea for you to leave "Once upon a time"
land and gain a more ealittiC and expanded view of men and Women in7--
today's world.

If you only dheeked items 3, 7, 9, 14, 18, 21 and 23 you don't
belitVe in glass slippers so what are you waiting for? You realize that
Women have as much need for &Career as men so whowill do the cookingand cleaning? You plan -to take care of yourself, but how? Tim have an
expanded view -of men and women but action speaks louder than words.
Consider enrolling in a cooking or child care course.

If you checked nearly all items excluding 1; 5; 15; 20_and-25--let'shear it -for youi You_areready to -take on the world. You know aboUt allkinds of high school job training including home economics. You cannotonly handle a_job but will be able to take tare of_yedrself. YOU realize
that if you choose to be with a worm she will probably have a career too.You are on your way to being a liberated Man. Congratulations!

...

Source: Teaching for Expanded soles, Community Service EducationDepartment, New York State College of Human Ecology, CornellUniversity, Ithaca, New York.
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CINDERELLA:

Once upon a time there was é filr young maiden: Her name was
Cinderella. She lived With her stepsisters and stepmother, and was
responsible for all the cooking, cleaning and other chorea around their
home. Although it was a modest home,-Cinderellehad very little time
for herself. She always did as she was told, never questioning her
stepsisters or stepmother; Then she was mireculoluslY discovered by
the Prince and went to live with him in the castle: She ran the castle
and raised their children. She preferred to stay homein the castle
although there were job opportunities In the_kingdom's castle construction
company and i local sword repair shop. The Prince, of course, never
abandoned her except for occasional trips to Crusader conventions.
The Prince end Cinderella lived happily ever after-- which wasn't
really so hard to do because most of the people of the time tended
to be dead by the age of 35.

Have times. changed? CoMplete the checklist and you'll see.
Check ( ) off each item that applies to you.

1) Graduating from high school is not important.
7- 2) afraid to be the only_giri In any class.

3) I know how much money it takes to feed a family of four for
a Weak.

4) I stand up for myself.
Si I think woman's place is in the home.
6) I have career plans.
7) I can wash clothes.
8) 1 am informed about EEOC.
9) I can raise children.

710) I cannot manage money.
11) I demand equal pay for equal Work.

--12) I read newspapers_and news magazines.
13) I can list 20 different jobs open to women.14) I can cook.
15)- I prefer love stories and movie magazines.
16) I have investigated all high school job training courses includ:

ing Woodworking and ;Ming.
17) I can fix a fiat tire.
18) 1 knOw tow to care for a baby.
19) I know about apprenticeship programs.

--20) I don't worry about the future.
21) I can sew.
--12) I plan to have a skill before marriage so that I can always

get a job.
_23) I can clean.
714) I think I can do any job a ran :an do, as long as 1 receive

the proper training.
_25) I expect to marry and expect my nusband to he the breei141rner.
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PRINCE CHARMING

Once upon a time there lived young man named "Prince
Charming." He lived in a castle Mhis pother and father, the
Queen and King. _Although he loved to eat and look "charming," he
never had to do "castlehold" tasks; those were taken care of by
young maidens. (so he -never _made_an attempt to learn to do such
things.)_Eath morning Prince Charming would ride off to fight dragons.
He was thiVeltOUS, adventuresome and brave; Eventually the Queen felt
that Printe Charming should find. himself a young women to be his wife.
So_Prince_Chirming set out to find the woman of his dreame and fell
Madly in love with someone named Cinderella; Now Cinderella was not
only sweet and beautiful but took care of the castle. After all,
ihe had been responsible for all the cooking, cicaning and other
chores around her family's home. The rrince felt he had Meade a wise
choice.. They were mereiadi and the Prince continued_ to go off and
fight dragons while Vederiella stayed home 4nd ran the castle anbraised
their kids; Their iii continued in this fashion and they lived
happily_ever after-- whia wasn't really so hard to do because most
people of the time tended to be dead by age 35.

Have things chaaged? Complete the checklist and you'll sea.
Check (01 off each item that applies to you.

1) I expect to be the sole breadWinner of my family.
2) 1 can -cook.

3) i WoUld_teach_my daughter or sister how -to work on a car.
4) 1 have investigated ill_ high school Job training courses includ-

ing child care and nursing.
5) I feel financial matters are best handled by a man.

-77 6) I know how much money it takes to feed a family of four for
a week.

7) I would allcw4sy son to play with dolls..
8) I can sew.
9) I see girls as people not sex objects.
10) I feel women ;belong in the home.

_11) i iron my own clothes.
12) I can raise children.
13) l_know how to care for_ a baby.
14) I'M not afrahl to be the_only guy In my clast;
15) 1 see women as lovely things to be Wilfrid for their beauty;
16) I can clean.
17) 1 plan to haVe a career outside.of the home.
16) h plan to take care of myself even if I marry.
19) I can cry and shOW emotions.
20). I feel women should raise children;
21)' I feel women have as much of a need and right to a career as

men do
22) I open doors for'women because they need help.
23) I recognize that most differe3cQg in the behavior of men and

women are learned.
24) 1 feel comfortable_going with Mt intelligent girl.

_29) I hope to merry and have a wife to stay home and take care
of me.



Activity 3

ROLES OF MEN AND WOMEN

(sex wee Discussion Questions)

1. Are your attitudes about male and female roles the same as your parents
were? Different? Why?

2. If a_couple could only afford to send one child to graduate school,
should they send the daughter or the son? Why?

3. Is it more permissible for a boy or man to act on the basis of reason,
logic, and the facts, and a girl to .act on the basis of feelings and
emotions? Why?

4. Is it more permissible for a girl or woman to be frightened than it Is
for a boy or a man? Why?

5. Do men and women find self-fulfillment in different ways, such as child-,
rearing, leisure?

6. If a woman is married and pursuing a career, whose responsibility is it
to care for the house? Why?

7. Are there woe jobs you associate with men and others with women? Why?
Who should be a:

a. Bricklayer?
b. Lawyer?
c. Home economist?
d. Elementary school teacher?

8; Should men or women have more opportunity for salary, promotion, and
creative job opportunity? In Which careers? 14101

9. Suppose Bill end Mary Jones were thinking that she is to be the panel--
pal wage earner in their family, and he is to be the principal home
manager and child caretaker; If you were asked your opinion about the
situation, what would you need to know to help them think it through?
What would be your opinion about the decision?



Check Due: Male

Activity 4

WHY WORK?

4-)Female

1-12

DIRECTIONS: Check each block at the left that indicates When you would work
for pay as a young adult. Check each block at the right to show
when you would expect your spouse to work for pay (if you were
to marry).

would... u expect 'Spouse to work. .

.

Tow ask.
1. To support the family

2. To add to the falily's to-
cote in order to buy what
the family needs 'neetchi

1. To support the family
completaky._--------C62g4q121.--4-----e°

li To add to the family's income
in order to .buy whit the fanny

..--

3.-1"11yo-etow4-from
4. To use special training

which is in demand.
4.

home.
TO use special training which
is in demand.

S. Everyone else does it-______5EvesImmie-elawdoes it.

6. To wt-betow-IY-;---
a

6. To not be lonely.

- - thing you like. 7. To do aaeseth ou_likei
8. To have something inter-

esti to do. .

To have meethtng interesting
to do.

,.

10;

To have income for your-
self which you can spend
an vatia..1

9. To have income for yourself
which you can Spend as you
like.

To add to effilTedlails
income in order to buy
luxuries.

0. To add to the family's Income
in order to buy luiurita.
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Activity 5

ROLE PLAY SITUATIONS

I. A mother is offered a full-time job that will provide the family with
substantial and needed income. Before she accepts the job, however,
she decides to talk it over with her family.

A young couple is trying to explain to their parents why the wife is
Attending medital school While her husband works is an auto mechanic
to support them until she graduates;

3. A senior girl in high school has been talking -over her Career goals with
her guidance couneelor. She originally thought she might like to be-
come a doctor, but 064 her_gUidance counselor is encouraging her to be- -

come a nurse. She really does not want to, and she decides to talk it
over with her parents.

4 A young boy comes home from school and is crying becAUte the 'other
children in his kindergarten class tease -him When he plays house. Hi
was encouraged VI play with -all toys at home, and now his parents have
to help his Underitind why he is being teased at school:

5. A girl in the family has decided she is going to break her engagement to
her high school boyfriend and joint he army after graduation. She hal
to tell the news to her parents and convince them that this is what she
really wants;
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Activity 6

SORRY I QUIT SO SOON

(Case Study)

1-34

Larry Williams left school a year and -a half ago;

He's tired; When he quit school just after he iiirne418* Larry thought
he'd be able to find a job somewherepumping gas; fiXIng-;-.4Ars,
selling groceries at the very least; And once, four monthslgo, he did
find a job picking apples at Gould Orchard in a neighboring town; After
the apples_were_picke4Jhough0 Larry was out of_a job Again; Did Larry

Make the right decision in quitting school? Is it too late for him to
go back to school? Who can help hie

4

Adapted from: ikmlatfe-MagazIne: Fall 1978, by Craig Polhemus.
1Gregory14ounts.
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Attivity 7

FACTORS-1N SELECTING AN OCCUPATION

There are several factOrs to consider in selecting an occupation. Ig-
noring one of.these factors may lead you to an unrealistic or unsatis-
factory choice.

Factor I -- You What are your personal characteristics, attitudesi
interests, and aptitudes in relation to different occupa-
tions? _You_may havean_interest in a particular occupa-
tion but_not_have thephysical strength or aptitude to
succeed in that job. _COnsider all of your personal
characteristics and abilities before making.the decision.

Factor 2 -- The Job. What does performing the job'entail? What are
the working conditions? Even though_you may have the
ability to -do the job,_yoU may find the work boring, too
nerve-racking, or too demanding to suit your taste. Where
and under What circumstances the work is perforled must_
also be considered. Perhaps you won't like working out
side in all kinds of weather or can't stand being confined.

Factor S Training; How much preparation is required for the occupa-
tion ?- Does this match what you are willing to get or can
afford? If not, -look for another occupation -- perhaps
something involving many of the same activities.

Factor 4 -- Geographic Mobility. Where do you want to live or where are
you willing to go? If you want_tostay in your home area;
look around for what is available there. If you have a
specific occupation already in mind, consider there you
might have -to live to pursue it. Some_jcibs are found Only
in big cities, others near Where specific natural resources
are located. Still other jobs require frequent moves.

Factor 5 -- Employment_Ontloolr What is thepresent and projected
demand for workers in the occupation? Even though there is
a demand at present* tryto deterMine what the likelihood
is that the demand Will still exist by the time you have
completed the training needed. If very many people are now
in training for a specific occupation, the job market can
close up befOre you complete school; On the other hand, a
present surplus of workers can change to_a_shortage in -a
few years if the number of people in training drops off
drastically.

Factor 6 -- Values, Goals, and Desired Lifestyle. What is most impor-
tant to you? Money? Security? Excitement? Different
values and goals are most compatiW_with different occupa-
tions. Your long-term goals may influence your initial
choice of occupation.

Source: Adult Roles and Functions Curriculum. .Wed_ Virginia
Curriculum Guxue.
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Activity 8

WHAT ARE MY APTITUDES?

(Transparency)

The ability chart on this page lists

the abilities that everyone hasi but

\O differing degrees. It will help

give you a broad picture of your own

Abilities and aptitudes and will

indicate your capacity for learning

and doing different kf'ds of work.

ti

NOTE: Your Louisiana State Employment Service

uses aptitude tests to help measure

most of the abilities ehown in the chart

and can help you use this and other

information about yourself to decide, the

best fields of work for you to enter.

"Career Guidelines for high School Students." Louisiana State

Employment Service.
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UNIT II. ADULTS IN A CCOSUMER SOCIETY

Suggested Time: 2-3 weeks



OVerVieW

UNIT T1. 1# ULTS IN 4 CONSUMER SOCIETY

RATIONALE

Educators realize that ttie ro of adults in a consuaer society is
-becoming increasingly complex: s unit is designed to helg high
school Juniors and seniors prepare for this role as they begin attuning
responsibilities for their own econottic independence and wellbeing.
The unit focuAes.on the rights and responsibilities of consumers; con-
sumer protection agencies, legislation, and warranties; consumer fraud;
effaCti of advertising; wise buying practices; and credit.

OVERALL OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to:

Describe the basic rights and responsibilities of consumers
in America .

Identify consumer protection agencies and legislation
designed to protect the consumer.

Interpret protective devices provided by manufacturers.

Identify types of consumer trend schemes and outline
sAggestions for avoiding fraud.

Understand the functions of advertising and the techniques
used to sell products;

Demoinstrate Wise bUying practices in the purdhise of goods
and services.

Explain how to get and keep a good credit ratteg.

Figure and compare credit costs and use credit wisely.



Topical Outline,

UNIT II. ADULTS IN A CONSUMER SOCIETY

Topic: Rights and Responsibilities of Consumers

Topic: Consumer Protection

Subtopics: Agencies
Small Claims Courts
Legislation
Protective Devices from Manufacturers

Topic: Consumer Frauds

Topic: The Effects of Advertising

Topic: Wise Buying Practices

Topic: Consumer Credit

c.

lI



UNIT II; ADJ,'IS IN A CONSUMER SOCIETY

TOPIC: Rights and Re-ponsibilities of Consumers

OBJECTIVES: Describe basic rights and responsibilities of consumers
in America.

List ways consumers show disapproval of products.

Identify procedures for resolving complaints.

Analyze and apply consumer rights and responsibilities
in specific situations.

Content Student AttiVitieS

Rights of Consumers
--The right to be informed
--The right to choose
--The right to bo heard
- -The right to safety
--The right to redress

Responsibilities of Consumers
--To be informed
--To make intelligent choices
- -To follow directions
--to make legitimate complaints

55

Take the pre-test in Activity ,

"Am I at the Mercy of Big Busi-
nesir to determine your knowl-
edge of consumer rights and re-

ies.

Discuss rsonal experiences -

garding ach right.

Study references to learn the
responsibilities consumers hive
in contrast to theirrights.

Make an illustrative poster with
slogans reminding people to act
responsibly in stores.

Listen to a resource person such
as a hone economics cooperative
education teacher or representa-
tive from the Chamber of Commerce
discuss the rights and responsi-
bilities of the consumer.

Clip magazine and newspaper
articles dealing with consualer
rights and write a sentence Nor
paragraph explaining a specific
right.

Discuss how individuals and fami-
lies can indrease their economic
welfare by exercising their
consumer rights in the market-
place.



Impact of consumers on the market
The consumer can help control

the market or show disapproval
of a product by:

.PraminIng advertised
products.
.Rtfusing to buy.
Buying only from repu-
table stores.
.Writing letters of
complaint to proper
authorities.
.Boycotting the market.

--Actions of consumers influence:
The economy.
.Success or failure of a
sales establishment.
.The community;
;Availability of goods and
services.
.Quality of products on the
market.
;Prices;

Persons to contact in filing a
sumer complaint
--Sales clerk
--Store manager
--Company consumer affairs
department

= Company president
--Manufacturer
--Industry consumer
action panels

--Consumer affairs offict
--Legal action

con-

11-2

iComplete the following statements
to summarize what you have learned
about consumer rights and respon-
sibilities:

"My rights as a consumer art..."

'14y responsibilities as a con-
sumer are;;;"

Brainstorm ways to show disapproval
of a product available to you as a
consumer and make a list to summa-
rize the ideas presented.

Discuss what can happen When-a
number of consumers show dis-
approval of a product. Compare
the effectiveness of one consumer
complaint versus numerous
complkints;

Debate the question, "DO teenagers
hive power as consumers, or is that
power reserved for older con-
sumers?"

-Survey stores to determine store
policies for returns and
complaints; Share information in
class.

React to the problem in Attivity 2,
"Redress Scenarios."

Role play steps to_followvhen
returning merchandise.

Write a letter of complaint
1 concerning an item which did not_
perform as advertised or expected.

Complete Activity 3. "Evaluate a
Letter of Complaint."
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Moral-or ethical responsibilities
of consumers in the business -world
--Exhibit proper behavior in

stores.
--Report shoplifting.
--Use mer:handise correctly.
--Read labels.
--Follow directions.
--Buy safe products.
--Report unlawful practices.
-=Make legitimate complaints.
--Shop comparatively.
--Deal only with reliable
businessmen.

==Refuse prod,cts which waste
energy.

--Be honest.

11=3

Discuss the effects of the
followingspractices on a business:

1. Shoplifting
2. Unnecessary return of

goods
3. Refunds or exchanges

Plan a project using the media to
inform the ptblit of their respon-
sibilities regarding these
consumer practices;

Role play various reactions a con-
sumer could make when_a clerk
short-changes the customer and
when a clerk gives the customer
too much change.

Discuss the following questions:

1. What rights are iniolved
in these situations?

2. What ethical issues are
involved in these
situations?

3. What would you do in
similar situations?

I

RESOURCES

Activity 1 - "Am I at the Mercy of Big Business?"

Activity 2 - "Redress Scenarios."

Activity 3 - "Evaluate a Letter of Complaint."'

Books

Craig, Hazel T. Adult Living. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A.
Bennett Co., Inc. 1976.

Foster, Josephine A., and others. Creative-Living:
Rome Ehonosice. New York: Butterick Publishing, 1979.

Levv, Leon, and others. e Conlumer in thejtkirketptice. Belmont,
California: Fearon-Pittman Publishers, 1916.

Maedke, Wilmer, and others. COCAUMer Education. Encino, California:
Glencoe Publishing Co., Inc., 1979.

Oppenheim, Irene. Consumer Skills. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A. Bennett
Co., Inc., 1977.
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RESOURCES (continued)

Publications

Consumer Power; Publication No. 1783. Louisiana Cooperative Extension
Service; Knapp Hall; University Station; Baton Rouge; Louisiana 70803.

Tips on Refunds and__Exchanges; Council on Better Business Bureau.
Offices in Baton Rouge; Houma, Lafayette, Lake Charles, Munroe, New
Orleans, Shreveport and Slidell.



UNIT Ir. ADULTS IN A CONSUMER SOCIETY

TOPIC: Consumer Protection

SUBTOPICS: Agencies

Small Claims Courts

OBJECTIVESt Identify reasons consumers need protection.

Identify Federal; Stateand local agencies
where the consumer can obtain protection and
assistance.

Identify the Services provided by government
agencies to protect the consumer.

Identify legislation designed to protect the
consumer.

Content Student Activities

Reasons consumers need protection
--Fraudulent practices
--Deceptive practices
-- Misleading advertisements

Consumer protection agencies
--Federal agencies

.Department of Commerce
;Office of Consumer Affairs
UCA)
.Food_and Drug AdMinistration
(FDA)

.United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)

.Federal Trade Commission (FTC)

.Consumer Product safety
Cdinission

- _

Listen to a representative from
a consumer protection agency;
such as the State Office of Con-
sumer Protection or the Louisiana
Consumer League; explain the need
for consumer protection;

Brainstorm to name sources where
the consumer can get protection
or assistance; Categorise the
sources listed as Federal con-
sumer_agencies$ StAte agencies,
or private consumer agencies.

Take the test on abbreviarVns of
Federal agencies to see how uany
agencies you can identify in
Activity 4, "Pre-test of
Abbreviations for Federal
Agencies."

Study references to identify the
Federal agency responsible for
each of the following activities
or commodities: meat or poultry
sold in interstate commerce,
counterfeit money, gas used for
heating or cooking, unfair
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--State Add local agencies
;Better Business Bureau
-State Office of Consumer
Protection
.Louisiana Consumer League

--Private agencies
.Consnmer,,ACtion Panel

.Arbitration:SerVices
;Consumer Affairs Department

Swill claims courts
--The purpose of small claims

courts is to help resolve
consumer problems.

I. competition; impure cosmetics,
use of mail for promotion of
lotteries, illegal-issuing of
stocks and bonds.

60

Study references to identify state
and local government agencie- that
protect the consumer.---
Work in pairs to investigEtetne
government agencies. their back
grounds, reasons for formation,
aims, functions, responsibilities,
and publications. Use posters or
bulletin boards to present this
information. Fill out the
activity charts in Activity 5.
"Summary Chart: Governmental
Protection for the Consumer."

Collect consumer publications
available from the local consumer
agency, State, and governmL_at
agencies. Analyze and dist:miss;

Check your community to identify
private agencies that provide
consumer protection.

Research add report to the class
on the operation of small claims
courts in the State. Answer these

questions; Row do the courts work?
When tight a consumer use the small
claims court? 11-04 doss_one prepare

for a trial? BOO such does it cost
to sue? What is the maximum amount
of suit alloyed in small claims
courts in your state?

Contact the State Office of
Consumer Protection and aid for
the pamphlet entitled "Row to Use
Small Claims Court in Louisianai"

Listen to a local lavyer_or judge
discuss his or her experiences
with cases involving consumer
problems.



Legislation designed to ?ratect the
consumer
Food Ditg and Cosmetic Act
--Consumer Credit Protection
Act

Fair Packaging and Labeling
Act

--Automobile Information Dis-
closures Act

Child Protection and Toy
Safety Act

--Federal Hazardous Substance
Labeling Act
Textile Fiber Products
Identification Att

--Fair Credit Reporting Act
-41agnuson4lOss Warranty --

Federal Trade Commission
Improvement Act

RESOURCES!

II-7

Identify and discuss legislation
designed to protect the consumer.

Conplete the quiz in Activity 6,
'Uncle_Sam Helps the Consumer"-to---
summarize your knoeledge of

yratetzica t.-he

consumer;

Activity 4 - "Pre-test on Abbreviations for Federal Agencies."

Activity 5 - "Summary Chart: 'Governmental Protection for the
Consumer."

Activity 6 - "Uncle Sam Helps the nsumer."

Books

Levy, Leon, and others. The Consumer in the Marketplace,.

California: Fearon-Pittman Publishers, 1976.

Maedke, Wilmer, and others. Consumer Education. Encino,

Glencoe Publishing Co., Inc.49.

Belmont,

California:

Curricular Materials

Consuner_Edutation. Lubbock: Texas Tech University, 1977.

Agencies

Better Business Bureau. Louisiana of airq located in Alexandria,

Baton Rouge, HOUMAli Lafayette, Lake Charies, Monroe, Nay Orleans,
Shreveport, and Slidell.

Food anc. Drug Administration, Freedom of Information Staff, HFI=36, 5600
Fishers Line, Rockville, Maryland 20857.

State Office of Consumer ProtectioL Post Office Box 44091, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana 70804. (Toll free hotline number: 800-272-9869)

Legal Aid Society
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UNIT II; ADULTS D A CONSUMER SOCIETY

TOPIC: Consumer Protection

SUBTOPIC: Protective Devices from MAnufseturers

OBJECTIVES: Define the term warranty and identiff different types
of warranties

Interpret seals of appri4111.-

Interpret and evaluate service contracts.

Content Activities

Definition of warranty
- -A warranty_is a legal.agree-
mett whereby a,Sellet or --

._LitianufartUrer guarantees the

performance and quality of
an item offered for sale;

Kinds of warranties
- -Implied_warranty is one that
is Sitply Understood even
though it is not stated
verbally or in writing, e.
a consumer has a right to
assume -that a prOduct
Offered for sale Will perform
as intended.

- -Express warranty is a guaran-
tee made verbally or in
writing;

Written warranties
- -Must comply_ with provisions
of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty
Act;

--Mat be identified as one of
two_types.
.Full warranty--promise to
repair or replace defective
product without charge

;Limited warranty--stanc:ards
for "full" warranty are not
metwhat must be done
depends on what the warranty
says.

Define Warranty and differientiate
between an implied warranty and an
expressed warranty.

Identify the implied warranty for
a variety of consumer products.

Discuss express Warranties and
*it'd as example of a Verbal
ws.ranty.
Examine the importance of obtaining
a written warranty;

Differentiate between a full
warranty and A liiited Warranty.
!Wing ektiples of written
warranties to class and compare
the terms of warranties for several
brands of a particular item.
Compare three different_Warrititiet
for-a new -or used Car, large house-
hold AppliinCii, and an electric
grooming aid.
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Seals of approval
--American Gas AsSocintion
`(AGA) Seal

- -Good_ Housekeeping Consumers'

Guaranty Seal
--Parents' Magneme Guarantezd

Seal

--Underwriters' Laboratories,
Inc. (UL) Seal

Service contract
--An agreement between
consumer and service company
to repair equipment during a
designated period

RESOURCE

Books

II-9

Deterditie the guarantee or approval
implied by the use of a_spetifid
seal of approval on an i

Discuss the meaning Of a service
contract.

Read a service_tottraCt and litt
the services offered by the contract;
Compare service contracts offered -by
two companies for a major household
appliance or a new car.

Interview persons who have pur-
Chased service contract with
appliances to determine their
satisfaction With the coat and
serVize. Report to class.

.....1www..

Oppenbeim, Irene. Consumer Skills. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A.
Bennett Co., Inc., 1977.

Trooboff, Binjadin M., and Fannie Lee Boyd. Personal Finance far
Consumers. Morristown, New Jersey: General Learning Press, 1976.

Publications

A_Nate_ta_l_c..u_au_Warranties. Office of Public, Information; Federal
Tr d Commission, Pennsylvania Avenue and 6th Streets, N.V., Washington,
D.C. 20580.

Consumer Power, Publication No. 1783, Louisiana Cooperative Extension
Service, Knapp Rail, University Station, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803.

Magnuson -Moss Warranty Acts Titli_Ti_Private_ConsuverRemedits-Fact
Sheet. Office of Public Information, Federal Trade endnission,
Pennsylvania Avenue and 6th Street, N.W., Wellington, D.C. 20580.
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UNIT II. ADULTS IN A CONSUMER SOCIETY

TOPIC: Consumer Frauds

OBJECTIVES: Identify and describe fraudulent and deceptive practices

Understand consumer motivation that allows fraudulent
schemes to succeed.

Explain how the consumer can prJtect himtelf or herself
from fraudulent and deceptive practices.

Use information on fraudulent and deceptive practices
in avoiding or reporting problew.

Propose rules to follow to avold being gypped.

Content Studem- Activities

Practices that deceive consumers
--Giveaways
--Misleading discounts
--Market ticketii4
-=Bait and switch sales
==Referral selling
--Pyramid selling
--Charity appeals
--Dishonest solicitations
--Work at home rackets
==Contest frauds
-=Unordered products
--Swindles

Consumer motives that allow
fraudulent schemes-to succeed
--Desire to get more for the
amount of money spent

--Desire to get rich quick
--Desire to stay young looking
--Desire to stay healthy

View cransparzneies for Activ-
ity 7, "Figured for Fraud;'
Activity 8, "Destined to
Deception," and Activity 9
"Cues to Quackery."

For an introduction to types of
fraudulent practises; view the
film entitled " Consumer Capers"
to see examples of deceptive
practices.

Wtite and role play situations de-
pictig fraudulent schemes.
Discuss these questiots: What
schemes are shown in skits? What
approach did the salesman use?,
How do you think you would have
reacted?

Prepare an interview schedule as
a class to use in surveying
parents and classmates to determine
types of fraud they have heard of
or experienced. As the results of
the surveys are tabulated, discuss
reasons the schemes were success-
ful.
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Ways to avoid fraud
--Realize that it is the re-

sponsibility of the con-
sumer to be alert to
,T.suarArtn_mklz. _a_folt,mana

--Follow guidelines to help
protect the Jonsumen.

--Understand haw such schemes
work.

--Take time to shop for what
is needed and judge quality
accurately.

--Report suspected fraud to
proper authorities.

--Deal with well=known repu-
table businessmen.

--Know what kinds of problems
to expect and be prepared
to deal with them.

--Recognize that all sellers
do not have the consumer's
best interest at heart.

Bring an article which gives
examples ofsmail fraud, misleading
advertisement, etc.

Role pl=y scrim in I._:vi
"Amtricans Spend Money On the
Word 'Free.'"

Listen to a local store manager who
has been invited to discuss fraudu-
lent schemes or decerstiva )rac.
tices he has encountered.

Listen to invited representatives
from the Better Business Bureau,
Chamber of Commerce, Legal Aid
Society, etc. discuss action the
coasumer can take to solve
problems.

Role play the script in Activ-
ity 11, 'Mt High2ressure
Salesman." DiScussilome of tie
deceptive practices which. were
indicated.

Role_play the script in Activ
ity 12i .'Fasted 7our
But Hang Onto Your Money;"
Discuss the response you would
make in a similar situation;

Work in SMall_groups to develop
rules to avoid being gypped.
Check your ideas against the lift
shown on Activity 13, "Fraudulent
and Deceptive Practices."

RESOURCES

Activity 7 = "Figured for Fraud."

Activity S - "Destined to Deception."

Activity 9 - "Cues to Queckeryi"

Activity ID - "Americans Spend Money on the Viird 'Frei.'"

Activity 11 - "The High Pressure Salesman."

Activity 12 - "Fasten Your .;eat Belt But Hang onto Your Money."

Attivity 13 = "Fraudulent and Deceptive Practices."
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Books

Levy, Leon and Others. The Consumer in the Marketplace. Belmont,
California: Fearon-Pittman Publishers, 1976.

Oppenheim, Irene. Consumer Skills. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A:
Bennett Cc., Inc., 1977.

Curricular Materials

Consumer_Educatimm. Lubbock: Texas Tech University, 1977.

Film

"Cionsum,-- Capers." State Office rf Consumer Protection; POET.
Office Box 44091, Baton Rouge; Louisiana 70804.

Publ.;.-:ations

Shopping at He front Door -to moor Salesmen; Publication No. 1780.
Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service, Knapp Hall, University
Station, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803; 1980.
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UNIT II. AMU'S IN A CONSuna SOCIETY

TOPIC: The Effects of Advertising

OBJECTIVES: Identify the forms of advertising.

Distinguish between advertising appeals based on logic
and those based on emotion.

Explain the functions of advertising from the point-of-
- view ei both the advertiser add the consumer.

Understand techniques u3ed in advertising to sell &
product.

Make appropriate responses to advertising.

ti

Content

Forms of advertising
--Ads in newspapers and magazines
--Television and radio commer-

cials
--Billboards
--Catalogs
--Brochures and sales
--Letters and circulars
--Samples delivered at home
--Posters on busses
-- Displays in stores

Types of advertising appeals
--Rational (informative) appeals
center on logic by providing
basic facts and in'ormation on
product features, prices, and
availability. _

--Motional appeals give little
information; involve the
emotions, and excite people
to buy even 1 the decision to
buy is not 4 logical one.

crisAanr trrilyfrfam

List and discuss advertising forms.

List some major views on advertise-
ments expresoed by critics and
supporters;

Look in magazines or newspapers to
find examples of advertisements
containing rational appeals and
mixed appeals. Write the
sentence or paragraph containing
the appeal and indicate the
product being Advertised.

Select nom m popular magazine an
advertirement that educates the
consumer. Explain_howthe
advertisement is educational.
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The purposes of advertising
--The advertisr's point-of-view
is to sell goods and services.

--The consumer's point-of-view isl
to obtain information about
goods and services that -:_re
available for sale.

Techniques used by advertisers to
accomplish their purposes
--Inetitutionaladvertispa
strives to create a friendly
confident feeling toward a
firm or an entire industry.

--ProductAlfferentiatiou
e9phasizes certain character--
istics to make the product seem
different._

=Testimonial advertising has
someone, usually a prominent
person; make a statement
endorsing the product;

Appropriate consumer responses to
advertising
--Avoid being unduly influenced

by appeals not attune:: to your
best interest;

-=Get as much accurate informs-
t-..:on_and sound guidance as you
can from advertisements.

--Help improve advertising of
the future; '

I
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View the transparency in
Activity 14i "The Advertising
Code of Atherican Business."

Divide into three groups and
write a television commercial
advertising a_product using_
the three techniques advertisers
use to accompliSh their purposes.
Present each commercial in-class
for evaluation;

View aad discuss the filmstrip
entitled "Consumer Advertising."

Activity 14 - "The Advertising Code of American Business."

Books

Craig, Hezel T. Thresholds to Adult...14Am. Peoria, Illinois: ChiS.
A. Bennett Co., In., 1976.

Maedke, Wilmer, and others. Conwtmer_Educavion. Encino, California:
Glencoe Publishing Co., Inc., 1979.

Warmke, Roman, and Eugene Wyllie. Consumer Economics Problems.
Dallas: South-Western Publishing Company, 1977.
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RESOURCES (continued)

Warmkei Romani and others; Contsumer Decision_`faking. Dallas:
South-Western Publishing Company, 1977.

Filmstrip

"Consumer Advertising." Educational Servitsi PrOCtOr And Gamble,
Cincinnati, Ohio; 1977.



UNIT II. ADULTS IN A CONSUMER SOCIETY

TOPIC: Wise Buying Practices

OBJECTIVES: Identify factor that influence spending.

Identify questions a consumer Should answer before
buying an item.

Recognize characteristics of a Wide Shopper.

Understand principles of wise buying.

LIentify sources of information that amsist the
consumer in making wise purChases.

Analyze the advantages and disadvantages or buying
from various shopping facilities;

EMploy couparison shopping skills.

Content

II-

Studett ActivtIfel

Factors that influence spending List and disv.r,:11 factors -that.
--Values influence ccmer spending.
--Needs
- -Wants

--Climate
- -Natural resources
- -Income

- -Occupation
--Peers
--Advertising
- - Spending -plan

--Availability of cash or credit
--Special sales/bargains
--Impulsive behavior

Question to_answer_befote buying
--Do I really need it?
If so; Why?

Role 010 a situation in which
famiy members may differ on a
major purchase; such as a car,
a house, appliances; etc. Aak_
questions to- establish the need
for the purchase; real motiva
tion for the purchasei and value
of the item.



--Is it north the cost in terms
of my effort to earn the money?
Is there a better use for the
money?

- -Am I buying it to do as others
do? To show off? To ,rake
someone envious? Tb make my-
Self feel important?

Characteristics of a wise shopper
--Realizes that buying is a
matter.of kinds of choices.

- -Determines values and goals.

Distinguishes between wants and
needs.

- -Bases buying on a spending plan.
- - Compares quality, prices, and
services of stores.

--Use consumer buying guides.

Yrinciples of vise buying
--Planning ahead_for purchases
- -Evaluating various sources
of information

=.=Recognizing staaaards of
quality

--Comparing products; prices,
return policies, and services

Sources of consumer information
--Labels
Trademarks

--Brandnames
--Advertisements
--Salespeople
Magazinis

- -Bboks

--Seals of approval
--Periodicals, such as Changing
Times, Consumer Research .

Magazine* And Consumer Reports.

II-17

Demonstrate the influence of such
factors as

1. Amount of money-available.
2., Personal preferences.
3. Personal resources.
4 Actual quality and value of

the item.

List and discuss characteristics
of a Wise shopper.
Give examples of how each of
these characteristics may be
developed;

Compare differences between
impulsive and planned buying.
Give examples of goods usually
purchased on impulse and those
purchased as a result of planning;

Bring in labels and evaluate the
information found on=each label.

Divide into small groups and
select one product and locate at
Jeast six sources of ;Oneumer
information ors ehsi.product.
Evaluate the useftanees of the
information.
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Shopping_ facilities
--Retail stores
--Department stores
- -Speciality stores

--Variety stores
--Discount stores_
--Non-store retailers
- -Door-to-door

--Cooperatives
- -Mail order retailer
--Vending machines

Considerations in selecting
a marketplace

- 4Iaimtevance of the free
enterprise system

--Reliability of merchant
- -Services provided
- Pricing of merchandise
--Incentives

.Treding stamps

.Premium coupons

.Prizes
;Contests

II=18

Discuss types of shopping
facilities and the services each
may offer to appeal to consumers.
Include such items as physical
plant, credit, approval privi-
leges, consultation services,
installation services, repair
services, and check cashing
services. Discuss how these
services could increase the cost
of merchandise.

Bring to class articles that were
purchased through a mail order
catalog and compare articles
with_the descriptions in the
catalog.

Complete Activity 15 "Shopping
Facilities Checklist." Select
three items that each of these

might stock and get
nn the. Discuss advan-

tzz,..es and disadvantages of each
type e. shopping facility.

Identify factors to consider in
selecting a marketplace.

Collect samples-of buying incen-
tives. Giveadvantages anddis-
advantages of incentives; Ana
lyze the bases of the appeal of
incentives to consumers.

Working individually or in Banal
groups0_selectanitem to purchase
Use Activity 160 "Comparison
Shopping Chart" to record_ Warne-
tion about ttiree or four brands
and at least two different
quantities of the product. On the
basis of this informationi which
it would you buy?

Use the compariSon shopping Chart
to predict which type of store
would be the least expensive for
buying specific items; Discuss
the importance of comparison
ihOpping.
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RESOURCES:

Activity 15 - 'Shopping ?acilities Checklist"

Activity 16 - "Comparison Shopping Chart"

Books

Jelley, Herbe=rt M., and Robert 0. Herrmann. The American Consumer:
Issues and Decisions. 2nd ed. New York: Gregg DIvision
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978:

Levy, Leon, and others. The Consumer in the Marketplace. Belmont,
California: Fearon-Pittman Publishers, 1976:

Maedke, Wilmer, and others; Consumer_Education. Encino, California:
Glencoe Puilishing Co., Inc., 1979.

Oppenheim, Irene. Cotsumer Skills. Peoria, Illinois; Chas. A.
Bennett Co., Inc., 1977:

Curricular Materials

Consumer Education, Lulbock: Teza5 Tech University, 1977.
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UNIT II. ADULTS IN A CONSUMER SOCIETY

TOPIC: Consumer Credit

OBJECTIVES: Recognize the advantages and disadvantages of
consumer credit.

Demonstrate a knowledge of skills necessary for
maintaining a good credit rating.

Figure the dollar cost of credit and compare
credit costs on the basis of dollar costs and
annual percentage rates.

Content

A definition of credit
--The ability to get something
now in exchange for a promise
to repay at some time in the
future.

Advantages of consumer credit
- -Convenience
Help in emergencies,
- =Forced savings program
--Earlier use of seeds and

services
- -Help in record keeping <one
monthly itemized bill)

Disadvantages of consumer credit
--Increases impulse buying
--Costs money in interest
--41isuse credit by overspending
- -watt sites to financial
problemu, such as bankruptcy

Basic types of credit
--ash loans - money borrowed
directly from a bank or
other leading agency

- -Service credit--autozatic
credit allowed for utilities
and services of 4ocrnrs,
dentists, _and repairers

- -Salta credit--birfring a

product and paying,for it
later

Student_Activities

Define credit and discuss ways
credit anZ money-are alike.

Discuss the importance of credit
to our economy. Complete
Activity 17, "Major Credit
Needs Over a Lifetime."

Discuss_ advantages And disadvan-
tages of credit.

Contrast historical attitudes
toward credit with attitudes
of tottsy

Recount any positive or newtive
experiences you have had with
credit.

Refer _to Activity 18, Credit
Role Play" end dieCuss this
situation and others that foster
impulse buying on credit;

Lint different types of credit
and describe the difference
between them.
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;Opet aceounts--altow 30 clefs
for payment.
;Installment accounts-- involve_
a written installment contract
and ownere1ip rtmains with
seller until c itract is paid.

;Revolving charge accounts--
allow consumer to buy goods up
to the credit limit of the plan.

Credit_standing or credit worthiness
==Refers to the chances or proba-
bility that the consumer will
pay _a debt when it becomes due,

--Is deter:tined primarily by
three fieters.
.Character (a person's_reputs-
tion concerning_ past debts)
;Capacit = earning power
(person's ability to earn and
pay obligations when they
become due)
:Capital (person's property,
such as land, home, cars, and
other things of value)

Lihe of Credit

--Is the maximum amount a lender
or creditor will permit a
consumer to owe at any one
time.

Steps in establishing a good credit
rating
--Open a bank account.
--Apply for a charge account.
-Alorrow_money from a bank or
other lehding agency;
MAke payments as agreed:

II-21

Dieouss the factors conaidered_by
the lender when extending Credit.

Fill out the credit application
formin Activity 19, "Basic
Application Form" Explain why
each item ah ehe form is
included;

Lilted to a representative from
the Better Business Bureau
explain bow to establitb end

.maintain a good credit rating.

Define the following terms in
relation to credit history:
Molder in Due Coursei"
%arnishment," "Late Charge,"
"Acceleration of Payment,"
"Reposseesitin," "Deficiency
JodgneAti" "Add-On," "Balloon
Payment;" and "Confession of
Judgment."



Actions creditor may take fot non-
payment of debt

--Turn account over; to lawyer or
collection agency for collection.

--Repossess the merchandise.
--Take suit to court against
debtOr to force payment

--Obtain legal orders to withhold
portion of debtor's salary
(garnishment of wages).

Consumer Credit Protection Act
--Called the Truth-in-Lending Law
protects the consumer from
deceptive credit dealings.

Credit rates
=Vary with changes in the

economy;

Credit cost
not the same at all lending

institutions.
--Vary with the types of inati-

tutioaa.

-.-Vary among different institu-
tions of the same type;

--Are higher for small individual
borrowers than fol large ihSti=
tutions.

Steps in figuring the dollar cost
Of Credit

--Multiply_the amount of each pay-
ment by the number of payments.

--,Add the down payment, finance
Charges, service fee, insurance
and other credit expenses.
(This is the credit price of
the item.)

--Subtract_the cash price from
the credit price and the result
is the cost for credit;

76
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Discuss the actions a creditor may
take if a debtor fails to pay a
debt.

Discuss hOw nonpayment of a_debt
affects the consumer's credit
rating.

Research the Coat-Weer Credit
Protection Att and Louisiana
Con-inner credit laws and report
on the provisions of these laws
to the class;

Compare present credit charges
for a car, house, or major house-
hold appliance with the credit
Charges for these items 10, 20,
and 30 years ago.

Make a COMO:arisen chart of the
various agencies that lend money_
to consumers. Compare the_amount
each agency is generally willing
to leadithe true interest_rate,
and the_dollar_todt of credit by
completing, Activity 20, "Com-
paring SOnrces of Credit."

Complete AttiVity 21, 'Noes Cost
of Credit Have You Baffled?" and
Activity 22, "Consumer Matfile-
matics: Figuring the Cott of
Credit."

Bring_eakple_ contracts to class
And figure the dollar cost of
Various items.

Review the advice in attivity 23,
"Before You Sign YOUr Mahe."

View the filiitrip entitled "Cash
Or Credit?" and summarize how to
locate the most economical- credit,
how to maintain a gOod credit
rating, and why a good rating is
important.
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RESOURCES

ACtivity

Activity

Activity

Activity

Activity

ACtiVity

Activity 23.= "Before You Sign Your Name."

Books

17 - Aajor Credit Needs Over a Lifetime."
IN

1.8 = "Credit Role Play."

19 - "BaSic ApplicationForm."

20 - "Comparing Sources of Credit."

21 - "Does Cost of Credit Have You Baffled?"

22 = "Consumer Mathematics: Figuring the Cost of Credit."

Craig, Hazel Thompson. Xhreaholds-to-Mult
Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1976.

Fetterman, Elsie, and Ruth Jordan. Consumer Credit.
Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1976.

Maedke, Wilmer. and otheth. Consumaz-Iducation. Encino, California:
Glencoe Publishing Co., Inc., 1979.

Oppenheim, Irene. ConsumerSkaLs. Peoria. Illinois: Chas. A.
Bennett Co., Inc., 1977:

Warmke, Roman E., Eugene D. Wyllie, and Beulah E. Sellers. Consumer
Decision Maktij, Guides_to_Better-Living. 2nd ed. Dallas:
South-Western Publishing Company, 1977.

Filmstrips

"Cash or Credit." Coronet Filmstrips, Coronet Instructional Media,
65 E. South Water Street, Chicago, Illinois 60601.

Peoria, Tllinois:

Peoria, Illinois:

Publications

"Louisiana Credit_Law" and "Louisiana Consumer Protection Laws."
State Office of Consumer Protection, Post Office Box 44891, Baton
Rougei Louisiana 70804.;

ti
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UNIT II; ADULTS IN A CONSUMER SOCIETY
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Activity 1

AM I AT THE MERCY OF BIG BUSINESS?

Are you helpless in resisting the pressuresofbusinessto get you to buy?
Is there anything that you candotocontr:il what is sold and how? Tait
yourself by deciding whether the following statements are true or false.
Answers are on the next page.

T

T

T

F

F

F

1;

2.

3;

It is my duty to gather all the facts about an item before I
buy.

A letter from me to the president_of the company will have little
influence on a company's or store's product or advertising;

There is little that I can do to help my friends and neighbors
be better consumers.

T F L. I should use goods and services as they were made to be used

T F 5; Laws and private and public agencies Llle helping to protect my
rights as a consumer;

T F 6. A forceful demand is the best way to make complaints about goods
or services.

T F 7; I have a right to take advantage of businesses, sl.nce they take
advantage of my weaknesses;

T F 8. If I buy from a long-tine dealer; I yin be more likely to buy
something that I will be happy witk;

WW TO MAKE YOUR COMPLAINTS; NEEDS AND WANTS KNOWN

Here is s list of things; you can do to make your complaints, needs and
wants known.

Stop buying a product or shopping at a store waere you are not
satisfied; Urge your friends to do the same;

Make your complaints known to_(1) store owner, (2) manufacturers;
(3) consumer tgentieto_(4) television,- radio; wind newspapers
carrying the product avertiiedi afid (5) legislators,

3, Let state owners or manufacturers know what new products or
Jervices you would like to have;

!t-fTprintect by_permission from Illinois Teacher of Home Etonemics. Urbana,
Divisioa of Home Ecomodics Education; University of Illinois;

7-(7,1. XVII, NO. 5; May/Junei 1374; pp. 269 -27O
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ANSWER SKEET

i; TRUE; Business es givei;ou facts a,.;o;:t their gooL or services,
'Jut out (:)b to_read_or_listen to these facts. FroC..:ct 1)ook-

lets, labels, ads, salsa clerks, and friends all provide facts about
a product or service. You have a duty to ask for facts. Then you
can make the buy that will be:best for you;

2. FALSE. A company's success depends on your happiness. A'company
wants to hear your complaints and ideas for new or better products.
The president of a company can get action, and he or she does care.
Comparlies know that your letter may say what is felt by many fami-
lies who are too lazy to write.

3. FALSE. You have a duty to help your friends and neighbors. To-
gether you can get more done. You can share what you learn about
gonds and services in talking with friends. Letters to television
and radio stations and to netztpapers like "Action Column" in the
Danville COMmercial Nevis will help your friends. You and your
friends can even get together at.4 write letters or refuse to buy
products that don't meet your needs.

4 TRUE. Some consumers don't use products in the right way and then
complain that the product didn't last. They make problems for those
who have honest complaints. aon't expect your product to do more
than it was ma3c -"-r. It is your duty to follow use and care
instructions.

5. TRUE. Goveromm JgrAcias, business groups, and_prtvate consumer
groups can help $ou with complaints. rtsy can also help you uake
your needs known. Laws also protect your rights.

6. FALSE. Your nee ideas or complaints about a product or service
should be made in a clear way. Be polite; and you will more Likely
be helped. Make complaints is this order until you are helped: (1)
sales clerk wbo sold you the item, (2) wsnager of the business. (3)
manufacturer, and (41 government agency.

7. FALSE. Damage to store items costs ysu. In ooze stores damages by
consumers to clothing, foods, and toys costs five to ten cents of
every dollar you spend. Litter and items moved out of place in-
crease costs, because someone has to be paid to straighten the
store. Damage to shopping carts and motel rooms alan cost the con-
sumer. Also, the consumer should return ?roducts tl-.ere

is a good reason.

S. FALSE. A dealer wbo has been in business a long time will usually, .

but not always, give you a good buy. You s-t11 need to gather facts
by comparing brands and places there you can buy an item. Then
decide where to buy.

so
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Activity 2

REDRESS SCENARIOS

1. :cu purchased a new automobile three months ago. The radio no longer
works. The car dealer says that he does not have anyone who repairs
radios and thus cannot repair it. As a result, you plan to

2. Last week you took your stereo tape player to a local repair shop for
service. Within a week after picking it up from the.shop, the same
problem with the sound occurs again. As a result, you decide you

3. You purchased an electric shaver at a local store. Shortly thereafter
you moved to another towr. Your shaver needed servicing and you went
to a store which carried the same brand. Although your warranty offers
free service for the first six months after purchase, the retailer says
that this service can only_be provided at the place from which the
shaver was originally purchased. Your reaction is

4. The magazines which you purchased three months ago from a door-to-door
salesperson have not arrived, and you are unable to contact the persons
Your reaction is....

5. As a result of reading a local newspaper advertisement, you go to a
department store to purchase a hair dryer at a very low price. When
you arrive, the clerk tells you that the hair dryer is no lobger in
stock and tries to sell you a more expensive model; The clerk says
they do not know when the advertised dryer will again be in stock and
refuses to discuss the matter. You have the choice of talking to the
store manager, contacting the Better Business Bureau, writing the
Consumer Protection Office, writing Ralph Nader or doing nothing. Yc.

decide to....

6. As a_result of_a newspaper advertisement; you go _to the supermarket to
purchase a package of bacon Which is advertised for 99c. You anticipate
that the package will contain a jound of bacon, since bacon is usually
packed by the pound. However, at the store you notice that it is a
12-oz. package; You decide to....

7. Your local hardware store advertises a set of wrenches at 30% off for
one day only. You go to the store but are unable to find the wrenches
as advertised. Your reaction is....

8. J.: a result of a newspaper ad, you go to the drugstore to purchase a
bottle of shampoo for 99c. The regular price is $1.27. At home you
notice that your regilter receipt show* that you were charged $1.27 for
the shampoo. Your reaction is ...

\Source: "Insights into Contumerike ' 3. Z, P@AIRMY Consumer Education'
Servitt.s, im Avenue of the Ameri asj Nes, Tcr'r' Haw Tgrk 10019,
1976.
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Activity 3

EVALUATE A LETTr. COMPLAINT

Perhaps you've had trouble with something you've bought. Can you write a

good letter explaining what you'think should be done? Assume that you've

written the letter of complaint_ printed here; After readifig the Ietteri

answer the questions on the next page.

(Your street addtess)

(Your state, and zip code)

(Today's date)

Robert Gauntlett 0

Customer Service Mariner
Jeans and Shirts, Incorpotated
_631 Fifth Avenue _

'Iowa Cityi Iowa 52240

Dear Mr. Gauntlett:

On June 17, 19 , I paid $7.95 for a patchwork shirt made by Jeans and

Shirts, Incorporated. I bought it at JEAN SCENE, Which is located at 2525

W. 39th in (your city and state). A copy of the

sales slip is enclosed. Although I followed the washing instructions on the
label, the first time the shirt was washed; it was completely ruined. The

colors ran together and most of the seams came apart.

Bill Johnson, the manager of JEAN_SCENE, refused to_return my money
when I brought the shirt back on June 23, 19 . I feel that jeans and
Shirts, Incorporated should refund the purchase price to me.

Silicere17,
Yr

Reprinted from the Florida State Curriculum Guide.
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1. Why should you be sure to include your own adore si and r'ie de-e whet you
write a business letter?

S

2; What are the advat*tages of finding the name of one of the com ary's
executives and addressing your letter to him or hey?

Where might you be able to get a company's address?

4. What does this letter -:av that the company should :16?

5. Vcr woild it be a good idea to Keep a copy of your ler-er f ^r yourself?

6. Would ywa send your original warranty and sales slip with a Letter of
complaint?

Thy or why not?

-661,...m

Reprinted from the Florida State-Curricult.m Guide.
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Activity

PRE=TEST ON AB3REVIATIONS FOR 7EDERAL AGENCIES

E.210V_iA a list_of abbreviations commonl= used -when describing: ederal
.11encies related to consumer protection. Next Each abbreviacicn. write
the correct name of the agency;

1. F1:77,

2. C.3 -

FkA -

FCC -

F?C

5. FRB -

FT:

8. ICC -

9. VA -

:O. CAC -

II. USDA -

12. FT

Answers t1:-. pre-test Jbbrtviations art Is- below:

1; Healtb, Education, and Welfare
2; Civil Aeronautic.;] board

3. Federal Aviation Agency
44 Federal Communications Commission
S; Federal Power CommissIon
6; rederal Reserve Board
7. Federal Trade COMAission
S. Tnterstate Commerce Commission
9; 'veterans Administration

1(; Congnmer Advisory Council
11. Unit J States Departmemt of Agriculture
12, Food cant' Orug tdminisLration

x,r1nted from Texas Consumer Education Guide, 19'7.



Activity 5

SVTATi WVERNHErTAL PROTECTION FOR THE CONStIvw

Civil Aeronautics Board; CAB

Consumer Product Safety Commission

Departmt of Agriculture

Department of Commerce

,Dtp4tt.milit of Health, Education, Lod

Welfare, WFW

Department of the Interior

Department of Justice

Department if Labor

DepaetMent of Transportation

Federal Commonicat,ons Commission,

FCC

F'den1 Deposit .nsuranoe Corro Jinn

Federal Ro, ive Board; FRB

Help Is gven_

Reprinted from Texas ColNumer Edwation Guidei 19. vs.0. ...
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411cY.

Federal Paver Commission; FPC

Federal Trade Ceinession,

Interstate Coraerc Coramlui, la

ation (Address

0ft ire of lionsumct Afbirs, na

Treasury Deprtment

th, oital Service
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Activity 6

UNCLE SAME PROTECTS THE CONSU4ER

11=33

Several zederal government agencies have consumer protection duties. Match
e; agencies in Column 1 with their correct purse in Column 2 to find out
how well you know their 7unctio,s. Check your answer on the next page.

CO-kult-1

1. Office of Consumer Affairs
Office cf the President
Washington, D. C.

_ . Federal CoMrlicaticas
ssion

Washington, D. C. 20554

3. Feceral Trade Co:tits:on
U. S. courthouse
and Federal Building

219 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago, IL 60604

4. United States foetal Service
Con:umer Advocate
Office of the Postmaster
General

Washington, D. C. 20260

5. Food and Drug Admietstrarion
1222 Post Office Bsaiding
433 Van Buren
Chicago, IL 6607

6. U. S. Department of
Agriculture
e Mell

Between & 14th St., F;W;
Wsn.,irgton, D. C. =05

Answer Key

1. 4

2;

3; f

4. a

5; b

6; d

Coianan 2

a. Protects the puidic from false,
dangerous, and obscene items
sant by mail.

b. Protects purity, quality, and
labeling of foods; druga, and
cosmetics, and handles all
comp laines about these items.

c. Controls radio and television
broadcasts and telephone and
telegraph use between states,
controls ads on television
an' radio.

d. Grades quality of fo r, checks
meat and poultryfor freshness,
protects ret. foods from
diseas-.

Handles consumer que,st'..dos ad

complaints, directs a'i
activities to protect ce.reamers.

Prevents false advertising.
packaging aOce. selling, prevents
sale of dangerous produ-te
between states checks to alte

if labels are corrett except
on foods, drugs. sends. an4
alcoholic beeerages.

k.,..411ted by permi3ii...! from allnoks_Teacher_oflilome_Ecooesties. Urbana,
1.11nois: Division of ate tconomics -Education, Inniver:liy of Illinois.

; WIT. No; 5, May/June, 197A, pp; 273-274
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Activity 8

101INED It LIMPTION

W1101 I E Al, ft

L
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Activity 10

AMERICANS SPEND M/wEY ON THE WORD "FREE"

SETTING' Store counter.

H'GH SCHOOL (Runs in breathlessly;) Is this where I pick up my tree
cninonia7

SALES CLERK: Yes, you get this exquisite cologne imported directly from
Paris.

Gosh! That's an awfully small bottic.

CLERK: You know thp old saying: The best things come in snail pack-
ages.

What does it smell like? Sexy, I hope!

CLERK: (Opens bottle and waves it in front of the girl's nose.)
heavenly; apsoluteiy heavenly.

GIRL: Gh! I can hardly wait to put some on.

CLERK: (Businesslike) Now! What color makeup mirror would you
prefer?

GIRL: (Surprised) Makeup mirror? What do you mean?

CLER: The cologne is tree vich this lovely mirror which we are
offering--today nnly ...t an amazingly low .price of 14;95;

GIRL: 534.95? Yoc ve got: to be kidding! ' thou the cologne was
free!

CLERK. It is free when you buy this lo:ely ma!'elp It s a
real bargain at 3..495! We have ju,t :fsw left.

GIXL: Well. I don't know....

CLERK: lovely young lady l_ke you can't afford to be witNoct this
mirror that ordinarily sells for $49.95.

GIRL! Really?

CLERK: That's a savirg of $15 on tit@ mirror. And the solo pit.: iella
at $20 an ounce. Now just sit dwn and let me show you the
colors which we carry.

Developer Sy students of Albie Raumusseni 1.1eprirmenr of F-efilly
conomfes; Kansas Soar: Univealtl; MauliPtten, katsas.
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GIRL: Well...I don't know...I really do like it though. (Sits down.
Starts looking at mirror.)

CLPRK: Look! I'm not really a sales clerk at all. I'm one of the
students in Family Economics. We want to dam, nitrate one of
Lhe many examples of advertising which tricks the consumer into
thlAking he's getting something for nothing.

GIRL: (Angry--jumps up.) There ought to be a law against it!

CLERK: .'e do have the recently enacted buyers Prr:,s-ztion Air to pr,JLet
consumers against frauds, but consumers nave to mip themselves
by rtz* believing deceptive advertir such as this which sounds
as if you are getting something ly

CTRL: (Ranging her *end.) I feel so fo,

CLERK: lot; aren't the first consumer to bite on a "con -on" ,,c2heme like
this. Americans s?ene millions of dollars an the wc7d "fret."
(points to posters)

C:RL: What a gyp: I came clear up here Ad what did I get -- nothing:

CLERK: You got samethin,-; bettor than a tiny bottle of cologne! You got
a tip on hoW to be a Letter consumer. (hands girl a card)
Ve hope the scented Family Econocard will remind you that a con-
sumer must expect to pay a fair price fot merchandise.

GIRL:

CLERK:

(rcliding on back of card) This_is a real groovy motto. (reads
back of card) The best prcZfr:Illion agAinst dAception and fraud
is an alert consvzer.

(to crowd) Thank you:forcomiag to visit the Family Economics
Depa::ment. and remember (points co ,-igr and_reads) Atiericens
srend millions of dollars on the wort, mfrec"



Activity 11

THE HIGH-PRESSURE SALESMAN

sALLy Jcvr,S: A typical high school graduate:.

MR. JOE _Z_WHARD: A high-nressure salesman;

MR.

11 -39

Hello, _sucker, cr -er, I mean Miss Jones. Cdmvattulations.
I heard you're graduating from high sr.hooI %Wit. Joe
11c4hard of the Fly -by -Night Pot and Pan Comp vv; I'm sure
J've heard of our reputable. honorable compamy, havv:'t
you? .0h, of course you have.

SALLY: Welr...er...yes....(Joe interrupts.)

MR. BLOWHARD: '..!dnerfuI! Our company has a special bargain ;:b17 graduating
reciors. You ask why we offer you such a_good dell?
we feel that you graduates deserve a little sometnang extra.

SALLY: Tha',t's micewhat are )7.0....(intrrupted)

X:. BLOWWidi: Well; we're offering_some beautiful cookware at a very-law
cost._ I'm sure you'll want to plan to purchase scale of these
for that hope chest that I'm sure a pretty girl like you has
already started.

SALLY: Buit r Inr't have * hope -heet--

SALLY.

77): I 4-1 itl:;'t Z,CMI".R to that. To! a limftid time_cmly we are
a free Nape chef t with .Ise isorc:,1se of our cookware

You may ask - -How can we Cford to cie this Well; we feel
highschool sec.:or., deserve a reward for their great accom-
plishment.

Oh, that's grandwhat do i have to....

ND. BLvAiARD: We're offering soft. 6; 11. and 14 at a low 139.95 anti styie
14 is .mm sautepan vet or only $3.98 dowt.. A4nrhly pa;ments
are ea myjust $2.50 a month less than 10 cents a day.

SALLY: When will I get mi new hope Ault?

MR. BLOWINAn: It will be delivered in the first our
great respqnsts,_iT will prcbably be a f.--Is.th cir 4C be'ore
(Lelivery; but I'm sure your wait will yvur while.
N,*4; if y/ou'll jtIst sign here.. (Sally al6as.
very much and :'m ire you'll be pleased.

Developed try students of Mrs. Al hie Rasmussen 76partswInt of norAy
ELOLOMICSi RAGSail State Univerety; Manhattani, Kansas,
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MR; BLOWHARD: (s.m::litig, &Mirk) 6,00dby, Miss Jones;

SALLY: Goodbye, Mr. Blowhard, and thank you again.

qALLY:

11=40

(Sally iS smiling and happy. Tnen staddenly she stops to
I

How much does the whole set cost?
flow can I get in touch With_hit?_ I didn't check his I.D.
Do I actually need this cookware?
Cab I afford it now?
Can I stop the payments?
I wonder what the hope oast is like?



Act' -``v 12

FASTYN YOUR SEAT BELTS !.U1 RANG ONTO YOUR MONEY

(Relax, enjoy yourself; ad lib.)

SALESMAN:

SALLY:

5 NI FSMN:

SALLY:

SALESMAN:

SALLY:

11-41

Good morning lovely lady! I'm MT. Blowhard froM the Fly=by-Night
Airline School.

BUt I'Va already planned on goil4 to another airline school.

I'm glad to hear of your interest in airline training. Now; our
school will assure free placement servic,: in major airline.
All of our graduates have been plsre,1 "som-rc.' (Gets out a
contract and pen and places it ir 7- ;;7 S=:170

I am going to attend the sc!.00l spons ored by the airline which
hires me.

Of course; but a background in our school will give you poise;
sophistication; and charm so essential to gracious living.

Uh huh? And what's this going to cost?

SALESMAN: FirSt let me explain that our instructors have been skqected from
r.sp echelon executives.

SALLY:

SALESMAN:

SALLY:

SALESMAN:

SALESMAN:

SALLY:

SALESMAN :

1 bat'6; it going to cost?

cr.ly $35 for 2 weeks:

How about living costs?

Th.: school maintai.:s facilities at the Hilton Plaza at a slight
nominal cost to itbe students.

But my Aunt Sally, who flies for the airline which_iponsors tht
schooi I plan to attend, says the airline traits thalt
employees;

(Chidingly) Novi you A-':'t look Mt the kind o_ cr;1

along in her old maid aunt's footsteps.

But airline 111.11 pay me a sals,1 while being trtiatd.

Think much more you could get if got; were trained by Fly-by=
Night's cop executives!

Developed by sr ants of Mrs. Albie Rasmussen, Depart ant of Family
ECOndtitt, Kansas State University; Manhattan; Kansas.
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SALLY: How much more!
anything.

11-42

Th3L'S just it!! You can't really promise me

SALESMAN: Our school guarantees to pace atI their gualified graduates.

ALLY: an a huff) Well, I probably wouldn't -ualifv! And by the ;:ay
mv Aunt Sally is not an old maid. She's really cool! She's -0,ised

me up on Fly-by-Night Airltne School. (Walks off indign2otlY)

SALES. : (Stands alone) That Sally's one girl whois too mart to fall or
my line. Most girls fall for these way-out provi.:!,,s. They end
up spending good money without checking into the Else promises.
They sign a contract v4':hout reading, and they re sorry IhtF,r.
They haven't been warned to "Fasten the seat elt out hang onto
your money!"
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Activity 13

FRAUDULENT AND DECEPTIVE PRACTICES

WHOLESALE PRICES SOMETHING FOR NOTHING

SALES MISLEADING ADVERTISING

CONTESTS HIGH-PRESSURE SALESMAN

FALSE CLAIMS BAIT-AND-SWITCH TECHNIQUE

MISLABELING UNORDERED MERCHANDISE

PACKAGING DECEPTIONS EASY CREDIT AT FITisH INTEREST

REFERRAL RACKET OVERCHARGING FOR PARTS AND REPAIR

OVERPRICING USE OF INTERIOR PARTS

SCARE TACTICS CHARGING FOR PARTS NOT INSTALLED

CHARITY RACKETS FABRICATING THE NEED FOR REPAIRS

WHERE PRACTICES MAY BE FOUND

MAIL ORDERS AND SOLICITATIONS

TELEPHONE SOLICITATIONS

HEALTH AND COS:TTICS SALES

HOME IMPROVEMENT SCHEMES

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY SCHEMES

DOOR-TO-DOOR SALES

AUTOMOBILE SALES

INSURANCE SALES

SERVICES

FOOD SALES

DEBT CONSOLIDATION

NOTE TO TEACHER: MANY OF THE PRACTICES LISTED, SUCH AS WHOLESALE PRICES
AND SALES, ARE NOT FRAUDULENT OR DECEPTIVE EXCEPT IN
CERTAIN SITUATIONS. BE SURE TO HAVE STUDENTS DISTINGUISH,
FOR EXAMPLE, BETWEEN LEGITIMATE SALES AND THOSE RELYING ON
DECEPTION OR FRAUD.

Reprinted from the Texas ConsumwxEducation Guide. 1977;
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Act17

(Tranqsarl

THE ADVERTISING CODE 11-F 7:7:UINESS

1; TRUTH - Advertising shall tell t'he trVtland shall reveal Significant
facts; the concealment of which voidl 66l ad the public.

2. RESPONSIBILITY = AdVertiSing agenci AO li:::ve!ttisers shall be willing

to provide substantiation of claims :f_!zO

3. TASTE AND DECENCY - Advertising shall be ,gtaements, ilidS-

trations or implications which are offtiwt t9 'o.ste or public

decency.

DISPAR-tiGE:ENT - offer ',1'.tmAl.lise or 5, 7 -..ice cn its

merits; and refrain from attacking competi1:4? Lm fairly dif:!7).araging

their products, services or methods of dciel.g. btisiness.

5. ADVERTISINC = AdVertiSing Shall,Jffer orqy ni7Tchan:ilise or services
which are readily available for purchase at tFrl,e. z14-.0,ettied price:

6. GUARANTEES AND WARRANTIES - Advertising of guailraftle, 44:4 warranties

Shall be explicit. Advertising of any guaranto or varrant:y shall
clearly and conspicuously disclose its nature a04 ...X4ttnt, the manner in

'which the guarantor or warrantor will perform 464. idontlny cf the

guarantor or warrantor;

PRICE CLAIMS_- Advertising shall avoid price ,:r" savings c1,-?ims whiCh are

false or misleading, Or Whith do not offer pr6vahe hargain:J or savings.

8; UNPROVABLE CLAIMS - Advertising shall avoid the use of exaggerated or

unprovable claims;

9. TESTIMONIALS - Advertising -containing testimonials shall he limited to

those of competent witnesses who are reflect'ng a real and hon:st choice.

Developed by:
Advertising 1=ederation of America
Advertising Association of the West
Assoclationof Better Busiaes4

Bureaus, Inc.

Consumer Edutatian ACourse_o_f_St
Charleston, West Virginia, p. 9.

West Virginia Retailers ASSOC.



Activity 15

SHIIPPTNG FArrTrTT7c cH,K1TST

Check type of shopping facility

Department store
Variety store
Door-to-door selling
Vending machines

sited:

Discour,l,

Coopera

In the blanks at the left, check services offered by the shePiping facility
you, visited. In the space at the right, jot _down any important ,TifotmAtion
that would help you report on the services of thiS faCility.

I. Wide selection of merchandise
Different-price levels

3. RetUrn privileges
4. Approval privile;es
r_ Alterations
6. Convenient shopping hours

Night shopping
8. PhySiCal plant == attractive and well -kept

9. Desirable location
10. Adequate, froe narking facilities
11. Self-service
12. Well-trained sales people
13. SaleS Staff adequate to handle customer lead
14. Evidence of customers receiving personal service
15. Personal shopping
16. Decorator or ocher consulting services
17. Merchar,iise attractively displayed
13. PriCeS On terchandiSe clearly .parked
19. Free deliiier

±0; Mailing facilities
21; Adequate opportunity to inspect merchandise
22. Customer credit (find out types if offered)
23. Insurance on credit contracts or merchandise
24. CheCk cashing privileges
25. Protit-sharing with customers
26; Installation service (where applicable)
27. Repair service (where applicable)
28, Other customer services offered -- list below

Cost of three items class chose to compare:
Item 1 Item 2

Reprinted from Texas Consumer Education Guide; 1977.
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Iopriotod Irom Tous Consomor EdultIon Cufde. 1971,



Activity 17

MAJOR CREDIT NEEDS OVER A LIF

Fill in this chart indicating why you might need credit for an amount
over $100.00; If you di not chink you will over S/00.00 of credit at
a particular age, leave that line blank.

!Estimated Account
%/t- _son Credit_M_ight be Needed Cx-e-dit Needed

18-20

25-30

3o=35

35=40

-4 - 3 0



Activity 18

CREDIT ROLE PLAY

ERS

II-48

SALS TEOMPSON is a young girl who has just graduated_ from high school:

She is working as a clerk-typist earning S67.50 a week and has just

recently become engaged.__She is basically a sensible girl; WhO uses

money wisely; and carefully considers a purchase before making it.

JIn WILSON is a young college student earning money to go_to school by

selling cookware door-to-door; He is personable; hardWerking, and a

successtul salesman because: of his sincere persuasiveness; and because

1-lievcs in hi!; pr,4,,rt.

SITUATION

Jim has learned of SalWsrecent engagement from :he newspaper announce-

ment and has come to SallY'S home to try to sell her a set of cookWare

for her hope chest; Sally has agreed to let Jim make a presentation of

the cookware.

CONSIDERATIONS

The cookware sets vary in price from $150 to $325 depenGng on how

large a set is ordered.

'. The cookware can be bought on "easy credit terms."

3. Sally has not yet earned enough to sa! a significant amount of money

And if she is to buy the cookware, She would have to it eh credit.

If Sally_buys_immodiateiy on this first call by Jim, she can get a

"fe-e6" electric fry pan to match the cookware

5. The pans may not be bought individually. They are sold only in sets.

ALTERNATIVES.

1. Sally buys the ookware.

2; Sally resists buying the cocki4ite.

VARIATION

Select other items that are commonly cold by door-tdd-6-or :salesmen and

that vary widely in pried.

Reptinted_from TeachPr'v Re5ource Unit on CenstiMer Education. Homemaking

ReSearth Laboratories.
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Activity 19

BASIC APPLICATION Fft:,tM

11-49

Last First Middle Social Security

AME-: No

PRESENT Heine Phone:

ADDRESS :

City

/ / Own
PREVIOUS
ADDRESS:

State:

Years at this
Zip Code: --Addess_:_

/ / / Othet:

City: State: Zi Code:

Name and Address
of Nearest Relative:

Phone:

Present Fmployer:

Nature of Work:

Address:

Phorx:

State Zip Code

NilMber of years employed Monthly salary:

Name and Address of
_Previous Employer:
Credit References:

1. Firm Name:

Address:

Address:

3. Firm Name:

Address:

Bank Name:
Address:

Account Number:
Type of Account: / / Checking

/ /-SavinRs_ Loans

Name ni fpnuso.
Name of Employer and Address:

4plicant's Signature:_____ - Date:

104



SOLITE or

CREI)IT

Activity 20

COMPARINC SOURC-3 OF CREDIT

NINfl ER OF

PAYMENTS

AMOUNT OF

EACH PAY-

MET

DOLLAR COST

OF CREDIT

TRUE ANNUAL

INTEREST RATE

EVALUATION

OF CREDIT

TERNS

r i nt from Teacher.' Re.sour_c_e_ 1411. of Consumer Education, Homemaking Reseg.H1 Labora tor ies,,



Activity 21

DOES COST OF CREDIT

RAVE YOU BAFFLED?

TA.1:E TIME TO FIGURE IT:

11-51

1. Multiply the amount of each payment by the number of payments
yOU will make.

2. Add the down payment to Your answer;

. Subtract the cash price. including the sales tax;
The answer is what you pay for credit.

Reprinted frOm Teacher's Resource-flat _t_mC.Ionsumer.1 uration. Homemaking

Research Labe:atorie§.
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"
CON5UMER MATHEMATICS: FIGURING THE COST OF CREDIT

he tableg below show_the instalitent
loanrepAyment schedule for amounts of 31,000 :o

for 1 3 years. these repaytent scoecuIes co calculate answ,ers regarding loam

--''7azinS and the cost of credit.

AM eaSy method to quicklY_detertine the cost of credit is to ITIItiply the tonthly pay-

ment by the number of months or the loan to detereine_the total to ni repaid. Then, from

thiS total repaid; subtract the principal borrowed. The difference is the cost of credit.

For example; if you bOrrOWed $1,000 for 24 months at an_annual percentage rate of

your payments WbuId be $46.25 a_molth: $46.25 x 24 .4 $1,110;00 - 1;000 = $110. In this

example it cost 3110 to borraW $1,000 for 24 months;

-Month Loan 24-Month Loan 36-MOnth Loan

Annual Percentage Sate 10" Amtual-Percentage Rate 10.2% AnnualPercittaCe Rate 10.2!:

Atount Monthly Amount _
MonthlY AtcAT.:.r Monthly

Financed Pavnint Finatded Payment Financier-- PaYteric

SI.,7,7) S 37.91 $1,000

:15.33 2,000

3;-, u 263.75 3,000

:(A 351.66 4,000

$ 46.25 51,000 $ 32.36

92.50 2,000 64.72

138.75 3,000 97:0CI

185.00 4,000 129;44

Study chi tableS abbee and then calculate the loan obligatiOnS below. A consumer should

know these answers before deciding to make an installment purchase.

1. wnat would be the monthly payment on a 164n or $2;000 for 1 year?

What would be the monthly payment on , loan o $2;000 for 2 years?

3. that would be the Monthly payment on a lban of $2;000 for 3 years'

How much interest would you pay on a $2,000 Ioan for 1 year?

5: How much interest would you pay on a $2;000 loan for 2 year? 5

f5; How much interest would you pay on a $2;000 nan for 3 years? $-

Which of the abOve loans appears to cost the least?

B. It is estimated that a person_can carry
installtent payment of 17 to 20Z of take -home

income,__To carry more than this amount is_financially dangerous. Assume that you take

hdte $500 a month ':ou*re already paying $20 a month for TV amd $75 a moth fdracar.

You are interested in a stereo that could be financed at $20 a month. Before making a

decision; answer the following questions:

8; That is the monthly limit on installment payMentA considering my

monthly take-home pay" . . $

9. How much would I haVe in monthly installment payments if I buy

the stereo?
$

10. Would you purchase the stereo on credit? Yes

11. That alternative could you use to get the stereo

Reprinted from COnSumeo Decision-Making Student Supolememt Book.
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Activity

BEFORE YOU SIGN YOUR NAME

You may riot think signing your name means much, but actually it can mean the

difference between a secure fUtUre and One troubled with financial diffi-

culties; Before signing a credit contract:

DO:

1. snow how you will make the payments. Be sure you can afford the ad-

ditional debt.

2. Understand all provisions of the contract. A credit contract will in-

clude costs such as insurance and interest in addition to the actual

amount borrowed. Remember that the contract will allow the merchant to

repossess the goods if you cannot finish paying for them and you will

Still owe the money.

DON'T:

1. NeVr sign any contract containing blank spaces that a salesman offers

to "hold" for yOU until you make up your mind about various details.

Never sign any contract you haven't read completely and fully under-

stood.

3. Don't Sign a contract on the basis of verbal promises. Be sure anything

the salesman promises you is in writing if you want to be sure the

promise will be kept.

4. Don't let any salesman "switch" contracts on you. Check all carbons or

copies to be sure they are t:: same:ame.

5; Don't sign a contract Containing_any provisions you aren't sure you can

fulfill; To do so is asking to have the goods repossessed;

Reprinted from Teacher's Resource Unit on Consumer-Education. Homemaking

Research Laboratories.
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UNIT III. FINANCIAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Suggeste6 Time: 4-5 weeks



Overview

UNIT III. FINANCIAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

RATIONALE

Young AdUltd_Who_will be leaVing home_and living independently or

in newly created family units maed to develop a realistic idea of the

financial responsibilities that result fromthis change in statusi

Acquiring the knowledge and skilli to Manage financial resources- is

essential fot their future financial security and economic 4411=being.

Thia unit includes learning activities to help students assume the

responsibilities of financial resource management successfully;

OVERALL OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to:

Explain how values, goals, needs, wants, and available

resources relate to successful financial management.

Solve problems in financial manageMent by using the

decision making procete.

Undetatand the importance of developing aspending plan

in order to meet needs and achieve financial goals.

Plan the use of financial resources to meet individual

needs for housing, food, clothing, and transportation.

Maintain accurate financial records required for checking

accounts, savings accounts, and payment of taxes;

ReCtignizt the role of inturance, retirement plats, and

investments in planning for financial security;
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Topical Outline

UNIT III. FINANCIAL RESOUFZE MANAGEMENT

Topic: Decision Making

Topic: Demands :ma a Family's Financial Resources

Topic: Budgeting Resources

Topic: Using Financial Replurces

Subtopics: Managing Housing Money
Managing Clothing Money
Managing tit Food Money
Managing Transportation Malley

Topic: Banking Services

Subtopics: Depository Financial Institutions
Personal Checking Accounts
Savings Accounts

Topic: Taxes

Topic: Planning ..ca. the Future

Subtopics: Insurance
Retirement Plans and Social Security
Investments
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TOPIC:

UNIT I/I. FINANCIAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Decision Making

OBJECTIVES: Explain haw valueS, goals, needs, wants, and available

resources are related to SucceSsful financial management.

Solve problems in financial management by using the

decision-maktng process.

Content

Lifestyle
--The manner in which a person

lives
==Determined by personal values,
goals, needs, wants, and
available resources

Values
-Those ideaSi beliefs, and
feelings that are important
aft_individual and influence

behavior

udentixtivitie

Define lifestYlia
Describe the lifestyle you would
like to have_infive or ten yeAri.

Ekanind thdinfluence of your
personal values,_goals0 needs;
wants, and use of your resources
Oh your future lifestylei

Mike A lidt of things that are of

value to you.
to Discuss why_one thing may be of

Value to oneperson and nct of
value to .another person

Sources of valiieS
--Family beliefs
=Culture
--Interactiot with friends
--Customs and practices in the

community
=.=Experiences with institutions

and social organizations

Types of valueS
--Social
==Political
-=Religious
--Economic
--Aesthetic

Goals
--Are targets toward which

individuals and families work
or direct their efforts.

Types of goals
- -Short-term
--Intermediate
- -Tang -term

Identify persons, belie-fat
customs, and institutions that
have influenced your value
system.

Identify different types of

values;

Define goals andexpIaintheir
importance in making decisions;

Identify a personal goal in each
of the folloWing categories:

1. Short-term goal.

2. Intermediate goal.
3. Lang-term goal.
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Needs_
= =Those things_that are essential

to the individual's well-being.
--Maslow's "hierarchy of needs"

. Physical needs

.Safety needs
;Love needi
.Esteem needs
. Self=aetualization needt

Wants
==These things a person believes

Would be "nice to have

Resources
= =Things at one's disposal to

help one meet daily needs and

achieve goals;

Kinds of resources
--Personal resources

.Money

.Time
;Health and energy__
;Knowledge and Aills
.Material possessiont

-=Natdral or environmental re=

sources

Steps _in decision making
-=Identify the problem.
--Collect information about the

problem.
==Contider all possible alterna-

tives and weigh the advantages

and disadvantages of each

alternative.
-=Put choice into action and

accept the responsibilities of

the decision.

Financial resource management
--Making sound financial decisions

that enable a person to use his

personal and emironmental re-

sources to achieve the life-

style he prefers.
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'Select one geal_and write _a
part3reph explaining how you plan

ito obtain that goal.

Explaie the diffetunce between

needs and wants.

Discuss Mislow's_"hierarchy of

needs" and tell how needs influence

the_setting of priorities for

taking consumer choices.

Identify personal resources thit

will enable you to achieve one of

your long-term goals.

Describe current economic condi-

tions;_such as rate of unempley=

ment, inflation, ccAt of housing;

interest rates, shortages, balance

of trade; etc. DiseUat the impact

of these conditions on the avail-

ability of resources needed to

establish and maintain tre life-

style you desire.

Identify a current consumer
problem and follow the steps in

decition making to reach a sclu=

tion.

Dramatize the financial impact on a

falmily of the surprise purchase cf

*a new car based on "wants." Con-

trast with dramatization of a

family using the decition making

process to provide transporation

to meet their needs.

From your observations cescribe

three different lifestyles in ycnr

area. Give reasons why you think

the families chose different life-

Styles. Do you rhink the life-

styles in. three cases were by

choice? If not, explain why not.
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(Note: Use fictitious names.

!tot identify families.)

RESOURCES

Book

Barclay, M2-ion S., and others. Men Guide-to_Romemaking. 4th ed.

New Y,rk: Webster Division, McGrawHill Book Company, 1977.

Jelley, Herbert M., and Robert O. Herrmann. The AmericanConsumer:

Issues and Dec/slams. 2nd ed. New York: Gregg Division,

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1987.

Oppenheim, Irene. Consumer Skills,. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A.

Bennett Co., Inc., 1977.

Trooboff, Benjamin M. and Fannie Lee Boyd. Personal-Finance or

Consumers. Morristown, New Jersey: General Learni.ng Press, 1976.

Filmstrip

"Decision Making for Consumers." J. C. Penney Co., Inc., Educational

Relations, 1301 Ave. of the Americas, New York, New York 10019.
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UNIT III. FINANCIAL RESOURCE MANAGLMENT

TOM: Demands on a Family's Financial Resources

OBJECTIVES: Recognize the demands on a family's financial resources.

Identify the average percentage of the family's income

spent on houting, food, clothing, transportation, medical

care, recreation, education, gifts, insurance, and

personal care.

Underttand that each family should plan its budget

according to its particular needs and goals.

-Content_ Student Attivities

Demands on a family 't income
--A family's income has many

demands placed upon it.
--The distribution of the income

of "average" fathiliet in
different income brackets is
useful for making comparisons
in establithing guidelines to
meet the demand4 on income.

DiStribution of income
--Income may be distributed by
percentages spent in different
categories:
.Housing and household opera-
tiont.
.Transportation
.Food

.Clothing

.Medical care

.Recreation and travel

.Education

.Insurance
;Gifts
.Personal care

Factors influencing dittribution
of income
-=Values and goals
--Needs and wants
- -Stage in family life cycle

- -Composition of faMily unit

--Geographical location

- -Buying hAbits

- -Health of family members, etc.

Brainstorm -and create a list of

its on which families spend
money;

Check available resources in the
tchool library for information on
failly budgeting and the distri-
bution of income for families in
different income brackets. (U.S.

Department of Labor Statistics.)

View the transparency from_
Activity 1, "Where the Dollar
Goes."
DittuSt the percentage of income
a family can eXpett_to spend in

each area and identify items
included in each category;

Antwer the following questions:
If a family hat a monthly income
of $1,000 after taxes, how many
dollars would be spent each month
in each area? How much in each
area in a 7ear?

Identify factors that influence
the dittributioo of a family's
income.

View filmstrip entitled 'Winning
the Money Game" and use activity
sheets provided filmstrip.
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UNIT III. FINANCIAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

TOPIC: Budgeting Retources

OBJECTIVES: Under-Stand the importance of developing a spending plar,

in order to meet needs and achieve financial goals.

Develop a spendimg plan based on realistic goala,

estimated income, and anticipated expenses;

Content Student Activites

Budget or spending plan
==Is a clearly dev,eloped plari

to show how income will be

spent;
--Allows individualS or families

to receive the greatesz satis-

faction from spending within
their income.

Objectivet of budgeting
--To enable ludiv"--I cr

family to sort out pri=
orities and establish goals.

--To apportion income to meet
needs and to achieve goals.

--To eliminate or reduce
conflict aver money manage-
ment.

Steps in financial planning
--EttabliShing goals

Long-term
.Intermediate
.Shovc-term

--EstiMating income
;Salaries and commissions
.Interest and dividendd
.Pensions, social security,
etc.

--Estimating expenses
.Fixed_expenses
.Fletible or variable
living expenses
.Savings

==Ottlining a spending plan

(budget)
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List the advantages of havirs a

budget. Keep a record of your
income and stOehaei far twoweeks
and then summarize the results on
an unsigned sheet of paper. Have

1 a committed take a chart to show
how class members spend money.

Discuss the value of a spending
plan for teenagers. Develop a

personal spending plan and
evaluate the plan in two weeks.

Make a personal spending plan that

you could use after you finish

high school.

Describe your status in each of

three categories and develop a
plan based on the situation created

by your three choices:
1. Major activity (full or

part-time job, student,
homemaker)

2. Living arrangement (at home
with parents; alone in
apartment, sharing an
apartment, dormitory room,
renting a house, buying a
mobile home)
Transportation (awn car, wa
carpool, bus. bicycle)



Making a spending plan work
--Keep track of how money is

spent by recording expendi=
tures.

--Keep financial records to-
gether.

--Pay bills regularly and on
time to protect your credit
rating.

--Stick with the spending plan
and develop good buying
habits.

==-Review spending plan regularly
and adjust plan as necessary
to achieve goals.

111=7

Divide into small groups and organ-
ize a family unit,

ParMillate a spending plan for your
fiaily by completing Activity 2,
"What Are Your EitOenses?" and
Activity 3, "Budget,"

Discuss impulse buying, especially
impulse buying on credit as a
major obstacle to good money
management;

Share eiamples of impulae buying
habits. Identify situations or
particular items that result in
impulse buying.

Discuss the relationship of good
money management to satisfying
family living.

RESOURCES

Adtivity 2 = "What Are Our Expenses?"

Attivity 3 - "Budget."

Books

Jelley, Herbert M., and Robert O. Herrman. The-American_Cansuner:

Issues-andDecisions. New York: Gregg DivisiontMcGraw-Hill Book

Company, 1978.

Kimbrell, Grady, and Susan T. Kern. The Savvy Consume. Bloomingtoni

Illinois: McKnight Publishing Company, 1984.

Oppenheim,_Irene. Consumer Skills.
Bennett Co., Inc., 1977.

Trooboff, Benjamin M., and Fannie Lee
Consumers. Morristown, New Jersey:
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Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A.

Boyd. Personal Finance far
General Learning Press, 1976.



UNIT III; FINANCIAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

TOPIC: Using Financial Resources

SUBTOP/C: Managing Housing Money

OBJECTIVES: Determine the percent of income to be spent on housing.

Describe housing alternatives in your community.

Identify appropriate housing to Meet need° within the

limits of the spending plan.

List important its to look for in a 'case.

List Minimal needs fcr furnishings and equipment for a

first household and estimate the cost.

Describe ways to cut costs by refurbishing intericrs and

furnishings.

COttett

Cost of housing
--IS usually the_largest expense

item in the Midget.
==Includes rent or mortgage pay=

nett, utilities,
decoretitg; maittenance; and

repairs_
= =tiny_ include special ASSiSSANSAtA

such as school taxesi_trash
picktp feet, and water and

sewer taxes

fOt spending on housing
--Amount spent depends on mat a

family wants in litildg
tits and how this relates to

other gdali,_current earnings,
and non-housing expenses.

==Percentages suggested vary, but

O ne Common guideline is to
spend to more thmu one-fourth

to one-third Of the family's
income on housing. The per

t entage varies with economic
cotditiotiA; availability of
housing; special needs, etc;

Listen to a real estate agent in

your community present imformstioe

on housing CeetS, itcluditg mort-

gages, interest rates; points,

utilities; special assessments;
insurance; etc.

Itemize costs of housing i4 addi-

tion to the rent or mortgage pay-

ment.

Identify factors that influence

how much a fatily can Afford to

spend for itouling.
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Ho4Sing alternatives
--Apartments
--Condominiums
-- Cooperatives

--Townhouses
hots

homez
.11e4elonMent hOU$166

.ftefebrikiated houses
;Custom built houses

Signing a lease
--A lease is a legally binding
agreement between you and the
landlord.

--Before signing, be sure you
understand the terms.
.What does rent include?
.Who is responsible for

;Is there a Late payment fie
;How can the lease be termIn7-

a security deposit required'
repairs and maintenance?

ated?
.Can you sublet?
.When can the lamdlord enter?
;What are the rules about
pets, 4ecoratl4s; eto;?
.Is landlord T-ssponble for
damage te personal property?

Acquiring furzishings and equipment
;=Plaa_a program of purchases;
==Consider multi-purpose
tur; used furniture, unfinish
furnitnre, refurbishing old
furniture; etc.

--Consider Ouytmg fever pieces of
better quality and good design.

In -9

1,iew the filmstrip entitled

"Housidg Alternatives" and
discuss advantages and disadvan-
tages of tho alternatives.

Complete Activity 4, "Types of
Housing Available."

lExamina local newspapers to
i identify housing alternatives in
your community.

Takef a field trip to compare
housing alternatives in your
community.

IdeL'icify housing suitable for
"first homes" for young people in
your community. Estimate the
total housing costs, including
utilitdes, upkeep, taxes, basic
decorazing, and insurance.

Obtain copies of 4everal leases
and read them carefully to
determine the terms of the
leases

Discuss problems that might arise
between a Landlord and tenant.

?take a list of questions to ask
tti, landlord and a list of
questions the landlord_might_ask
you. Role play interviews with
landlords;

Itemize basic furniture and equip=
ment or appliances you will need
for the housing alternative you
selected. Estimate the cost and
discuss hov you could furniah t
"dome on a minimum budget.
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Use tail order catalogs and news-
paper advertiseoents for price
estimates or attend a garage sale
or estate sale.

DiVide into shall groups and list
ideas for refurbishing interiors
and furnishings to cut housing

costs.

RESOURCES

Activity 4 - "Types of Housing Available."

Books

JeHey, Herbert M., and Robert O. Herrmann. The knerican_Consumer:
Issues and Decfions. 2hd ed. New York: Greg Division /McGraw -Hill

Book Company, 1978.

Kimbrell, Grady, and Sutan T. Kern. The-Savvy-Consumer. Bloomington,

Illinois: McKnight Publishing Company, 1984.

Oppenheim, Irene. Consumer Skills. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A.

Bennett Co., Inc., 1977.

Trooboff, Benjamin M., and Fannie Lee Bc:yd. Personal Finance for

Consumers. Morristown, New Jersey: General Learning Press, 1976.

Filmstrip

"Housing Alternatives." Glencoe Publishing Co., Inc., 17337 Ventura

Boulevard, Encino, California 91316.



UNIT III. FINANCIAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

TOPIC: Using Financial ResourceS

SUBTOPIC: Managing Clothing Money

OBJECTIVES: Determine the percent of income to be spent on clothing.

Develop &total clothing plan to get the most in value

and satisfaction from the money spent for clothing.

Content

Major influences on clothing
deciaions

--Physical
--Psychological and social
--Economic
--TedhholdgiCal
--Politica' and religious
--Cultural and ethni6

Characteristics of a planned ward-

robe
--Clothing is appropriate for

individual's activities or
lifestyle.

--Each piece is selected in re-
lation to ocher items in ward-
robe;

--Choices are built around two
or three colors;

.=-----Clothea are interchangeable.

--Fabrics are appropriate for any
season.

..-=Accessories go with a variety

of clothes.

Steps in wardrobe plannidg
--Evaluate your present wardrobe

.Clothes you wear

.Cinthea in need of repair
Clothes you no longer wear

--Identify clothing needed to
complete your wardrobe.

--Plat pnrchases to take advat-
tage of sales and bargains to
get the best value for money
spent;
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Student _Activities

Identify the many functions served
by clothing nnd the major influ-

ences on cIoThing decisions.

Describe a well-planned wardrobe.
Examine your wardrobe to determine
if these criteria have been met.

Listentoa presentation on "Stepa
in Wardrobe Planning" by a student_
in a elothitg and textiles semester
course;

Look ahead for a year or two to a
new job or role that will require
you to have special clothing.
Make a list of the clothes you
have that are suitable and list
tht wardrobe items that you will
need for your first season on the
job or in school. Uae a mail-
order catalog or visit local



Budgeting income for clothing
The average American family

spends under 10 percent of
its income on clothing and
personal care.

S;.opping considerations
-=CompariSdn shopping
Type of store and services

offered
-41erchant's reputation and re-

turn policies
- Method of payment

;Cash
;Credit
!Layaway

--Salea
;Clearance
;Aanual
.Atniversary
. Special purchase
Labels for consumer protection
;Fiber content
.Care requirements

Cost per wearing -

--For a new perspective on
clothing costs, consider the
cost per wearing.

-=Compute by dividing the_origina
cost by the number Of tildes the
garment will be worn;

RESOURCES

Books
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stores to obtain estimates of the
prices of items you will need to
buy;

Compare the total cost of the new
items to the amount in ycur spend-
ing plan for clothing and make
appropriate adjustments.

Brainstorm to develop a list of
things to consider When ShOpping
for clothing;

Discuss when and where to buy to
get more for your clothing dollar.

Compare a_cotton shirt, rayon
Shirt, and a polyester/cotton
blend shirt After laundering.
Discuss characteristic Of fibers
and identifypotential problems
related to- shrinkage, ease of
care, durability, etc.

Explain how laundering and aty
cleaning influence total clothing
cost.

Compute the cost per wearing for
an evening -dress or suit and for
a pair of designer jeans;_ Compare
the cost per wearing for these
items; Examine the Merle Of
paying a high_price for quality
in a garment to be worn only once
or twice.

Jelley, Herbert M., and Robert O. Herrmann. The American Consumer:

Issues and Decisions. New York: Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book

Company, 1978.

KimbrelI, Grady, and Susan T. Kern. The_Savvy_Consumer. Bloomington,

Illinois; McKnight Publishing Company, 1984.

Oppenheim, Irene. Consumer Skills. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A.

Bennett Co., Inc., 1977.

Trooboff, Benjamin M., and Fannie Lee Boyd. Personal_Finance for

Consumers. Morristown, New Jersey: General Learning Press, 1976.
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UNIT FINANCIAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

TOPIC: Using Finaccial Resources

SUBTOPIC: Managing the Food Money

OBJECTIVES: Determine the percentage of the average family's

income spent for food.

Identify basic foods needed

Recognize the advantages of

111-13

for good nutritional health;

planning food buying;

List tips for getting the most value for the food dollar.

Contents

Perdent_of average family's income
for food
--In the United Stateti AbOUt
25-30 percent of the average
family's income is spend on
food.

--Low income families May spend
30-50 percent of their total
income for food;

The BASIC FOU.t Food Groups

Advantages of planning meals and
snacks
--Helps assure nutritional

adequacy._
- -Saves by buying food on

in season.
--Reduces number of trips to

store;
=Makes best use of leftovers and

items on hand and reduces waste

- - Facilitates preparing ahead art

reduces preparation time
- Controls food costs and reduces

impulse buying.

sale or

Tips for getting value with the
food dollar

-=Compare unit prices.
- -Buy store or generic brands.

--Don't shop when you're hungry.

Student Activitieg

Check available resourcet to deter
mine the percent of the average
family's income that is spent on

food.

Estimate the amount your family
spends on food per month;

Review the Basic Four Food Groupt
and evaluate your diet to see if
you are eating the right kind and
amount of food.

iscuss the advantages of planning
eels and snacks and of shopping

with a liit of needed items.

Volunteer to plan the meals;
mike the grocery -list, and do
the food buying for your family
for several weeks and determine
ways to stretch your family's

-fOod dollar.

BrainstorM and list -tips for
getting the most value for the
food dollar;
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==Knem'a "special" and recognize
"Iota leaders;"

Buy foodi in season.
Avoid impulse buying.
=Watch for errors in 'weighing
And at the_cashregister._

- Choose grade suited to cooking

method.
.=Buy food in form that gives

the most servings;
Rotate foods to avoid
spoilage.

Read the food ads.
--Clip coupons, etc.

FLESOULCES

Books

111 -14

View and discuss filmstrips
entitled "ChoOSidg rood for Good
Nutrition" and "NealtiMe =
Anytime."

Jelley, Herbert M., and Robert 0. Herrmann. The American Consumer:

Issues and Decisions. New York: Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book

Company, 1978.

Kimbrell, Grady, and Susan T. Kern. The-Savvy Consumer. Bloomington,

Illinois: McKnight Publishing Company, 1984.

Oppenheim, Irene. Consumer Skills. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A.

Bennett Co., Inc., 1977.

Trooboff, Benjaiin M., and--Fannie Lee Boyd; Personal Finance for

Consumers. MorristoWn, New Jersey: General Learning neat, 1976.

Filmstrips

"Choosing Fdod fOtGOOdNutrition" and "MeaItims-AnYtiMe0" Put

Nutrition to Work Setied. Chas. A. L ;onnett Publishing Co., Inc.

Peoria, Illinois 61615.

Pamphlets

"Food" USDA Home and Garden BUlletin_No. 228 and "Nutrition and Your

HiJalth," USDA Home and Garden Bulletin NO. 232. Superintendent of

DocUMentao U. S. Government Printing Officei WA0iingtOn, D. C. 20402;
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UNIT III. FINANCIAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

TOPIC: Using Financial Resources

SUBTOPIC: Managing Transportation Money

OBJEC7IVES: Identify transportation options available in his/her

community.

Determine the percentage of income to be spent on

transportation.

EatiMate_the costs of car ownership on an annual and

monthly baSia.

Identify appropriate care for a car to keep the Car in

good condition and reduce operating costs.

Content

Transportation choices
-4KASS transit
--Carpools
Cars
--Motorcycles
--Bicycles, etc.

Estimating costs of car ownership
--Fixed expenses

.Car paymepts
-AMount_of loan
-Rate of interest
-Lengthofloan
;Depreciation
- Difference between what you
Pay for a car and the price
you can get when you sell it.
-Greatest the first year and
decreases each suaceeding
year.

;Insurance
-Costs vary with type of cover=
age; make model, and year of

the car; frequency of acci-
dent-a for persons your_age
and sex; and your driving
record;
-=-Costs may be reduced bycom-
paring_rates_and coverages
offered by different companies
by choosing a car wisely, and
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Student Artivities

Identity transportation options__
available to you in your community
and explore the advantages And
disadvantages of each option.

Discuss the costs c owning a

car for a_yetr._ Divide into
groups and get inforthation on
costs of financing, insurance
(liability; collision. and compre-
hensive), taxes and fees, and
operating costs. etc.

Listen to a car insurance agent
explain the factors that affect
insurance costs.

Asa class; determine specific
informationfor three young
persons seeking insurance; In

small groups visit several car
insurance agencies and compare_
rates on the basis of age, grades,
driving record; and type of car.



by keeping your driving record
clean.

.Taxes and fees
=Salet tax
-Reeistration fee for license
-Driver's license fees

-Operating expenses
.0prating costs_include gas,
mal;ntenance (oil changes,
tune-ups, etc.), tires, and
repairs.
.Operating costs are directly re-
lated to number of miles driven,
where you drive (city, moun=
tains, etc.), how you drive, And
the amount and frequency of
maintenance and repairs.
.Operating expenses cannot be
eliminated, but they can be
reduced.

Four basic steps in shopping for a
car.

--Figuring out how much you can
spend
.EicaMine your IJudget;
.Determine What you can manage
for a down payment.
.Determine what you can afford
monthly for:
-Loan payment.
-Insurance.
-Taxesand fees.
--Operating expenses.

--Finding out what cars would meet

your needs and budget.
*Cito_Book of Official Used

Cars' Values
.Consumer Reports_or_Consumer
Digest

--Selecting the right car
.Usedcars vary in price
pending on:
-Condition and mileage:
-Popularity at the time.
-Where you buy it.
.Selling price is usually arrived
at by bargaining.
.Dealer's reputation may make a

difference. Look for dealers
willing togive you a 30=day
warranty or guarante* that, the
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Determine the percentage of sales
tax in your community and he

cost of registering a car to
obtain a license.

Contult available resources in the
school library or ask the teacher
of driver education to give the
clans general estimates for
operating expenses for various
types of cars.

Estimate your annual mileage and
compute the operating costs.

Identify ways to reduce operating

expenses;

Exami1e your budget and determine
how much you can afford to spend
on transportation Determine the
amount yod can afford for a down

payment from savings and what
you can afford to speild on
transportation monthly.

Refer to available resources to
determine the type of car you
need and can afford.

Listen to a reputable car dealer
or a knowledgeable person
present "Tips on Buying a Used
Car."

Divide into groupS and shop for a
particular type of car. Compare

prices, warranties, and cost of
financing through the dealers.
Select a car for your gtoup.
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car will pass state inspection.
--Shopping for a loan

;Check carefully for the best

deal on financing.
-Calculate the diillar cost of
credit and compare rates.
Confider credit unions, local
bitika0 and fin-ante companies;

.Check on repayment provisions.
-Balance due immediately or
assessed -late fee if payment
is missed or late.
-Savings in prepaying.
-Repossession fornonpayment.
.Read and understand contract
before you sign;

Caring for a car
==Preventive maintenance

.Check oil frequently;
;Check tires regularly;
.Check ho6Si fehbelt0 and water
in battery at regular intervals.
.Make sure headlights and brake-
lights work.
.Keep car /;lean.
;Watch for signs of brake

problems;
--Choosing a mechanic
--Dealing with emergencies
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Shop for a loan to buy the car.
Compare interest rates and repay-

ment provisions.

vc,t4._mre rhAbcpst of owning the

car, selected by your group, for

a year.

Divide your yearly estimate by 12
to get the monthly cost;

Consider your estimate of costs,
your_income, and your budget And
decide whether you can afford to
buy end operate the car;

Listen to a mechanic or other
qualified person explain proper
preventive maintenance to keep
your car in good condition and

reduce operating costs.

DisCUSS ways to choose a good
mechanic Who chargft fair prices;

Review appropriate procedures for
emergencies.

RESOURCES

Books

Jelley, Herbert M., and Robert 0. Herrmann. The Asmrican Consumer:

Issuesand_Decisions. New York: Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book

Company, 1987.

Kimbrell, Grady, and Susan T. Kern. The Savvy -Consumer. Blo&ington,

Illinois: McKnight Publishing Company, 1984.

Oppenheim, Irene. Consumer Skills. Peoria, Illinois:

Co., Inc., 1977.

Oppenheim, Irene. Living Today. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A. Bennett

Co., Inc., 1981.

Chas. k. Bennett

Trooboff, Benjamin M., and Fannie Lee
Consumers, Morristown, New Jersey:

12

Boyd. _Personal_Finance_for
General Learning Press, 1976.
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UNIT III. FINANCIAL RE.CIURCE MANAGEMENT

TOPIC: Banking Services

SUBTOPIC: Depository Financial Inttitutions

OBJECTIVES: Understand the differences between financial institutions

that accept personal and corporate deposits.

Contents
student_ activities

Types of depository finandial

institutions
--Commercial banks
==-Savings and loan associations

===Credit unions
--=414tdal savings banks

Primary services of banks
==Accepting and safegUarding money

==Making sound loans
-Ttansferring funds

Supplementary services of banka

--Special Savings accounts
=-Banking by mail
--Autdizated equipment
--Credit cards
--Safe deposit -boxes

--Travelers' checkt
==Trust services
==StdekS and bonds_
--Coin and currency services

Books

Listen to a lOtal banker speak on

banking;

Take a field trip to _a local bank

and listen -to someone explain the

services offered by the bamk;

Etplait_the differenCeS between

the various types of depaiitory

financial institutions.

Read "I._ Overview of Depository
Financial Ihttitutions" in your
student workbook, The How and Why

of Batikine;-

SuM2arire the services offered by

banks;

Jelley, Herbert M., and Robert O. Herrmann. Th American Consumer:

Tames And Decisions. Neu York: Gregg Division7TOW7TIll Book

Company, 1978.

Kimbrell, Grady, and Susan T. Kern. The Savvy Conzumer, Bloomington,

Illinois: McKnight Publishing Company, 1984.

Oppehneim, Irene. Consumer Skills. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A.

Bennett Co., Inc., 1977.
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RESOURCES (continued)

Curricular Materials

The HOW and Whyof_Banking; Teaching Guide and Student's Workbook

prepared by the Young Executives Section of the Louisiana Bankers

Association; ContaCt: Kenny Dunawayi Louisiane Bankers Association;

P. O. Box 2871; Baton Rouge* Louisiana 70821;

1 3 0
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UNIT III. FINANCIAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

TOPIC: Btiking Services

SUBTOPIC: Personal Checking Accountt

OBJECTIVES: Understand the convenienceand safety of checking accounts

it paying bills and maintaining records of payment.

Use proper procedures in Maintaining checkaccownt records

and reconciling check ledgers and bank statement.

Content__ Student_Activities

Advantages of checking account
--Money is safe and easily

transferred or withdrawn.

-- Checks do not have size and
weight of coins and may be
safely sent through the mail.

==Payment can be stopped if check
is lost or stolen.

Cad only be case by
persons to whoc t;:ey are_payablA

==Cancelled checks are good
documents as evidence of
payment.

- -Accounts are insured up to

$100,000 by FDIC.

Types of-checking accounts
- -Regular AC-Counts_

;No interest paid
;Service charges
=Flat monthly fee
=Charge based on minimum
balanCe
-Charge per check

==NOW accounts (negotiable
order ofwithdrawal)
.Large minimum balance
;Interest paid on average
monthly balance

==Individual or joint accounts

Maintaining personal records for

a checking account
- -Deposit tickets

- -Checkt

- -Check register

Identify the advantages of having

a personal checkingacCount after

reading "II. Checking Accounts --

Part One" in your Workook, The How

Anil Why of Banking.

Compare the cost of checking
accounts at several local banks

by contacting each institution
and requesting fnformation about
their checking account procedures
and charges.

DiscUSA the various types of

checking accounts- available and
select the type that meets your
needs.

Read "III. Checking Accounts

Part TWO" and "IV._ Checking
Accounts -- Part Three" in your
c.)rkbook; The_How and Why of

Banking.

Using the sample signature card in

your workbook. demonstrate how to

open a checking account.

13-.actice writing checks for

various amounts Of_purchases
-directed in "IV. _Checking

Accounts -- Part Three."
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Cautions in handling checking

accounts_
==0Verdrafts
Void chitka
=Stop payment checks

Nonsufficient fundi (NSF)

Reconciling the account
==.0dtstanding checks

(Subtradt from bank statement.)

--Deposits in transit (Add to

bank statement.)
-.=.Eatik service chargai (Sub-

tract ftOM checkbook balance.)

III-21

Find out how overdraf:A or NSF

cheCkS are handled by your lodal

bank; Compare cbaree and methods

Of handling;

Study the sample bank statement

provided. Answer the questions
accompanying the statement;
Finally,_ reconcile the batik state-

ment And check register in your

workbook, The How-anot:Why of

Bankint.

RESOURCES

Books

Jelley, Herbert M., and Robert 0. Herrmann. The American Consumer:

Issue ions. New York: Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Nook

Company, 1978.

Kimbrell, Grady_, and Susan T. Kern. The Savvv-Consumer. Bloomington.

Illinois: McKnight Publishing Company, 1984.

Oppenheim, Irene. Consumer Skills. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A.

Bennett Co., Inc., 1977.

Curricular Materials

The How and Way of Banking. Teaching Guide and Student's Workbook

prepared by the Young Executives Section of the Louisiana Bankers

Association. Contact: Kenny Dunaway, Louisiana Bankers Association,

P. 0. Box 2871, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70821.
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UNIT III. FINANCIAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Banking Services

SUBTOPIC: Savings Accounts

OBJECTIVES: Understand the benefits of saving money
of opening and using a savings account.

and the mechanidt

Content Student Activities

Benefits of savings
--Offer security
--Earn income in the form of

interest
--Avoid interest expenses by
saving for major expenditure

Savings accounts
passbook account

- -Money market certificates
--Certificate of depoiit

(CD)

Suggest:lots for assuring system-
atic saving

--Self-discipline
-- Payroll deductions
--AtitOMAtit deductions from

checking accounts

Factors to consider in selecting
a savings institution

==Sifety--money secured against

loss
--Liquiditv7-eaJe and speed with

.1'!:n.;scan '.:urned

into accessible
--Earnings--ra;:e of interSt
paid on savings

Read "V. Savi:_gs Accounts" in :'our

work;;:ok, ThP now and Why of

Bar.kinc.

Discuss the benefits of savings.

,

COMpare rates of interest paid on
regular passbook accounts: Explain
what compound interest is and how
it works to your advantage;

Explain how to open a regular pass-
book savings account and how to
keep track of the amount in your
account.

Working in three groups, decide
which method would work best for
the following situations:

1. Teenager with first job
2. Young couple with small

ohildrin
3. Single parent
4. Established family with

etemage children

Discuss three factors to coniidet
in selecting t savings institution;

13j



Savings institutions
--Commercial banks
ritual savings banks
--Savingd and loan associaticns
--Credit unions

Other methods of saving
==United States savings bonds

Endowment insurance
-- annuities
==Employee savings plan

I/I=23

Identify local savings inStitu=
tiots and compare safety, ease of
liquidation, and earnings;

Litt and discuss other ways of
saving money and compare safety,
liquidity. and earnings.

EIAMite your budget and determine
the amount of your systematic
savings.

RESOURCES

Books

Jelley, Herbert M.. and Robert O. Herrmann. The American Consumer:

Lssues_and_Decisions. Nev York, Gregg DivisioniMcGrawHill Book

Company, 1978

Kimbrell, Grady and Susan T. Kern. The Savvy Consumer. Bloaiington.

Illinois: McKnight Publishing Company, 1984

Oppenheim, Irene; Consumer Skills.

Bennett Company, Inc;, 1977.

Tteoboff, Benjamin M., and Fannie Lee

Consumers. Morristown, New Jersey:

Curricular Materials

Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A.

Boyd. PersonalFirance for
General Learning Press, 1976

The_How_and__Why_of BaakinA. TeaChing GOide and Student's Workbook

prepared by the Young Executives Sectien of the Louisiana Bankers

Association. Contact: Kenny Dunaway, Louisiana Bankers Association,

P. O. Mk 2871, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70821.
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UNIT II/. FINANCIAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

TOPIC: Taxes

OBJECTIVES: Identify different kinds of taxes.

Identify services provided by govermraent

taxation.

lioThrrteaveh11.4.1114.04..

Complete a persomal income tax form correctly.

111-24

Content

Taxes defined
Contributions for the support

of government required of
persons; groups, or_businesses
within the ddmain of that
govetrnment;

Kinds Of Ainetican taxes
--Personal income taxes
--Corporate income taxes
==Sales taxi's
--Property taxes
--Excise tidal;
--Estate and gift taxes
--Business and license taxes
= customs, duties; and

tariffS_
--Social Security taxes

To ways to classify taxes
==WAy they sre_paid

.Dirodt tax (paid directly
to government)
.Indirect tax (included in
price of product and seller
pays tax to government)

--Way they relate to income__
;Progressive tax (applicable
tax rate increases with the
increase in income; e.g.;
income taxes and inheri-
tance taxes; etc.)
;Regressive taxes
(take a higher percentage
c income from the poor
than they do from the rich;
e.g.; property taxi car_
license; sales taxi excise
tax, etc.)

Student Activities
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Define taxes and list the differ-
ent kinds of taxes paid by con-
sumers in America.

Find out whet a laborer who earns
$14;000 per year and What the
person who owns a small bithiness

And earns $30,000 per year_vould
pay in social security taxes
each year

Clataify the following taxes is
direct or indirect and as pro-
gressive or regressive:

1. Tax on long distance calla
2. Tax on ticket to movie
3. Tax on cigarettes
4. Tax on new car
5. Income tax
6. Tax on gasoline
7. Real estate taxes

List services that are provided
by Federal; State; and ledel
governments through taxation.

Ask the librarian or civics
teacher for a breakdown on how
Federal and State tax dollars
are Spent.



Controlling your taxes
--Select public officials who

reflect your views on services
needed and method of funding;

-- -Make your opinions, known._

--Evaluate the cost of services
or protection you seek.

==Conserve services and reduce
costs of governmental agencies;

Minimizing income tax obligation
--Keep completeo_adequate;
accurate records of income
and expenditures;

--landerstandwhatincome is tax-
able and what is not taxable.

-4Inderstand which expenses_are
deductible from your taxable
income;

--Find a qualified personto
help you. (The Internal
Revenue SerViCe hag a tax_
payer-assistance service that

can help answer questionsi
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Discuss your responsibilities as
a citizen for controlling your
taxes.

ViSit an office of the Internal
Revenue SerVide and find out
what services and publications
are available to help an indi=
VidUal taxpayer prepare a tax
return.

Complete personal income tax
forms using samples from The
Internal Revenue Service. If

you did not have an income,
estimate your earnings from your
first job and use that figure
for your income.

RESOURCES

Bookg

Jelley, Herbert M., and Robert 0. Herrmann. The American Consumer:

Issues and Decisions. New York: Gregg Division/MOGraw=Hill Book

Company, 1978.

Trooboff, Benjamin M., and Fannie Lee Boyd; Personal Finance for

Consumers. Morristown, New Jersey: General Learning Press, 1976.

Publications

Current forms and income tax informational pamphlets. Internal

Revenue Service.
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UNIT III. FINANCIAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

TOPIC: Planning for the Future

SUBTOPIC: Insurance (Life Insurance, Health Insurance, and Property

and Liability Insurance)

OBJECTIVES: Explain the role of insurance in planning for a family'S

financial security.

Identify the different types of life insurance available

and develop skills to select life insurance to meet

financial needs.

Recognize the need for health insurance and determine

the coverage needed.

Understand the protection available through property and

liability insurance.

Content StUdent activities

rInsuance Define insurance and explain the

- -A protection plan to reduce basic principle an which all in-

riakt and uncertainty in a surance is based.

family's financial_management.
- -A way of sharing risks With

group;
-Based on the principle that
although one can't predict what
will happen to a certain_indi-
vidual at a particular tithe,
one can predict what will
happen to a large group of
people.

Life Insurance
--The purpose of life insurance

is to provide a cash reserve or
income for dependents upon the
death of a major wage earner.

- -Life insurance is not.primarily
a savings plan or an investment
plan.

Insurance language
- -Policy
- -Premium

--Beneficiary
- -Face value
Cash value
--Riders

Discuss who needs life insurance.

Define terms used to discuss life
insurance.
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Four basic types of life in-
surance
--Term
--Straight life or ordinary' life

--Limited payment
--Endowment

Life insurance needs
--In general needs depend on

the extent of one's financial
responsibility to others.

Other considerations are
current assets, liabilities,
family's living needs, future
goals, other financial re-
sources available to the
family.

Health Ingurance
--A necessity for most people.
--Best way to plan health in-

surance program is to decide
which risks are the greatest
threat to the family, and
cover these risks with in-
surance.

Five types of health insurance
--Hospital expense insurance
--Surgical expense insurance
--Physician's expense insurance
==Major medical insurance
--Disability insurance
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Name the four basic types of life
insurance and state the unique
features of each.

Determine_ which type of life in-
surance affords the greatest
protection for a family with young_
children at the lowest cost. (term)

Identify the types of life insur-
ance that include a "savings"
feature;

Explain why buying term insurance
and investing the difference in
cost between term and the other
more expensive types builds up a
larger cash fund than the "savings"
types of insurance.

Listen to a reliable insurance
agent review the_insurance_needs
of a hypothetical family that you
describe; Ask the agent to
explain_various types of coverage,
along with_the_cost and advan-_
tages and disaivantages of each
plan.

Refer to your spending plan to see
if you have budgeted an appropriate
amount for life insurance.

Discuss the rapidly increasing
cost of health care and examine
the need for health insurance.

Listen to a representative from an
insurance company speak to the class
about the risks people face with re-
gard to health and accidents.

Identify the five types of health
insurance and discuss the basic
coverage in each type.

Compare the cost of a group plan
where you work and the cost of an
individual or family policy.



Government health care programs
Medicare is a federal health

insurance program and_people_
65 or older and some disabled
persons are eligible for
benefitt._

--Medicaid is a joint Federal
and State program and people
who cannot afford to pay fot
health care may receive help.

Property and liability insurance
--Protects against property

losses -and financiaIIiability
for injuries suffered in one's
residinde.
.Fire insurance
;Extended coverage
.Personal liability
.Homeowner's policy
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EISMint a_group health insurance
polidY and lift the chief pro-

of the policy and determine
if some families wouldneed_another
policy to supplement the coverage
in the group policy.

Check your budget to see if a te-
alittic amount has been allowed for
health insurance.

Listen to an insurance_agent_ex-
plait the coverage_ offered in
property and liability insurance.
Ask the agent to recommend the most
advantageous coverage for a young
couple with small children living
in a rented apartment;

Determine the cost of a homeowner's
policy for a young couple living
in their own mobile home or a
rented apartment.

RESOURCES

Books

Jelley, Herbert M., and Robert O. Herrmann. The American Consumer:

Issues and Decisions. New York: Gregg DivisiontM6GrawHill Book

Company, 1978.

Oppenheimi Irene. Consumer Skills; Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A.

Bennett Co., Inc., 1977.

Trooboffi Benjamin IK., and Fannie Lee Boyd. Personal_Finance for_

Consumers. Morriatown, New Jerity: General Learning Press; 1976.

Curricular Materials

Personal_and_Family_Financial Planning: StrateAlearAing.
Education Services, American Council of Life Ineurance and Health

Insurance Association of America, 1850 K Street, NW, Wathington,

D. C. 20006, June 1982.
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UNIT III. FINANCIAL RESOWRCE MANAGEMENT

TOPIC: Planning for the Future.

SUBTOPIC: Retirement Plans and Social Security

OBJECTIVES: Explain the four main types of retirement plans and
relate each to the needs of various family situations.

Identify the two types of social insurance and the
benefits covered under each.

Explain why a social security card is an important
document.

Explain how one is eligible for benefits of social

security.

Content Student Attivities

Types of retirement plans
--KEOGH = Self=ethployed plan.

- Individual retirement
account.

-=Company sponsored retirement
plans.

--Sodial Security Insurance;

Major types of social insurance
--Social seeutity

;Old age benefits for retired
workers
;Unemployment insurance
.Survivor benefits
.Worker's benefits
;Disability

-Medicare
;nedical care for persons 65
or over or persons receiving
social security or disability
for at least 2 years regard-
less of age

Information about social security
card
--A social security card is some-
what like a bank book. It

identifies your earnings

Discuss types of retirement plans;
how theyworki their advantages
and disadvantages;

Break
these

1.

2.

into buzz groups and answer
questions.
Why is it important to plan
for retirement?
Which plan would be suitable
for_various types of
familide

Listen to a speaker from a social
agency or program for the aged
talk about the people these
programs serve.

Research eligibility for various
types of benefitsi under social
security and Medicare;

Fill out an application for a
social security number;
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--You do_not haVe to be employed

to apply for a social security

number;
If you loose or forget your

number* you must fill out a

special form to try to find

your number;
-=You are given only one social

security number,
--Every three ye-era, errors can

be corrected within certain

time limits. Errors might

include incorrect name;
incorrect nuMber, or incorrect

earnings.
--If you change employers or Mite

more than One employer during

the year; cheaing the status

of your account can be

especially important;
---To check one's social security

record, one must fill out a

request for statement of

earnings. Get FormOAR-7004
at the nearest field office.

RESOURCES

Bor)ks
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Discuss why changing employers

would be a good reason for checking

on yir social security record.

Complete a form to requett a state-

ment Of earnings;

Jelley, Herbert M ;; and Robert 0. Herrmann. The Americam_Consumer:

Issues and Decisions. New York, Gregg Division/McGraw=Hill Book

Company, 1978.
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UNIT III. FINANCIAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

TOPIC: Planning for the Future

SUBTOPIC: Investments

OBJECTIVES: Distinguieh between various types of investments.

Recognize the value of investments for financial security.

Content

Investments
==A way of putting money to work

in the hope that it will earn

more money.

Categories of investment

-- Pensions

--Stocki
-- Bonds

--Stamp colIectioni
-=Coin collections
--JewelrY
=-Real estate
==Natural resources

Student Activities

Define investments and discuss

their role in the familiy's
manageMent of finsncial resources.

List types of investment opportun-

ities and compare the risks and

returns on each type.

Complete Activity 5, "Basic

Financial Balance Sheet." Based

on this information and other

finencial information obtained

earlier in this unit, devise an

investment program that might be

Appropriate for you and your future

fetidly.

RESOURCES

Activity 5 = "Basic Financial Balance Sheet."

Books

Oppemheim, Irene. Consumer_ Skills Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A.

Bennett Company, Inc., 1977.

Trooboff, Benjamin M.,ap4 Fannie Lee Boyd. Pertonal Finamce_for

Consumers. Morristown, New Jersey: General earning Press, 1976.
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UNIT III; MANUAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Activities
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Activity l - Whore the Dollar Goes

Whirs du
dollar gais. flout= &Luau
01 &Townie Analysis.
1981t)

MoNowcw*
10.6

Housenad operation
13 9

Traosoottation
14.2

160

Foreign travel
and otter 3

iptiwceo
2

Fersonatcare
3

Religious and
weitare actiwties 1 4

Eaucaoon
6

Source: Bureau of Economic Analytis, 1982.
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FIXED MENSES:

Housing (Rent)

Attivity 2

WHAT ARE OUR EXPENSES?

Insurance Payments

Health
Life
Car

Utilities

Elettricity

Telephone

Installment Payments

paving s

FLEXIBLE EXPENSES:

Food

Clothing and laundry

Household expenses

Gas

Witet

S

total . $

Medical expeitses (doctor, denist; medicine)

Educatioli (School supplies

Transportation (car expenses; bus fatet) algatip

Et01*Recreation (itiOvii, entertainment; crts)

Contributions (church; community;

and gifts)

Personal (haircuts* cosmetics;

allowance; cigarettes)

dap.ted from:

111=34

Totals

anntER smote I

ISE2 n 1-1
Total $

FIXED AND FLEXIBLE TOTAL 5

Impact How. Economics. Ohio State Department of Education.
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Activity 3

BUIXE1

YOUR SPENDING PLAN FOR THE MONTH OF

ESTIMATED INCOME

PindltuttS

Fited Expenses__

Flexth}* erases

111 -35

Amount
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Activity 4

TYPES OF HOUSING AVAILABLE

This may be used as a study sheet or a test.

TRUE OR FALSE

T I. A traditional houte is one based on a style which originated in

the past.

T 2. A contemporary or modern house is a style which is not based on

past or tradition.

MATCHING - Match the house style with its common characteristics.

Split level A. Rambling. one-scary hdUse, no

C Co

interier_stairs; occupies a

ntemporary relaciv'ly large land area.

A Ranch B. Suitable for a 2141.4 site; has

two short flights of interior

stairs.

C. Unique design; foris a unit with

its site; interior treat not too

clearly defined.

MATCHING = Match the type of housing in the first column with the appropriate

definition in the second column;

C Development house

Prefabricated house

C Custom built

Used Koine

B Ltobile home

Cdoperative

E Condominium

F Rented apartment or house

14?

A. Buyer receives stock in the cor-

poration which =rages the building

and grounds.

B. A moveable dwelling.

C. A hOuge specially designed to Suit

the needs of the Owner;

D. A house partially assembled in a

factory.

E. Eath individual mint an apartment

or townhouse and a share Of the

grounds.

F. Use of living space in return for

monthly fee.

G. One of many similar houses in a

large subdivision.

H. A house previously owned by others.



Activity 5

BASIC FINANCIAL BALANCE SHEET

ASSETS:

Amount of Cash

Investments

Property Owned

Car

Jewelry and Furs

Furniture

TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES:

Unpaid Bibs
$

Loans

House Notes

TOTAL LIABILITIES

NET WORTH OF INDIVIDUAL OR FAMILY:

Attets Minus Liabilities equals: ASSetS

Liabilitiit

NET WORTH

148
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UNIT IV. BCTLDING AND STRENGTHENING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

Suggested Time: 3-4 weeks
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Overview

UNIT IV. BUILDING AND STRENGTHENING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

RATIONALE

In order to assume the responsibilities of_marriage and family
living, students_need_to develop self-understanding and skills in
communicating and building relationships; in understanding the functions
of families; and in coping with crises; This unit helps the student
develop a realistic picture of what it means to be married with emphasis
on the areas that require special understanding and growth if family re-
lationships are to be stable and rewarding.

OVERALL OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to:

Describe steps in developing relationships and identify
characteristics of rewarding relationships.

List and describe the five basic needs of individuals in
Maslow's "Hierarchy of Needs."

Recognize the importance of a positive self concept and
identify desirable personal qualities to develop.

Describe the valuing process, identify values important
to him/hero and demonstrate respect for the values held
by others.

Identify current problems facing young people and recognize
the effect of personal decisions in these areas on family
relationships.

nemonstrate effective interpersonal skills in communicating
with others.

Recognize the functions of dating and the engagement period
in building a relationship.

Explain the functions of families and the importance of build-
ing good family relationships.

Identify areas requiring adjustment in marriage and demon-
strate techniques for resolving conflicts.

Identify types of family crises and recognize the value of
interpersonal skills in facing a family crisis.

Identify resources in the community to support; strengthen, and
t.'e family.

IV =i
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Topical Outline

UNIT IV. BUILDING AND STRENGTHENING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

Topic! Building Relationships

Topic: SelfUnderstanding

Subtopics: Basic Needs of the Individual
Self Concept, Personality Developmemt, and Maturity
Developing Values
Coping with Current Problems/Personal Decisions

Topic: Communicating with Others/Interpersonal Skills

Subtopics: Levels of Verbal Communication
Developing Interpersonal Skills
Patterns of Responding

Topic: Forming a Family

Subtopics: Love, Dating, and Selecting a Marriage Partner
Maturity for Marriage
Engagement Period
Marriage and the Honeymoon

Topic: Living in a Family

Subtopics: Family Functions and Relationships
Happiness in Marriage
Marriage Adjustments
Resolving Conflicts
Coping with Crises

Topic: fhe Community's Role in Supporting the Family

IV -if
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UNIT IV. BUILDING AND STRENGTHENING FAMILY RELATIONSHI?S

t6Piti Building Relationships

,EJECTIVES:

IV-1

Recognize various kinds of relationships.

Understand the iAirpeses of relationships.

Describe four steps in developing a relationship.

Describe three characteristics of a mutually satisfying
relationship.

Content

Kinds of relationships
==Family_

--Friends_

--Acquaintances
--DAting -Aarther

Pu!-poses of relationshi0
--To meet emotional needs
--To Seek acceptance
= =T0 enrich life__
--To conduct business

Rclating persontoperson
--Rewarding relationships
depend on one-to-one;
person -to- person inter-
action._

--CHAtisfactory relationships
rrom thinking of people

, rat r than as
htiman beings.

BEST DOPY AVAPAILE
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StAident-ActivitieS

Define relationShip and identify
different kinds of relationships
and the characteristics of each.

List as many descriptive words or
phrases as possible to describe
friendship. Identify the qualities
you look for in a friend. Are
these qualities important in other
relationships?

Study your relationships with
others by recording information
about your experiences with
others. Describe experiences with
Others that gave you enrichment;
support; acceptance; and unier-
tanding;

Identify patterns in your rela-
tionships with others and your
purposes in these relationships._
Discuss how understanding how and
why vou act ag you do can be a
starting point in making your
relationships more meaningful and
satisfying.

gcaii ail experience i44-4.1 you were

treated as an ehject rather than
As a person; Shore your experience
with the class. Chef-OS-6 A Partner

rd begin a :.ouversation. While
yoU_talk keep constant eye contact;
Leaking at a person when you talk
to him/her helps you relate on a
person-to-person basiS.



Steps in developing a relationship
-Rapport (feeling at ease)
--Self-revelation_(sharing_

teelings;_expi:riencesiand
attitudes)

- -Mutual dependency (depending
on one another to talk to,
laugh with; go places with; or
rely on)

--Need fulfillment
(meeting special individual
needs through interaction)

Characteristics of relationships
--Trust
-- Affection or liking
--Power

IV-2

Discuss steps in developing a re-
lationship; Identify behavior
that can cause disintegration .of
a relationship in each step.
Think of a relationship that you
wanted to build; but it just
didn't work out. At what step
did the relationship begin to
unwind? Can one person build a
relationship?

Tdentify three characteristics
that influence how a relationship
will proceed. Examine the
importance of mutual trust and
affection and meshed or Shared
power in a good relationship.

Anonymously write a letter to
"Connie; the couaselor;" and ask
for help in solving aproblemin
a personal relationship._ Divide
in small groups and write
Conflicts resonses to the requests
for help; Discuss the problems
and responses;

RESOURCES

Books

Craig; Hazel Thompson. Thresholds to Adult Living. Peoria; Illinods:
Chts. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1976.

Judson T., ar.1 Mary G. Landis. Personal Adjustment, Marringe,
and Family Living. 6th ed. Englewood Coiffs, New Jersey:
irentice-Hall, Inc., 1975.

Living Today. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A. Bennettoppenheim; Irene.
CO3; fnc;; 1981.

+.i ;sip; Connie R.

Inc.; 1978.
Person to Person. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A. Bennett

,mth, Rebecca M., and Mary Lin Apicelli. Family Matters. New York:

Butterick Publishing, 1982.
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IV-3

UNIT IV. BUILDING AND STRENGTHENING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

TOPIC: Self-I:nderstanuing

-;'::BTOPIC: Basic Needs of the Individual

03:ECTIVES: List and describe the five basic needs of individualA in
Maslow's hierarchy of needs;

Identify three characteristics of self-actualizing people.

Content

:,1.1slow's hierarchy of needs

--Maslow arranged five basic
needs in the order of their
priority.

--Lower needs must be met before
an indiVidUal can cove on to a
higher level.
- Physical needs
- Safety needs

- Love needs
- Esteem needs
-Self-actualization needs

ways Of_Meeting basic needs
- -Working for money
--Providing secure surroundiriga
--Establishing personal rela-

tionships
-Gaining respect of others

toward goals

CLiracteristics of ffiolf-actualizing
people.

-- accept Self iid others;

--Balance needs and demands of
self and the world.

-Seek new ideas and experiences-
--Have peak experiences that make

life seem rewarding and worth-
while.

Read available resources on Abraham
MaSloW'S hierarchy of needs. List

and discuss the five basic needs
identified 1-rom your reading.

Cottptt. -co see wio can compile
the longest list of specific needs.
Label five columns on the chalk-
board with a basic need. Cate-

gorize the specific needs under
these headings.

Think about your actions over the
past few days: Identify the ways

your needs are_beingmet. Complete

the exercises "What Motivates You ? ;"

in What Do You Like About-Yourself ?,
page 43, to examine the motives
behind your actions. AS a class,

relate the motivators to Maslow's
five basic needs;

Read available resources and
identity characteristics of self--

actualizing people;

Share a peak experience with a
classmate. _Remember_that a peak
experience is most likely to
happen when you are using your
abilities to their fullest, when
you stretch yourself to grow to be
the best you can;
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itESOURCES

Books

Parnell, Frances Baynor.
South Holland, Illinois: The Gocdheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 1981:

RyJer, Verdene. South Holland, Illinois: The
Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 1979,

Sasse, Connie R. Persnri roPerson. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A.
Bennett Co., Inc., 1978:

Slater, Shirley, and Lee Cibrowski. What Do You Like About Yourself?
Home Economics Education

Association, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., 4ashington, D.C. 20036.

Smith, Rebecca H. and Mary Lin Apicelli. Family Mctters. New York:

Butterick Publishing, 1982:

I-
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UNIT IV. BUILDING AND STRENGTHENING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

TOPIC: Self-Understanding

SUBTOPICS: Self Concept

Personality Development

Maturity

03JECTIVES: Recognize the importance of a positive self concept.

Identify forces that shape personality and recognize that
each individual is resronsible for the way he/she responds
to the environment.

Recognize signs of maturity and identify desirable personal
qualities to develop.

Content

G 1i concept
--Is defined as a person's per-

ception of himself;
- -Is formed through interaction

with significant others' e.g.,
family, peers, teachers, and
authority figures.

--Is the most important single
factor affecting behavior.

Student ActiJities

Get a partner and for two minutes
tell your partner what yOu like
about yourself. Make no negative
comments. After two minutes, let
your partner have a turn while you
listen; Discuss how you felt, both
telling about yourself and listening
to your partner.

Redd "Discovering Who You Are" in
Person to Person, pages 23-43; or
another available resource on self-
concept development.

Define self concept_and discuss the
influence of significant others in
the formation of an individual's
self concept.

Examine your image by completing
the assignment, "Image Activity,"
in "what Do You Like About Your-
self?," page 55.

L_amine the relationship of a posi-
tive self concept to socially
acc!ptable behavior;

Explore the possibility -that a poor
self concept leads to the develop-
ment of anti-social behavior traits;
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Two factors usually related to
success and effective performance
--Positive self_concept
- -High degree of self esteem

gays to develop a more positive
self concept

- -Learning self-acceptance (dis-
covering the real self within
and accepting it for what it
is - -a combination of positive
and negative traits that make
each person unique)
-Seeking out experiences that one
can handle and that will bring
some kind of reward

- -Seeking out people and activi-
ties that make one feel
confiLent and competent_

--Identifying and developing
strengths
-Identifythg and working to
correct weaknesses when possible

Definitions of personality
-- Behavioral and emotional traits

that distinguish an individual
--All that a person has been, is
now, and hopes to be

- -Sum of all inherited and ac-
quired characteristics

Forces that shape personality
--Heredity
--Environment
--Individual's response to his

environment

Mliurity deftned
- -Self- control over thoughts,

f;!,lings, and behavior

157
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Discuss the importance of a posi-
tive self concept in relation to
success on the 7;ob, family harmony
and stability, coping with crises,
assuming leadership roles,
learning new skills, self-discipline,
and giving attention to the needs
of others.

Complete the "Personal Profile" in
What Do You Like About Ycurself?,"
page 29.

Discuss ways_to aevelop a more
positive self concept. Describe
ways you can help others 4evelop
a more positive self concept.

Using a dictionary and other re-
sources, define personality and
discuss your definitions;

Identify forces that shape person-
ality; Review basic facts con-
cerning the impact of heredity and
environment on personality.

Answer the question, who is
responsible for the way an indi-
vidual responds to his/her environ-
ment? (Each individual is
r^sponsibie for the wayheishe_
responds to hfR/her environment.)

Deilne maturity and lir .uss
diffrent types of L urity.
Answer the question, will you
achieve emotional maturity when



Typc!LI of maturity

--Mental
-Emotional

A mature person
- -Is honest.

-Accepts responsibilities.
--Is aware of his/her values.
- -Makes wise decisions._
--Sees the other person's side
in an argument.

--Keeps his/her temper.
- -Stands up for his/her beliefs.
--RecogniTes the good in others.

you become mature physically?

Write a brief paragraph ro explain
why you responded as you did,

Describe a mature person.

Read the statements in Activity 1,
"Maturity Is...," end choose two
or more students to role play a
skit based upon each statement.

Think about people you admire.
Complete the exercise, "If I Could
Meet.""_in What_Do You Like_About
Yourself?, page 42. Think about
the qualities you look for in
others and what you want to develop
in yourself;

RESOURCES:

Aczivity 1 - "Maturity Is..."

Book§

Ryder, Verdene. Contemporary -Living
,podheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 1

Sasso, Connie R. Person to Person.
Co., Inc., 1978.

Publications

. South Holland, Illinois: The
979.

Peoria, Illinois: C . A Bennett

Slater, Shirley and Lee Cibrowski. What Do You Like About You:self?--
'Vveloping a Posittve-S_elf_Jaancept. Home Economics Education
Assoc:.ation, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

"w11,1r Mai,tes People Successful." National Research Bureau, Inc.,
424 :,orth Third Street, Burlington, Iowa 52601.
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UNIT IV. BUILDING AND STRENGTHENING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

Self-Understanding

SY'?,76?IC: Developin? Values

iECTIVES:

I --S

Describe the valuing process and identify personal values.

Respect the values held by others and recognize the
influence of values on relationships;

Content Student Activities

--Are standards one develops to
guide his/her actions; attitudes;
-comparisons; and judgl,ents._

--Define satething of warththat
individual prizes and believes

tn be beneficial or good.
not the same for everyone:

!Itfc,rent people have dtffere%:

:.,1.41ni, process

--,::sins; one's values
..'roily

.From alternativ
:After consideriny: all thc!
.:.onequences

PrlzinA one's valu(y.
.ChetiSh

affirM
-Living one's values
.Actions consistent with values
.Part at a pattern that is
repeated in life (persistent
and reoccur on many occasions)

of values

BEST ZY MIAMI

Define values; Discuss how
individual's concepts of "right"
and "wrong" are related to values.

Develop a list of values thau are
commonly consider.d "good" values;
such as physical fitness, honesty,
and cleanliness;

Complete the sheet, "Identifying
Values." in Activity 2 to help
you rec-wlize some basic things
that you value. Compare your
rankings with those of other
class members. Explain why the
rankings were different.

Complete the exercise, "Ti%iitS
and Characteristics," in What
Do You Like About Yourself'-,
page 47;to clarify your values
and identify the personal
characteri!Aics you believe to
be important.

' entify sources of values and
di,;cuss the problem of developing
a clear idea of one's personal
values.
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leaders

Influence of values
--Values cover the whole range cf

people's feelings, thoughts,
and actions;

--Values affect choices people
make in the use of their timz..;
money, energy, and affection.

iv-9

List five perso:ns who have

influenced your values;

Discuss the impact of television
viewing upon your values.

Determine the five values -.7ith

the highestrankingsforycor
ClAS§ frog Activity 2, "Ide.lti-
fying Values."

For the next 24 hours; record
the value statements you hear
related to these five values;
Report to the class the differcnt
views you heard expressed.

Discuss how differences in value;
can affect relationships. Discuss

the importance of recognizing
and respecting the values held by
others.

RESOI:RCES

Activity 2 - "Identifying Values."

Books

Craig, Hazel Ihompson. Thresholds to Adult Living. 3rd ed Peoria,

Illinois: Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1976.

oppenheim, Irene. livii4v2Today. Peoria, Illinois: Chai. A. Bennett

Co Inc., 1981.

Pirnell;Frances Baynor; Homemaking Skills for Everyday Living. South

Holland, Illinois: The Goodheart-Willcox CoMpany, Ine., 1981.

4der; Verdene. Contemporary Living._ South litilland, Illinois: The

Goleart Willcox Company; Inc., 1979.

';nisei Connie R. Person to Per!;;On. Peoria, Illinois: Chas; A; Bennett

Co;, Inc;; 1978.

Publications

Slater, Shirley; and LeeCibrowski. Do YOU Liko..About

vc1,2pinA PC,,,itive Solt Concept ..7;c! rxonomics EJuc.ritii;n

Wi-ZSeraTTUfir-TAT-STileonta-SITEEt, lsiW.; Washington, D;C; 20036,

1982, O. 47.
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UNIT IV. BUILDING AND STRENGTHENING FAMILY RELATIGNEHIPS

TOPICS: Self-Understanding

ST:BTOPIC: Coping with Current Problems/Personal Decisions

OBJECTIVES: Trace the_tenSeqUenetS Of personal decisions related to
the use of alcohol and drugs.

Express an awareness of the impact of chemical dependency
on relationships Within a family.

Identify current T)toble8 and express an awareness of the
impact of personal decisions in these areas on relation-
ships witth faMily and friends.

Content - Student Attivities

Drug definitions Review common terms:: associated with
- -A d -r is a_chemical suts*:ancei drugs;
other than food, which causes
cringes .1.6 the way the body and CLLtify the differences betWeen_drUg
mind function; titaSe, drUg ah use, and deoz

- -Drug use is the "taking of a tion. Discuss the difference be-
drug for its intended purpose, tween physical and mental- drug
in the appropriate_amount, addiction;
frequency, strength, and
tanner."

--Drug misuse is "tak:_ng a sub-
stance for its intended purposi!,
but not in the appropriate_
amount, frequency, strength. or
manner:"

--D-ru.1 abuse is "eeliberately

t.Aking a substance for other
than its intendfA purpose, and
jr A; a manger that can result in
damage to the person's health
Cr ability to functiOn.

--D_r_uadActiondescribe,-; a habit
hrought_about by the continued
c.ie of drugs.

.PhYSical addiction involves
changes in which the body
deve1np5 tolerance for the
drug and experiences with7
drawal systems _when use of the
drug is stoppeJ.

.cntal addiction results when
nerson requires the use of

the drug to meet emotional
needs.



==Chemical dependency (alcoholism;
addiction to prescription drugs
and "street drugs") is a primary;
progressive; chronic, t-artital
illness; which affects every
member of a family.

Kinds of drugs used for non-medical
pUraoseE:

== Nicotine
.EffeCtS of use
.Dangers of smoking

--Alcohol
.Effects of alcohol
;Dangers of alcohol use

-- Depressants
;Effects of depressants
.Dangers of abuse

- -Stimulants
.Effects of stimulants
:Dangers of use

- -Narcotics
.Effects of heroin
;Dangers of use

--Hallucinogens
;Physical and mental reactions
;Dangers of Sru

--Mari juann
.Effects of marijuana
.mangers of use

Why people Misuse and abuse drugs
--Negative self concept
--Peer pressure
- -Family example
- -Curiosity

Iv-11

Define chemical dependency end
determine what is meant by tne
terms; p:i7ALy; progressive;
chronic, and terminal.

Listen to a member of the SUb=
stance Abuse and Prevention
Education (SAFE) team er the
health teacher review the effects
and dangers of using various
drugs.

If a knowledgeable speaker is not
available; divide in:o small_
groups and use available resources
to determine the effects and
dangers of using various drugs.
Report your findings to the class.

Examine reasons for taking drugs;
Respond to the following questions.

1. Does the misuse or abuse
of drugs really make a
person feel better about
himself/herself; or does
it reinforce a poor self
concept?

2. How do you_respond to peer
pressure when the group
wants you to do something
you know is harmful?

3. Does drinking or drug abuse
"run in families?" Why?

4. Is trying a new drug to
satisfy your curiosity or
to demonstrate your
"bravery" a sign of
maturity:

5. Do problems go away when a
person misuses or abuses
drugs?
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Chemical dependency and the famil--All

family members are affected
by the chemical dependency of a
family member.

-Effective treatment for chemical
dependency involves all family
members;
-Help for a family with a chemi-
cally dependent member is
available in most communities.
.Alcoholics Anonymous
.AI-Anon
;Alateen
.Substance abuse clinics and
treatment units

.Detoxification units

.Private hospital treatment units

.Mental health and substance
abuse offices
;Substance Abuse and Prevention
Education teams in public
schools
.PriVate chemical dependency
counselors and treatment
centers

MakinA decisions about drugs
--1:efinedecision(s) you must make.
--Identify your options.
--(,)nsider the consequences of

various actions.
'Ihysical and mental effect
;Le,: :1 results

;Effect on relationships
.Effect on goals, values, and
life-style.

--Make choice and be prepared to
accept the consequences of your
decision.

t:opitv; with other current problems
--Running aday

--Reckless driving

--Cheat .4

--Teenage parenting

6. Hoc iioes a mature person
res.,nd to a problem?
Does a mature person escape,
blame ethers, or solve the
problem?

Listen to a speaker who 1.:--;rks with

families of_chemicelly dependent
persons_explain the effects_of__
chemical dependency on all family
members.

If an outside speaker isnotavail-
able, read "The Dysfunctional
Family," an excerpt from the SAFE'
Educators' Manual, pages 273O.

Identify sources of help in your
community for persons who are
chemically depend ,t and for
their families.

Collect available pamphlets from_
local substance abusr.._ clinics and

treatment centers and make a
display of available literature.

Explore how you feel about drugs
by responding to_the questions in
Activity 3, "Feelings about
Drugs."

Examine your personal decisions
about the use of alcohol and
other drugs in the light of your
knowledge of the effects and
dangers of drugs, your feelings
about drugs, and your goals and

Identify other personal problems
f-cing high school juniors and
s. riiors.

Complete Activity 4, "My Own
View," to identify your values
concerning some of these problems.
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IV-13

Discuss the effects of personal
decisions in these areas on your
relationships with family and
friends.

RESOURCES

Activity 3 - "Feelings About Drugs.

Activity 4 - "My Own View."

Books

PP

Craig, Hazel Thompson. Thresholds to Adult Living. 3rd ed. Peoria,
Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1976:

Landis, Judson T., ana Mary G. Landis. Personal AdjuatmentMarziage,
and Family Living. 6th ed. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1975.

Ryder, Verdene. Cont porgy Living. South Holland, Illinois: The
Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 1979:

Sasse, Connie R. Person to Person. Peoria, Illinois: Caas. . Bennett
Co., Inc., 1978.

Publications

ik"Ale6h61; T)rugs, and You;" Baton Rouge: Louisiana Department of
Education,

*"1,Ws Talk About Drug Abuse," Baton Rouge: Louisiana Department of
Education,

*SAPE' Educators' Manual. Baton Rouge: Louisiana DepartmePt
Education.

*"TOUr Child...IMpOrtant to you.,.and to Us;" Baton Rouge: Louisiana
Education.

* "Youth forDrug=Free Alternatives." Baton Rouge: Louisiana Department
of EducAtion.

*TheSe Piiblicationg are available through your -local SAPE' ebordinator
or by writing Sustance Abuse Prevention Education, Louisiana Department
of Education; Post Office Box 44064, Battin Itouge, Louisiana 70804;



UNIT BUILDING AND STRENGTHENING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

TOPIC: Communicating with Others/Interpersonal Skills

SUBTOPICS: Levels of Verbal Communication

Developing Interpersonal Skills

Patterns of Responding

OB.-;ECTIVES: Recognize five levels of verbal communication.

DetenStrate beginning_interpersonal skills of attending;
listening, and responding.

Demonstrate leveling as an effective pattern of responding.

Recognize four ineffective patterns of responding, such as
placatirq, blaming; computing, and distracting.

Content Student Ar tiv-i-ties

Communication
-IS the exchange of messages,
including both verbal and non-
verbal means of giving and
receiving informatiom.

- -Is important in hui]cing effec-
tive relationshi.7,1.

LevelS of verbal communication
- -Level one==cliche conversation

. No involvement

. No sharing of personal feelings

.Conversation Iimite4 to clichés
and "small talk"

--Level two--reporting the facts
about others
.Telling what others have said
or done
.No sharing of ideas or feelings
about the event

--Level tLree--telling your ideas
.Beginning sel '-revelation by
Sharing ideas, judgments, and
deciiions

;Watching for acceptance or
rejection

--Level four--sharing feelings
.Revealing true emotions and
feelings

.Be6:-ining to know one another
and re.ALli emotioLal intimacy

EST CZ-r-Y AVailLE

Define communication and explain
why communication is important
in building relationships;

Read "Levels of Verbal Communica-
tion," Person to Person, pages

139=-143, or "Levels of Commenica-
tion,"_Contemporary Living, pages
108-110, and explain the five_
levels of communication. Divide

into five groups, select two
persons to demonstrate one of the
levels.

Describe the purpose of "small
talk."

Relate gossip to one of the five
levels of communication.

Identify the level where people
,ally begin to know each other.

Ex.dain why the higheLL level is
not permanent.



- -Level fivpeak communication
.Sharing feelings and emotions
With complete openness and
honesty;

;Feeling in harmony and knowing
that each feels the other's
happiness or sadness
.Never a permanent condition,
but. memorable experience when
it does occur with intimate
friends; family members; or
dating partners.

Achieving higher levels of commul0-
cation

- -Understand what interpersonal
skills are and when they should
be used;

- -Practice interpersonal skills.

Beginning interpersonal skills
- -Attending skills--the ability
to convey to another person
that one is listening and cares
through nonverbal behavior,
such as:

.-Positloninafacing_a person
and lening toward him/her
.Eye con :,et--kee.ping one's
eyes on anotNer :5arson's face

.Facial_expJieessiousing_
facial exprelsions that show
feelings an caring
.Tome of vosite.--usii'rg a soft;
wart,_And riem u voice
.Touching gestures--patting on
the back, hugging; or embrac-
ing when appropriate

--Listening stallsthe ability
to concentrate on what -the
person is saying and listen for
two points:
.Content, such as facts,
thoughts, descriptions of
events.

.Feelings revealed by verbal and
nonverbal cues.

1V-15

Discu3s the importance of devetcp-
ing interpersonal skills that help
one relate effectively with oth:!r
people.

Listen to your t(acher describe
nonverbal behavior; or attending
skills, than will help you_cflvey
the message th.c you are listen-
ing and that you care about the
other per' Nil.

Complete Activity 5, "Nonverbal
Messages," to see if you can
tell the difference between non-
verbal messages that indicate
affecLion and those that indicote
hostility.

Demonstrate these nonverbal be-
haviors in a two-minute conversa-
tion with a partner.

Complete Activity 6, "Ways I
Communicate Nonverbally," to
review your recent nonverbal be-
havior;

Complete Activity 7, "Self Inven-
tory of Listening Habits," add
evaluate yourself as an "active"
listener.

Complete Activity 8, "Identifying
Feelings," and compare Your
answers to those of your class-
mates amd to the teacher's key.
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==-ROSPCnding skil -Ls- -the ability

to respond in a helpful -way
.Characteristics or qualitieS
of helpful responses
-Empathyputting self in
another's place
-Respectshowing acceptance
and belief in another person's
worth
-Warmth--showing concern
through verbal and nonverbal
behavior

.Effective techniques to use in
responding_
-PaTaphratIngrepeating the_
message one received in one's
own words
-Feedback--checking out the
meaning of messages by re-
stating or asking questions
-Level--describingone's
true feelings or sending
"I-messages"_to tell how a
situation makes one feel
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Participate in the followli
exercise to practice the skills
of active listening by identifying
thp fpgAings behind the words.

Sit facing a partner. Think

about a disappointing moment
in your lifeIn a few
sentences, tell your partner
ahout the_exvrience. _Your
partner then reflects back on
the meaning of what you said
and begins hisfherresponse with
"You must have felt..." Ex-
chinge roles and listen to
your partner. _Repeat the_
exercise by telling one of
your most meaningful experiences.

Discuss how being able to feel
another person's disappointing and
joy Pal experiences helps build
strong relationships.

Listen to your teacher explain
three important qualities that will
help you respond to another person
in a helpful way. Identify a person
you know who exhrnits these qualities
of empathy, respect, and warmth.
Share how this person makes you feel.

IS i;_easier to be yourself with
thiS kind of person?

Discuss techniques to use in giving
helpful responses.

Read Activity 9; "Paraphrasing."
and see if you can identffy the
helpful responses that reflect
empathy; warmth; and respect.

Define feedback and explore the
value of using_feedback to check
the accuracy of one's interprets=
Pion of a message.

Listen to vur teacher describe
leveling as a way to buikl better
relationships. Send your partner
an "I-message" to show your
feelingS in the relationship.



Inoffective patterns of responding
-Placating--commuhicating in a

manner to please others; more
concerned with pleasing others
than in expressing oneself

--Blaming--fihding fault; putting
others down; trying to control
others; acting superior to give
impression of strength

- Computing - - hiding feelings by
being sensible, calm, tool; and
lbgitA1

--)Lstraeting--saying things un-
related to the topic; ignoring
queVtions; changing the subject

COMiiL-Iii:::atiOn risks and benefits__

--Communitating at higher levels
by sharing feelings -makes one
vulnerable to attacks and being
hurt; because another persOh
knows where the worst hurt can
be given.

=-CommUhitating effectively at
higher leVelS_helps build re-
lationships that satisfy and
help both persons grow to their
fullest potential.

RESOURCES

Activity 5 "Nonverbal Messages."

Activity 6 - "Ways I Communicate Non-Verba:ly."

Activity 7 - "Self Inventory of Listening Habits."

Activity 8 - "Identifying Feelings."

Activity 9 - 'ParaTrrasing."

Books

IV-17

Read "Patterns of Communication,"
Person to Person, pages 144-148;
and destribe the Font ineffective
patterns of responding. Demon=

strate the body language that
often identifiethese patterns;
Reflett oti_ybur behavior and
identify the pattern you use
frequently. GiVe an example of
a response that is characteristic
of you anti then give aleveling
respo That would help build
a ..tt.7:i. relationship.

Dicituss the risks and benefits of
communicating at higher leVelS.

Set personal goals ter developing
interpersonal imp:fove

your telationshl!)s ,J1t7,

In your relationships class-

mates, use the terms and techniques
you have learned and practiCe
e'7feotive interpersonal skills.

Parnell, Frances Baynor. ikimeearr.ing Skills for Everyday Living.

South Holland, Illinois: The Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 1:+81.

Ryder, Verdene. Contemporary Living. South Holland, Illinois: The
Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 1979.

Sasse, Connie R. Person to Person. Peoria, Illinoit: Chas. A.

Bennett Co., Inc., 1978.

Instructional Module

Pecoraro, Alice; Increasing Effectivel
Paton Rouge: Louisiana Department of Education; 1981.
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1V-18

UNIT IV. BUILDING AND STRENGTHENING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

TOPIC: Forming a Family

SUBTOPICS: Love

Dating

Selecting a Marriage Pari:ner

OBJECTIVES: Compare and contrast three Kinds of love relationship,
such as infatuation, romantic love, and married love.

Recognize the functions of dating in preparation for
marriage.

Recognize factors to consider in selecting a marriage
partner and identify r-rsonal cha-acteristics desired
in that person.

Content Stulent Activities

A definition of love
--Love between a man and a woman
is a strong emotional attach-
ment, made up in part of sexual
desire and tenderness for the
other and with as much concern
for the other person's satis-
faction; fulfillthent, and
security as one's own.

Three groups of love relationships
--Infatuation

.Characteristics of the re-
lationship
-Experience is very intense ..lid

short lived.
- Partners are very involved
with each other;
- Partners are wrapped up in
their own feelings, not those
of ,the_ partner.

- The relationship is often
based on a physical attraction.

;Benefits of infatuations
- Learn about love and the
traits desired in a longer-
term relationship.

=Gain skill in relating to the
opposite sex in a loving
ma--2er.

Consult many different sources for
defnitions of love. Make a list
of thes$a definitions and e' ::tx

th in class;

Read "Love," Person to Person,
pages 236-245.

Identify three basic kinds of love
relationships. Describe infatua-
tion and how it usually develops.
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.Increase self unr',erstandingand
'awareness of one's needs and
values;

--Romantic love
.CharacteristIcs of the re-
lationship
- In romantic love; partners
begin to consider their
partner's_ needs, feelings,
and reactions.

-Romantic love is exciting;
and partners find it thrilling
to learn to know anotl r
person in a close relation-
ship

- Physical affeCtion goes along
with the growth of love.

.Benefits of romantic love
- Helps one learn to relate to
anothi: person in a close
relationship

-Helps one explore feelings
and needs about love relation-
ShipS.

--Conjugal_ love; or m3rried love;
differs from romantic love in
depth and commitment of the
relationship.
.Four charaCteriStics of conj -
gal love
- Attraction--mental and physi-
cal bond between two people,
rapport and closeness of
emotional intimacy

- -F mpathY"Senting_What the
other person is feeling

- Companionship- -enjoy being

together ana feel comfortable
with each other
-Concernidentify needs of
the ether and give support
and help

1V-19

Describe romantic love and deter-
mine the main difference between
romantic love and infatUatien.

Discuss the benefits or what can
be learned from infatuation and
romantic love;

Define conjugal love and discuss
the four aspects of conjugal
love.

Describe differences between
conjugal love and romantic love.

Find three married couples Or

partners from three couples) who
are willing to talk to you about
married love. Interview a
couple married less than a year
ago, one married between five
and 10 years, and one married
over 15 years. Ask your
interviewees about their ideas
of love. Talk informally with
them about how they think their
love has changed over the years.

AskwIltchof the four aspects of
7onjugal love is most important
at various stages. Draw conclu-
siens about conjugal love and
sham- your conclusions with the
cIas3.
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ProcesS of forming a new family
--Dating
-Dating exclusivley

- -Engagement
- -Marriage

FactorS related to attraction in
dating relationshipS
- -Common expectationsMost peoplc
expect the male partner to be
older, taller, better educated,
and able to make more than than
the female.

==Nearness--Partners know each

other.
- - Homogany -- Partners are more

alike than different.
- -Ideal MatePartner fits image

of ideal mate.

Dating as preparation for marriage
- - Dating gives individuals a

chance to learn how to relate
to a person of the opposite sex.

--Dating can teach an individual
how to get aItng with a variety
of people.

- - Dating is a go.jetting for
learning to resolve conflict;

171
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Write a lyric_or poem that
expresses feelings of partners
for each other in one of the
thre love relationships;
Ex iiange your lyric or poem with

a classmate and_identify the
kind of love relationship
expressed in verse.

Discuss love as a reason for
forming your own family. Discuss
the common process for forming
your own family.

Describe some COMMOn expectations
in dating and theirimpacton re-
lationships. Destribe factors
that increase the changes of two
people developinp a dating_
relationship that is satisfactory
to both. Consider these factors
and relate them to the couple's
chances of_developing a love
relationship.

Think about a past or present
dating partner or someone you
would like to date in the future.
Consider this partner and the
four factors of common expecta-
tions, nearness, homogamy, and
ideal mate.

Answer
1.

2.

these questions:
what factor seemf. the
most important t,) you?
In what way is your
dating partner like your
ideal mate?

Discuss the aspects of dating
that can help prepare you for
marriage.



Negative aspects of dating as prep-
Arationformarriage_

--Dating is often for self- promo-
tion instead of relationship
building;

--Partners often wear masks and
don't reveal theirreal selves.

--Dating is often a leisure-tiMe
activity and partners get a one-
sided view of each other;

i)ating_excIusively

--Couple has mutual agreement to
date only each other.
rouple tends to date more often;

--Partners are comfortable with
each Other and don't always feel
the need for advance plans.

Lictors to consider in selecting a
:larriage_parttier

--Family background
.Happiness tends to run in
fathilieS.

.Parental approval enhances
chances for success.
;Persons with brothers Or Si-St-eta
have abetter chance than an
only child,_
.Lack of conflict betweenparent
and child and a good under-
standing enhances changes for a

happymarriage
--Per',;onality traits_

--Racial, ethnic, and religious
background

--Values and desired life-style
--Physical, mental and emotional

--Educa!tional level
--Leisure time activities
--Age for marriage

.Special probleM''_ for teenage
marriages are emotional immatur-
ity and limited income

--Friends and social. interests

Identify some of the aspects of
dating that are not good prepa-
ration for marriage;

Complete ACtivity 10, "Datin,
PreParation for Marriage."

DiScuss the benefits of dating
exclusively as preparation for
marriage; Discuss the pros and
cons of going steady at 15; 18,
and 21 years of age.

View the ftimstrjp-, "Mate
Selction; Makin, 4 the_Best
Choice," or read "Dating Becomes
Mato Selection" in Personal
Adjustment, Marriage and_Famtly
LiVingi pages 140-159;

Discuss the influence of family
background on a couple's thances
for building a_successful
marriage._ Lecik in current
periodicals and newspapers for
Articles that include statistics
related to predictions for
success in marriage;

Complete the exercise in
Activity 11, "Nate Selection
Aftaly§it*" to identify the
personal traits that you consider
importance in a mate;

Discuss other factors_ that you
should consider in selecting a
mate. Identify factors that
would provide a good foundation
for a marriag4.

de play some of the differences
related to these factors that
would have serious implications
for a marriage between persons
with these differences.
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1V-22

RESOURCES

A-ctiVit 10 - 'Dating As Preparation for Marriage."

Activity 11 - 'Mate Selection Analysis."

Books

LandiS, Judson T., and Mary G. Landis; P mt,Marriage,
and Family Livihg. Englewood CHM% New Jersey: Prentice-Halli Inc.
1975:

Sasse, Connie R. Person to Person. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A. Bennett
Co., Inc., 1978.

Filmstrip

"Mate Selection: Making the Best Choice." Sunburst Communications,
39 Washington Avenue, Pleasantville, New York 10570.
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1,N' 1 IV. BUILDINc AND STRENGTHENING FAMILY FELATIONSHIPS

TOPIC: Forming a Family

SUBTOPICS: Maturity for Marriage

Engagement Period

Marriage and the Honeymoon

OBJECTIVES: List criteria to use in judging whether or not a per,:on
mature enough for the responsibilities of marriage,

Identify problems that are often related to youthful
marriages.

Identify the primary purpose of the engagement period mid
issues that should be discussed by the couple.

List some danger signals that should serve as warnings
caution and careful consideration during engagement;

Cite reasons why some peonle marry in spit' of dange:
signals.

Identify the reasons for laws regulating marriage and the
legal requirements for marriage in Louisiana.

Recognize the futctions of the weddin4 and the advantages
and disacivantai,cs of different t :--pes of w.eddings.

identify guides for planning a honeymoon to help the
bride and groom adjust to their now life together.

Content

turity for marriage
--The person who shows a fairly
general pattern of progress
toward maturity may be ready to
consider marriage.

--The person who exhibits childish
behavior traits is too immature
for marriage despite an advanced
chrenological age.

Special problems of teenage
marriages
--Parents are more likely to

interfere;
--Close parent-child interaction

-iecause of emotional dependence
may -ause confli,rt. with in-laws.

Stud_ent - _ - -

Read "Maturity for larriage" in
Personal_Adjustment, Marriage, and
Family Living, pages 160-172i and
list criteria to use In judging
whether or not a person is mature
enough for marriage;

Complete Activity 12, "Focus on
You*"_to examine your personal
maturity or readiness for marriage.

Uiscuss special problems faced by
couples who marry ift_their_teens.
:plain why you think studies

saow a relationship between early
marriage and a high divorce rate.
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--Couple may have to live witk
parents.

--Financial pressures are more
serious;

--Education may be ended or
interrupted, and_ career goals
may haws to be Altered.

Purpose of the engagement period
--Primary purpose is to give
partners time to look honestly
at their relationship as they
interact in a variety of sit4A-
tionS aiiu as ti,cy plan for their
future.

==The engagement prior' also
serves as a time for announcing
Ehe couple's intention to marry
and for making plans for a
mArriage- ceress.:,ny.

slues t,, "incurs during the engage-
61:Tnt ric,

--Per,apnality traits and conflicts
- -Career goals

-ILIvingand rearing children
- -Premarital medical, Counseling
and examination

- -Future in-laws

--Money mancgement
--Future iving arraagements
--Assessing friendships
--Differences is background, such
as religious; racial; ethnic,
social, and economic levrls

--Roles of men and women in
mar:iage

--!'attern of communication
--Revealing special circumstance

.Prtp,ous marriage and obliga-
tions it eatails

;Hereditary pT&A.ems
.Health prolAo,7..-..

.A prison record

.Debts or similar obligations

1V-

Discuss how the engagement period
can :verve definite way as
preparation for marriage.

Discuss the advantages and ills-
advantagesoffrequent social
functions during this period and
planning for an elaborate formal
Wedding.

Identify issues tit concerns that
should be diSCUssed during the
eng.i4tMerit. if you have trouble
identifying issues; think of
common areas of conflict for
married couples you know

Discuss the importance of resolving
differences in these arias to
the wedding.

Discuss the things you thitika
partner should reveal ab:JUt hiS/
her past prior to the wedding.
Do you thank a marriage partner
has a right to know everything?
Do you thiok that knowing the de-
tails of ocher relationships will
strengthen the relationship?
Share your opinions on these
questions with your classmateS.



Danwer Inot,ent

,o se:ious

subjects for
the s.;-..zke of peace

--Dislike for the _other jet son's
family erfriends

---RelatiOnship seems to bring out
the worst in narthers' personal-
ities

--Feeling stress rather than
happiness

R-casons tor failure to recognize
danger signals
--Ignoring 'he quarreling pattern
-Lack of experience in dating
rind building good relationships
-Mktaken idea of love zrnkd
marriage (live happily ever
after)

--Immediate problems or crises
.P:egnoncy
;Desire to leave home quit
school

Impendingseparat:on
--Pressure of social attitude_;

about singleness
-Not wanting to hurt the partner

--OvertaphAsis on thr wedding

irriage laws

--Functions of laws regulating
marriage
To ptovide both_ participants
and soLietywith an authori7ed
record of the event

.To protect property rights,
inheritancei and the rig'rqs of
children
.To help court: make equitable
decision3_

--Requirements for _marriage
.Morieglmy (one wile4 One husband)
7-onl form recognized

qualifications
.,rriage age fn Louisiana
(wick' crent;

1V-25

Identify dwiger sigoll
might: he w::raings that N
:-.arria;;c 1-...1!1 not work .

Cite Leasom; 'why

couples go ahead and marry i its
all th-,2 SignS Warning them

ago.insL marrying each other.

Anaiyle the t tat ,mont that a

broken engagement letter Liati
a bed marriage.

Share sumo reacjlons you have
ObSerY;ed to broken engagemcnts.
Whv is Lti mutual decision to :roak
the engagement and acceptance h..
both Oesiral!]e?

o

re';,-eth-,e,- or marryin ea the re'Iound;
Can you make su;.eone love Is
m73tu;I:itv e!-7,sel.jai tor

1,?7atiolhip?

Cive reasons why tit ate-, n

warriage.

F:-I out hov. and where a :,Lplc can
L al% a marriage liven:-:c In N.:,tir
e unity. Determine :tie r,_qu,.rc-

mentls for r.irriage in the ftate of
Louisiana.
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females--16 years; without
consent; wales and females
- 718 years)

-Blood test for .e7eral disease

and physical e>amination
. Mental qualific;tions-7sound
mind; mentally unfit should not
marry;
.Prohibited relationships
-Consanguineous marriages
(marriages of close blood re-
latives)

- Marriages of affinity in some
states
(marriages of persons related
by marriage - -in -laws and

"step" relatives)
. Marriage license
. Waiting period in Louisiana
- For license--none
- After license--72 hours
;%arrage officiates
-Judges, justices of the peace;
m_gistrates and mayors may
perform civil_ceremonies.
-Ministers, priests; and rabbis
may perform religious ceremories.

The wedding
--Thre :. functions of the wedding

.Signifies the start of your
new life tr)gether.
;Announces your mal iage to the
public.
.S:l'isfies the 1,c.gal require-
) is of the State;

--Tw(4) types of weddings

.Ceremonial or religious
weddings
.Clvil weddings

BE
rnFIV 4UP
. tirniUK
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Discuss the functions of the wedding;

Identify two types of weddings.
Discuss the advantages and disad-
vantages of both elaborate and
simple weddings.

Focus your discussion on the
effects on the relationship of
the bride and groom;

Explain whymarriages_that are
plannedi and for which the plans
-e announced ahead of time; have

a setter chance for success than
marriages that result tfan
elopement;
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Guides for the honeymoon
-Not so expensive that it produces
a burden of debt
-Frec from the rushiand hurry of
ordinary

--Complete privacy to establish
habit of affectionate under-
standing

-Location that offers social and
recreational activities of
mutual interest

IV -27

Establish guides for a couple
to follow in plAnning a honey-
moon that ailfs or intimacy
and relaxatio:

RESOURCES

Activity 12 - "Focus on You."

AttiVity 13 = "Will Your Love Grow and Last in Marriage."

Books

Landis; Judson T.; and Mary G. Landis; BurannalAdjustment; Marriage,
andEmmiLtving. ILnglewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.;
1975

.liker, Audrey Palm; and Holly E. Brisbane. Married Life. 2nd ed.
Peoria; Illinois: Chas. Bennett Co., Inc., 1976.

Ryder; Verdene. South Holland, Illinois: The
Goodheart-Willcox Company; Inc., 1979.

Sasse, Connie R. Person_ to Person; Peoria; Illinois: Chas. A. Bennett
Co., Inc., 1978:

Smith, Rebecca M., and Mary Lin ApitelIi. Family Matters. New York:

Butterick Publishing, 1982.
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TOPIC:

TV-28

UNIT IV. BUILDING AND STRENGTHENIN; FAXTLY RELATIONSHIPS

Living in a Family

S'uBTOPIC:

OBJECTIVES:

Family Functioas and Relationships

:dentify difterent types of_families and describe factors
influencing changes in the faMily.

Expliin the functions of the family.

Recognize that building strong relationships in the family
helps the family fulfill its functions.

Content

A definition of family
--The family is a grout: of people

related by blood or other means,
living in a common re,:idence and
sharing common interests and
goals.

Types of families
--Traditional or nuclear families
--Families with adopted children
--Families with gt-e-ii;:hildren or

blended families
--One parent or single parent

families
- --Childless couples
--Extended families
--NonreL,ted families

Factors influencing change in the

.ami:
--Increase in number of women in

the work fe-.cu
--Increase in alternative family

structure
--Changihg roles of men and women
--Ckanging yilues in socieCy
--Increase in life span for both
men amdwomen_

--Growth in number of households
headed by a single individual

in family violence

Aci-zvities

Use a_dictionary to define the
term "family" and discuss various
aspects of the definir-

Take the pretest in Activity 14,
"Families USA."

Read the script and vie the

pictures in Activity 15, "Looking
at Families in -the USA." Discuss
the different forms of American
families.

Listdffferent types of families
and identifyareasof potential
strengths and special problems
for each type.

Discuss factors :aflencing changes
in the family.

Research magazines_an other refer-
ences for information on the chang-
ing styles of the f-Trly and the
changing roles of f members;
Report significant -.r ends and sta-
tistics to the clags.
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-Emergence .:Jf pinralistic
s,ciety

--Continued economic instability
- -Continued technolocical advances

Functions of families
--Ecr,nomicsezuritv
--Protection
-Education
- -Moral and religious training
==R&creatiOn
--Procreation
--Aftec.tior
--Adaptation

Fati.y patterns
-The authoritarian family

==-The perMiSSiVe faMily
--The democratic ':amity

elationsnips in a family
-Parent

--Child
--Spouse

-)thees steppark

p-irenti grandchildi aun_

-.1tislactions tr().

1,nriily living

--Love and affection
--s

of bi:2longing and

acceptance

identity ways in which the
faMily you establish May diff-cr
from the family in which Yil
were reared;

Discuss the functions of familie
or rho contributions c: family
living to the individual.

Dramatize a scene in which an
individual who has no family be-
comes ill and a scene fnr a
person who has a loving family;
Compare the type of care and
emotional support each receives.

Role play situations that
illustrate different family
patterns; Discuss the strengths
and weaknesses of each type of
family as -shown by :he role -

playing situations.

Identify relationships within the
family; Describe a family that
you perceive as having good
relationships.

lid- Discuss tL. impact e
_cle) family patterns _on

ships within a fermi

e different

Give exmlples to illustrate hot
goodrelatiom;hipswithin th
family enable the family to
fulfill its functions.

Describe sevwral poor relationships
and explain now the family's
ability to fulfill Its functions
is affecteri.

Describe emotionalsatisi)Jct4.ons
!erived . corn good family nAutitin-

i,lips; Snare an ,!xpericnec. illus-
trting an expression of lowe or
;lifection from parent or sibling.
S' ire an example of sympa
ui.lerstanqing you expressed to a

member.

LSO
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IV-30

Exam in your personal committent
boward building good relationshi7s
in your family.

1=1ES-4-T?.CES

"Families

:;ctivity 15 "Looking at Families in the USA."

Books

Frances Champion, Jean Hayden Brinkley, and Kathleen

. Fund rburk. Teen Cuide to Homemaking. 3rd ed. St. Louis: :'fcG.a5,-

Hill Book o., 1972.

L:mdis, :Judson T;; and Mary G. Nandi:,: Personal Adjustmenri Marrio':7ei

:1_11:__Pmily Living. oth ed; Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-

hall, Inc., 1975.

Sasse, Connie R. Porson to Person. Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A. Bennett

Co., Inc.; 1978.
:

Articles

"The Future of tt, Family;'' RorP_cast, September 1977; p.1) 114-115, 158.
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L.NIT V. BUILDING ANL; S R .NviaEN L. RELATIONSE=PS

TOPIC: Living in a Family

SUBTOPICS: Happinec;s in Marriage

Marzage Lidj'rstmentJ

Re ;olving ConfAicts

Recognize factor:s related :O ha niness aria succts in

mdrriageL

Identify the rain are

Analyze the strengths
adjustment.

Recognize destructive
conflict.

s tjia: require aojrust:,ent in marr:

and weaknesses of five o:

and con.Aructive ways to han;L'i,

ConLent

Lal)--;no,;s -arc.

lari- -rt'nn of 71-arri.0

napp!,. despite the
PiirnliCity given to unhappy mar-

---:;ucces in -1-eachins' satisfactory

adjustmenLs help determine' the

,;,:reo of happiness If the mar-

Main ar.:..a; requir.lig adju:Ament
--Muoey manage:- .t
--In-law relL' .;ships
- -S.': in'. rel;itia

--Soi ' activiv es and recreat4.1n

S Activi:ies

r:n a L'..rief paragrai,:i explain what

happit e =s means to you. r' aline

your expectations for happiness in
irrIdge. Do you expect tr "liVe

happily ( rer after" vciur we:is-Jing7

Is this r67antic notion realiszic

Discuss Lie r:oncept of iiLLpiness
:xpressed la aroem written
:'Iathaniel Hawthorne ma.:'

Happiness is like a hutterly,
Lho more you chase it, the more

it_Will elude you.
But i: y.11 turn your attc:Iti.on

to ether thins;
It comes and sits soft

:shoulder;

Dit;Culis what "o0-ler thins veJ
thiluk marric,,'L tfly.n::d turn

hi.; ltter.tiori to and in so
d ii ;;;-i experience happinoBs as a
fr inge benefit;

Th'uk_of the marriagef: yo11kno, dv-

oti:y the areas of corilirt cr
the artas requiring adju.;r7ev,t

1S2
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-- Associatin' with friends
--Peligious life
--Training and ai.sciplining

children

Forms of adjustment
--COmproMis

.Beth partners give i :nc find

a sOlution thas- is satisractory
to both.

;The finn" ,,:.ant contains

_S05., of :heir views;

. 1Thrtners agree to disagree.

. P -tners accept t:leir dfft-4?r-

ences and do lcit let them grow
into major problems.

--Concessfan
:One partrev: all, while the
other gaiciz-- all.

.The onb issue involved is who
should do the conceding.

--Martyrdom
f)ne of the partners is conflict-
hy in will avoid troll-de at
all cost,
.The po son gives in
:ins_.:, the tk.>pec.t pf all in-

volved.
--Hostility

he couple liv 's in A permanent
stiit ,; antag.dufs71 with

4uarreling and bickerie:.
. Hastili'7v in one . re a spreads,

t(! othc: areas, and t. mart!,

Aationship Jere iorate&

cJilflftt ini
--Conflie1 b .-roblem:: out

into_the' Ad leld to urAdir-

standing. and a sc,10-

tiou.

-t allure to handle ccnAtct in
constru.Ltve woys can lead to the
htLakup of a r:ationshir

Lonf,lict

tiny ii i. fared

11 ":4;17 pe.;pl he

.ith disagreement
1

ot allger r r
grew sr strong th,'..t

they strike out at another

IFP r
. 5.1.E

Read "Adjustments

:V-32

in "_

..* =r ; pages. 178-1i;
or listen to your te:-.:Lherfl(!scrib.e

five different_forms of adjustment.
Cite examples tram y,:ur uhserva-
tiont of eac-.. form.

Complete Activity :-,j; "Identifyin7,
7orms of Adjustment," to check you,-
;Inderstanding of the five forms

discussed.

Complete Activity 17, "Role PI:ivIng
Forms of Adjustment," and analyze
the strengths and weaknesses of the
five forms.

Identify the :=orm of adjustment
you use mosA. 1-regLntI%.7 ..it,- par-

ents, siblimgs, dat.ing partner,
and friends. basca 0.: this frFor-
mation; predict the fora: of aust-
term that yc--, a ;e most likely to

use wl.n a t.:=irriage partner.

Analyie year behavior and dec-fde if
you n2ed t ) make any ch.Ingc.
a specific goal and work t6.:.1rd it.

in role playing the five forms of
adjustment, you experiend con-
flict in your rel,;:tionship h-len-

tity some po!litiveeffe-ts of con-
fli,t. Identif.! the negative

of acts of fail.ug to boodle con-
flActs in constructive ways.

about the different wilys
!r ciJssmates responded Lo con.

Lice. F.ead "Crmiflict ;t1 fqela-

ti rrsipi" tO p

Aummari.te

aP.:,41-ertti( .1 of `111 itieffctivo

conflict 7,7,'10:; i4i i- OKt.
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.This is one of the most .lastruc- Think about these conflict styles

tive conflicts paticu- and identify ;:reople who use these

larly when expressed in the form Styles._ Without giving th.-. person's

of child abuse, name, share an example of someone's

--WirbArawal l using each style.

;Person simply leaves; or
draws, because helse is teasy Think a',:out your style. As"K a class-

br afraid of losing -..:ontrc: over mate who knows you well to share

hiS/her feelings. with -your he/she perceives y;)ur

--The silent treatment conflict style.
.Person refuses to talk to the
other person about the conflict.

--Mow up_
.Person seems t_ c,.xplode when
angry -and then gets over it.
quickly.

-- Bagging

,Person uses o ,.nt)liation of the

silent trealmnt af-H the blow up.
.Person keeps ::-tr and anger in-
side end Cion "Lets loose" or
unload!, the bag of r8-entmont
it at once over a minor inci-

dent.
nolo_seraethod_ of resolving

nfiicts
.Partners work out agree-Tents
.)Ver ".:ii,,:8n-c8F in a 'J

is oc,:eptable to both.
.M:1-.thcrci of ors steps to use in

makir,.., a c=promise.
-IdeuLtf, Oie conflici: or prob-
lem;

-St1-;gcst possihie solutions.
-Judge ther;olutions.

the best solutloa.
-Work out ways Of hfindling the
solution.

- z)iqcever how well the solution

works.

Rules for fighting fair in the-' no-

lose mothod

Discuss the need for people to
"learn to fight." (It shoul::.'bz.:

understood that the fighting is
with wordsnot fists.)

bescribt. tae natural war
tight by attacking one another
with hurtful, cutting comments.

Discuss the kind .f fightitv that

can strengOen a re)ationship by
sing _the no-lose problem-solving

methA.

Complete Activity 18, "Practicing
the No7Lose Methocy' Evaluate
the solucioa and identify the
form of adlustment.

Review tA! hv inter-
terviing; ac-

tive lis a-1 responding;

Chose another partner and prac-
tise -using effectiire interpersonal
Skills ar= you the exercise,
"Prim'ticing the Puo-Lose Method."

7'etermine se'me rules for fightIng
theno-lose methedofre-

--Focus on the issue.
--Da not attack the person hy.

comment;

sol.Ving conflicts. DfleUNS the
itpOiL ;,'-co Of 14tikitig to the issuo;

avof,21nr, hurtful c.ammenn3, rht:,osing

wIwn 7Artneri a txni suitable to b.lth fAr seeking

:vree th.ut the r.o re- ^ soL;tion nrd stayn'T; wlth the

'-olve -he carifliet. lut until it is re.:-,Ived.

--Stick the issue :nod resolve

the confli. Both should agree
mat the isEtio is fti,cttled.
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Marriage counseling
--SOttir...-es adjustments are so poor
and_frostration_is_so great that
professional Ialp is needed to_
tuzn a deteriorating relationship
back into a saccec,ding one.

--This step requires the commit-
ment of both spouses to the
relationship.

==The couple aiSt_be opemmindcd
enough to reveal the_r trOe
etions and to accept counseling.

Sources of information on m:rriai-,,a

counseling
==MiniSter, priest, or rabbi
--The AMerican Association of
Marriage and i'amily Counselors

--The National Alliance for Famiiy
Life

--UtO.ted Fund Agencies fr the area,
itiLludlftg family service bureaus;
Child welfare_agencies, parish
welfare agccies; and mentel
health orF'anizations.

Discuss the role o a marriage
counselor inhelping a couple
resolve conflicts in their
marriage. Discuss why it is
iMportant for both husband
ar4 wife to want help and b-
willing to talk and listen to
each other;

Examine the wis6omof pracr'fcing
interpersonal_ skills now. -);s-cus

the value of both partners' lea.t..1-

ing these skillS.
Identif.- sources ;Df help tOr

coup,ts who cannoL: r?sDIve con-
flicts on their own;

RESO7RCES

Acts sty 16 = AejustMent."

Activity li - "Role Playing :',,rtes of A:ilustrzent."

Activity 18 - iz-ng the No -Loge Fethe...4."

Books

LandiS; judsOn T., and Mary G. 0.irsolval Adiustmentj Marrinv;

6th ed. Elii;1 C.L.ffs, New J,rsey. Prontice-

Hafli Inc.;

Verdent__ ContetmorarNLivir. S6azn Holland; Illinois:

COOdeart=Willeox Company, Inc., 197'.

The

S;I:ise; P6i.--67.1 to Person. Peorai Illinois: Chas. A. Ber.9ett

CO.; Tor : 1978.

SI:h, I'sebe,..a M. and Mary Apiccll!,

Publi;hing; 19e2.

18,

Matterq. New YorL
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L.";IT I. Bt.-ILTNIti(; AND STRENGTHENIN5 RELY:

Llvil in a Family

t;f3TOPIC: Coping with Crises

I6JEC1 IVE3: Identify situation§ Of events that iv result in a

Crisis;

cognize love and adaptati in as key factor :!..3 in ri.!:611..in

fmmily crises.

Content_ Student. Activitie

CrsiS
-A ri-r)blem situation that the

fail cannot -esolVe by any of

,Aeir normal problem-sOlVinz.
:lethods;

.- -A.tuation that squires
ft he biAavior

family members.

Fa,:tors mae an event a erisll.
hardsfiips of the SitiJa=

tion
=------:ZS_;un-C-ef- of the family to cope

the nardships
--kttitUe of the family toward
the event.

LAJeit.; ti-;lt may cause a crisir:

an(:/or .flvorce

--Aolism or depen-

..cy

--lioinquency of children
--*Isappearanco of family rem-

her

Wan'._;.!0_preguancy

1

orlplo!-rrent

--Arret or ( :victor, of fan-

f1 F momncr

J 1-.1er; 'inch ;1:- a Ciood4 fire.
hurric:uci car acci-

dent

Identify situations that you would
consider a crisis in your family;

Read "Family Cries,' .orscn to
cages 230-235; ntd define

isis.

Determine *.,7ee facrc,r!:. that make

)articulz event ii1y CriSiA.

codpieto Activity 19, "Funily
CriSe§." and discuss events that
could cause a crisis In a f;;==:ily;



:actors in resci7in;,1 a crisis_
a:fection i1' !arillv

the efic=rt to .::eet a crfsis)

i cr:si].)
-,eve-p., new v, of
.Shiftpo.wet
;Asst_Lme new r,,..-

rc;ve commuhicat17n

--Perscaal_strengthS And relation-
ship

---!:OneV or linanial Lsources
-1-=Frien ,.:tended ra=i1v; -fhurch;

:dentit key factors that r1p
a rani: a crisis.

Select a crisis for yar
Tdntiry SeVefal adapt:itions or Lew

void thihk
WOUld help your family overc=e ta-c
c:isis.

Disccvss how a crisi!", coull iiri d
famil7 become strOni; ani
and setter equipped to face thie
Cises or the future.

Identify resourclis that CCUe.J
a family face a crisis situation.

Discuss Crie importance of effective
ittterperSdaal SkiliS in a crisis;
eiet..T the levels of cr=mmanitio:.

and anal.9z z. the e fectiveness 6:
each level in a time of crisis.

Examine th value of using atter:ding

vie.s4 the patterns of responding; and
analyze the effect of placating;
b1aiing,blaming; competin,g; distracting, an
1evelin Joi-g a crisis.

e

skills_and active listeni:17. ke-

;.ct.vity 19 - "ramily Crises."

ViA-de; Livirw. South
Lc:fhe:art-Wilic.x Company; Inc.; 1979;

lijle R. P421,-in te PerS-c,n. ?t:orta;
1978.

Hollar; 111"..nois:

Iliinois: Chas; A; Boi'd

Liin -iatters. Nuw YorK.
!mtl.(Yirk Puhlishim:; 1982.



V. EL-IL:DIN': AND STRvNGTH;'NINC -14; Y RELATIONSHIPS

Th;: Cm=unity' -3 :e in Supporting the Fwily

:=3;ECIIVE:

I7-3;

Identiry the oroanizations and the agencies in the icalmanity
and the :;eryi,:es they after to support, st-engthen, and
reinforce the

Content Student Activities

v.anmental agencies
-Aencies, programs, service., and

req:,:irements change

!th changes in adminiArat'aS,
le,!iSIJ:'On, and levels of appro-
pri.ttions.

-.fit t'_ and Le.zieri: r,r public
;'re;--art,s ih I,',fsinha are

t;hder the direct :gin of the Depart-
--.crit of Health io Human Resources

iiii under the tTen.::,ral super-

i-;ion .2: the love -rncr Ole
State.

Hi:tmeni Healtt Haman
amd pro-

that assist familio!,)
o or Family Sc..-,ii . isOFS

Pa-aunts,

.Lhild Support Er forcemonr

Doterm
i :;i1MO!,

ASSitAIICC

Discuss the coax unity'L- in

tl-)! family; Discuss ti 7z,ns'-

bility ,a ,z1--iety :or . ni7

assistance to a familyi,alri the
family's resources are inadequnte
to proViiie tor the .)asic ro.ces-

sir:Aes of ':fe.

Discuss the ways g;','ernmental
agencies assist f,tmilies;

Examine the impact changes 'n
the State Federal governrrh!nt

on publi.c welfare programs.

Identify the' dEnartment resnonst-
ble for administering these pro-
grams in the State nf Loui!;.tna.

Identify the in 'our parish
that is responsible for the pro-
grams almin.lered trougn 'the
State Officz' of Family Sec:vrrtv.

Listen to a reFrenentativc iron
th ramilySe7urit'A- office in
your arcs desrrih' the programs
iwaLlabIe ,upport the family
al.: the eligr3lIfty requii-encht

Read an discuss the ill, tr4ton
elated LomJrvices ol thkflice
,1 'e'am..-y Security in th2 "Summary

F-',:ected Programs in !Le Depart-__
Imknt tf Hoalth and UVAA.n ReSOUrQ,:!S;"
ACtiVity 20;

188
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:..ce J1 Health r.-\. eCr
r.nylronmaritai

ol Dise
- cn ?revental:_.:
S-ctior;

"enereal Disease Control Sec.z.ion

Registry Section
Ph,-irnaceutical Serves :;ection

o ?esonl
k..00rdlnates Mca:cal

laterttal

i':o4ranS

ilrelnan.:'y Du

-ojez't
-ntal Services

- ritiont Services
In Hints, and
?nu ,A1 P, ram (IC)

d 5c:viees

- .:!" H! cnf I

1 !

Wt. 1.erieral hospi als

ot Lwert.ncv Med:.

or hum:IL 'e'-pent.

ot '.'Oat tal
;HI:tatter.

md Serve's
r tout h Ser!.cc

or F.valuatior. ane.

';ervices

Protective Servi:es
-Fystor C:ao
tqlent Placement Services
-hAvCare

Inrentive Prog.m
F.2.mily Support Ser-dceF

,I.Discuss 1.ays to reiuce the f..:1...

!needed by families rec,iv:714 pav-
melts or assistance fr:,m :se Tiffie(i
of Family Securicy.

Discu:s the respoasibilities
able-h,odied, working parents,
fathers r_nd morhers, fOr providin;
support for their children.

1--
.Listen to a speaker from y,_1L-:r local
health unit or tne schr1 nursc .

describe health servic tiat are
available in your community. ASk
questions about theWIC ran,
Family Plaaning, Handicap?ed
Chilcren's Services.

De:ermine the 1.calth
umit and :find ou: to ger. vacct-
mations for prele-:.able
Lutritiimist se. pretoal
care, and treatment for vener.:=a,1
diseases.

r)erermire thr location thv Auh-
era hospital in out arca and idea-
triy the three special hot:pitals ln
the state;

Describe the prera-;s administered
t;y the Office of Human Develoment.
Li!iter: to a speaker from one .of the

programn escribe ttv: skrviLc,. pro-

V..ded 07 !,lect a particular p:-
gram_and research the particulni_

vices rovt,ied in your commu
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Mental Health and

.Y.ent.2-1 heal-11 faciittie,,

.SubsLance a'-use :.rograms
--uf:ice 01. ntental Ret'rdarion

facility Pro,raz-
.Le.-elopmental Oisabilities
D-,v Developmental Training
Frograr

of the Secietaiy
Adacy Ser--fces
-Child Development Bureau
- Civil Rights Burea,.;

- 3ureau for Handicapped
Oflzi

-Bureau for :;;omen

-Bureau :-f Volunri-er ( Jord:.na-

tion

itxtenion
Servt,:e

bylocLl. tat
anc. ed.eral. funds.

--:-;as offices in every Oatsh.
-- rvides educatiiinal
and assistance in ail -

,-conomics to he'
hisip tkemselves ach.ievc ity

on Ap,Ip

--Is a 1-:ivatei non-praiit.

t k n.

0ios trom the etc! or
t. ';;tate; and Fed!n-

.::t.,urce.

nct1ors s a_line_departcnt
the city :rid Utilizes city

!,ervicrsi it irf not under

the cay.
--Has _no neeus testi but requ!res
partiJtants to be (6 voars
0.

erA ot the fo;Tait,!,

Ncrvice.i (4erVice vary vith
t4raw.ry.)

;7ntoriaition and referencer
;Legal 1,.!1.1); such as preparn-
tir'n iliw.irepresentatiom
In court line, divorce hearings

on Jitls

[Determine the availability if
ment,s1 health tacilities ii,2.
substance abuse programs in yciir
community.

Determine the services avail-
able for persons ho are mental:Y
retarded.

Identify the :special services o:
advocacy bureaus under the Office
of the Secretary it the Departmerit
Of Health and Hui On Resources.

visit -our parish axtension service
Oftiet and find out about the pro-
grams and services availalv to he;.
faMilies. Examine the literature or
display and select brocihuios of in-
t.!rest to

Listen to tree extension hoc eco.!
mist describe how :le exren4ion
Fervfce can as5ist yo in solving

msi

to a rv,rementative from the
Counil_on_kging describe the 3-er7
vices_available to perens over b3.
Identify wayu you could make eligible
persons aware ttese services.

L n to a EJassmaZe who has visited
it Couricil on AAir...c describe rha

program n.nd aeries..s, if a representa-
tive is rem available.
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pr7-gram; such as 5o7e-

3r.e* to to clean and ,zax.e

tor tr note

;Sitters
;Health screening services
.Hospital outreach services
..:"2...budsman

...fniorCitizen Activity Centers

.Retired Senior volunteer PrograL
(RSVP)

Clvie organizations
ClUh

.k.;)tary Club

--Jaycees
League

--Other

United Way agencies in the coticaunity

ChurChe!:', AtiLt 8Vnazorzues

RTES URCE

IdentifY civic organizations
have projects to assist t'a,:

Interview selected
otgAtiitAtVlas and rep 1 thelr

projects and

Determine tie Un:ted Way agencies
in your community and_identifv
the_services the- ; provide for.

families.

Share it.formatioa on the st,L,eial

nrokrams and services for families

sponsored by your church or svna-

gokue.

::e;Artm-ont of PWilth-nnZ-Ituttlan_Re_sourco_s Annual Report--Fisr,.1

Ye.:Ir 1980. Batbr Wriege: Department of Hec$J1 and Human Resources
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UNTT IV. BUILDING ANT) STRENIMENINC FAMILY RF_LATIONSHIP5.

ACTIVITIES
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Activity 1

MATURITY IS

42

Maturity is the_ability_to control anger and settle differences
without violence or destruction.

Maturity is perseverance, the ability to sweat out a project or a
situation in spite of opposition and discouraging setbacks;

Maturity is unselfishness--responding to the needs of others, often
at the expense of one's own desires or wishes.

Maturity is the capacity to face unpleasantness and frustration,
discomfort and defeat; without complaint or collapse;

Maturity_is humility. It is being big enough to say, "I was wrong."
And, when right, the mature person need not say, "I told you so."

Maturity is the ability to make a decision and stand by it. The
immature spend their lives exploring endless possibilities, then do
nothing;

Maturity means dependability, keeping_one's word, coming through it
the crisis. The immature are masters of the alibi--confused and dis-
organized. Their lives are a maze of broken promises, former friends,
unfinished business, and good intentions which never materialize.

Maturity is the art of living in peace with those things we cannot
change.

Source: "What Makes People Successful." National Research Eureiiu inc.;
424 North Third Street, Burlington, Iowa 52601, p. 2.
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Activity 2

IDENTIFYING VALUES

Rank the values listed below from 1 to 15 in the order of i.6er7
tance to you. Use for the most important value and 15 f,oi = ee.ke

important.

.1
People

Mental health

Companionship

Good books

Clean house

Physical health

Beautiful clothes

Expensive home

Peace of mind

Happy family life

Pets

Plenty of money

Popularity

Pretty or handsome

Good education



Activity 3

FEELINGS ABOUT DRUGS

How you feel about drugs and their use and abuse may be more important &,
influencing your use of drugs than just knowing the facts about drugs.
The following questions will help you explcre your feelings about dtugt-7
including alcohol. In the blank before the_number, write "Yea," "NO,"
or "N/A" as an aucver. "N/A" means not applicable, WhiCh is the appro-
priate response for you if you have never used drugs or alcohol.

Note:

Your responses are for your eyes ONLY; This sheer will not be shared
with classmates or the teacher. Do-tot put your name on your paper.

1. Do you ever take drugs bccause of your prOblems?

2. Do you get mad when someone says you"re taking too much or too
many drugs?

3. Have you ever forgotten something you did while caking drugs?

4. Do you ever do anything when you are on drugs that you are
ashamed of?

5; Do you feel you can handle drugs better than your friends?

6; Do you look forward to the times when you can use drugs?

7. Do you stay away from non-drug users?

8. Do you avoid talking about the dangers of abuse of drugs?

9; Do you tell yourself that others use more drugs than you?

X10. Has taking drugs ever caused you any trouble?

11. Do you ever take more drugs than you planned?

=12: Have you ever taken drugs to "pay someone back?"

Think about your amgwers to these questions. What -kind of pattern do your
feelinga about drugs produce?_ Are you relying on drugs for strength and
self-confidence? What kind of drug decisions are your feelings leading
you to make? If you have problems related to your use of drugs or
alcohol, talk to someone--your parents, school counselors; SAFE" team
members., or your minister--to get help;

Adapted from: Sasse, Connie R. Person to Person. Peoria, Illinois:
Chaa. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1978, p.98.



Attiiity 4

MY OWN VIEW

1. Jill was caught leaving a large department store, vith Several
cosmetics in her purse. I think /feel.

IV-45

2. Sohn and Some of his buddies sprayed paint on tombstones in the
cemetery. I thinkifeel

.,11

3. My birother just lost his driver's license for speeding. I think/feel

4. Steve's drunk and insists on driving hoMe. I thinkifdel

I told This I needed a hew pair of sunglasses but couldn't afford
them. After 144ving the store she opened her purse and offerdd me
the pair I'd just admired; I think/fee

6. Sill aadRoy broke WO the candy machine and are offering everyone
candy. I think feel

7. John warts ne to go out with him Saturday. I knOW he's _a very popular
boy in schonl but he's also A reekleSS driVer. I think/feel

Adult Roles and Functions Curriculum; WvIt Virignia Curricdlum Guide.
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Activity 5

MESSAGES

IV- 46

Let's see if you can tell the difference between nonverbal messages
indicating affection and those indicating hostility. In the spaces
providedi write an A if you think the message indicates affection and an
IR if you think the message ludicates hostility.

1. Looking directly at another student and giving undivided
attention;

2. Engaging in friendly humor with athers.

3. Yawning or showing signs, of boredom.

4; S!tting in close proximity to the other person;

5. Leaning toward the other person.

6. Sitting relatively far away.

7. Greeting person in a formal manner.

8. Making casual physical contact when appropriate.

9. Exhibiting a cold facial expression.

10. Shuffling papers while listening to another person.

;'heck and correct your responses;

Azietti: 1. A 6. H
2. A 7. H
3: H 8. A
4; A 9;

5; A 10.

Adapted from: Pecoraro, Alice. Increa: Eng Effectiveness in
Interpersonal Skills. Baton Rouge: Louisiana Department of
Education. 1981.
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Activity 6

WAYS I COMMUNICATE NONVERIMLLY

Rcfview your recent nonverbal behavior. Consider positioning, eve
contact. facial expressions; tone of voice, and zestures. Give four
examples of your nonverbal communications and the messages yon sent by
completing the statements below.

Example: I communicated nonverfOally by uSirlg good eye contact 0-ich
indicated my interest in Jik's statement.

1. I communicated nonverbally by ..,.-,
which isTiaicated

2. I communicated nonverbally

which indicated

3; I communicated nonverbliy by

which indicated

4. I communicated nonverbally by

Whith indicated

Source: Pecoraro, Alice. 1Lisp-ininterersonal
Skills. Baton gouge: Louisiana Department of Education, L(01.
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IV -48

AttiVity 7

SELF INVENTORY OF LISTENING lI.BITS

(Stewart and Dangelo, 1980)

Directions: Read this list and place a check in front of each habit

that you have; if you use that habit at least 50% of the time.

1. I prepare myself for listening by focusing my thoughts on the

speaker and expected topic and committing my time to listen.

I ask questions about what I have just heard before letting the

speaker know what I heard and understood.

3. I follow the speaker by reviewing what he or she has said, con-

centrating on what the speaker is saying and anticipating what

he or she is going to say.

I analyze What I am hearing and try to interpret it to get the

real meaning before I let the speaker know what I heard and

understood.

5. I look at the speaker's face, eyes, body posture, and movement

and listen to his other voice cues.

6; I think about other topics and concerns while listening.

7. I listen for what is not being said as well as for what is being

said.

8; I fake attention to the speaker, especially if I am busy or think

I know what the speaker is going to say.

9. I show in a physical way that I am listening and try to hdlp set

the speaker at ease;

10. I listen largely for the facts and details more than I listen

for ideas and reasons.

11. I know the faciali body, and vocal cues that I am using while

listening;

12. I evaluate and judge the wisdom or accuracy of what 1 have heard

before checking out my interpretation with the speaker.

__ 13. I avoid sympathizing With the speaker and making comments like_
"I know just what you mein, it's happened to me"_andthen telling
my story before letting the sr, aker know What I heard and Under=

stood.

14. I find_mycelf assuming that I know what the speaker is going to
say before he or she has finished speaking.
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15. I accept the emotional sentiment of the speaker.

16. I think up arguments to refute the speaker so that I can
answer as soon as he cr she finishes.

_17; I use echo or mirror responses to feed back to the speaker
specific_words and phrases the speaker has used that I need
clarified.

18. I am uncomfortable with and usually reject emotional sentiments
of the speaker.

19. I paraphrase or summarize what I have heard before giving my
point of view.

20. I am easily distracted by noise or the speaker's manner
delivery.

Evaluation:
Count the number of even-numbered its you checked;

Count the number of odd-numbered its you checked.

All of the even-numbered items you the-eked Ate INEFFECTIVE listening
habits. All of the odd-numbered items You checked are your EFFECTIVE
listening habits. Identify habits that you want to change.

Source: Pecoraro, Alice. j_noreasing EfFectiveneSe in Interpersonal
Skills. Baton Rouge: Louisiana Deparment of Education, 1981.
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Activity 8

IDENTIFYING FEELINGS

Directions: Using the feeling word list, fill in the blanks to identify
the feelings present in the situations. Then died( your choices with
the_ttather's key to see if they are similar. Try to Iist at least two
feeling words.

EXAMPLE:

Student to reacher: "I feel great! The dress I made in class for
my little sister fits her perfectly:"
Feelings present: happy, proud

1. FHA President to secretary: "Some members are really down on us,
because we're FHA officers, amd they think we get special treatment."
FeelIngs_present:

2. Joan-to-Mary: "I've been on top of the world since John asked me to
o to homecoming."

Feelings present:

3. guar tertack_to center: just couldn't do things right tonight.
I really let the team down."

4. Teenager to mother: "Now, look at this. Don't you think I did a
good job?"

...Feelings ESP .,.....mnsamME11..
5; Child_ta_bahysitter: "I really don't want to go to bed. Will you

come to my room with me."
Feelingap_EtEtn:

6. Jeff to Tom: "High school is such a drag; I thought this class
would be fun, but there's nothing to it."
FLetlis prase :

FEELING WORD LIST

Afraid embarrassed joyful resentful
angry excited loving rejected
bored frightened lonely satisfied'
calm frustrated cad scared
caring happy miserale shy
considerate honest moody tense
contented hopeful overjoyid thrilled
courageous ignored peaceful unhappy
disappointed insecure pleased useless
disgusted jealous proud
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Evaluation: Check to see if your words are synonymous with the answer
key=

ANSWER KEY:
Li Embarrassed; resentful; rejected
2; Overjoyed, happy, excited, thrilled_
3. Disappointed, miserable, embarrassed
4. Pleased; proud; satisfied
5. Lonely; scared; afraid; insecure
6. Bored, frustrated, disgusted

Adapted from: Pecoraro; Alice; {nr Effectiveness in
Interpersonal Skills; Baton Rouge: Louisiana Department of
Educatloc, 1981;
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Activity 9

PARAPHRASING

P4izaphrasila is one technique to use in responding that is helpful. In
paraphrasing, you essentially repeat the other person's statement in
your own words. Paraphrasing reveals to the other person that you have
understood what he or she has said. Some introductory phrases that are
beginning paraphrasing resonses are:

You feel
As you see it
You believe
What I_hear you saying 4s
You think

Read the responses to the statements below. In the spaces provided;
write an H if you think the response is harmful or not helpful and aP
if you think the response paraphrases the feelings of the speaker and
shows empathy, respect, and. warmth.

Teenager to parent: "I wish you'd treat me like I'm 17 years old in-

stead of six."

Pa-r -east's mash once:

1. "Don't talk to me in that tone of voice."
2. "You're really upset."
3. "You feel resentful because of the way I'm

treating you."

Sly to Sara: "My parents are living in the Dark Ages; They won't let
me do anything that your parents 'et you do."

Sara's response:
1. "If you think your parents are bad* you should

have Jenny's parents."
2; "Why don't we ask my parents to help you by

talking to your parents?"
3. "You feel angry and resentful because your

privileges aren't the same as mine."

Practice paraphrasing in your responses to friends and family. Try to
give helpful responses by identifying. their feelings and showing
empathy; respect; and warmth:

ANSWER KEY:
1. H 1.

2. H 2.

3. P 3.

Adapted from: Pecoraro; Alice. I_ncreasi- ng- Rf- feCtiv -eness in

Baton Rocige: Louisiana Department of Education* 1981.
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Activity 10

DATING AS PREPARATION FOR MARRIAGE

Dating is the first step in the process of building a marriage relation
ship. Some dating behavior is good preparation for marriage and other
aspects of dating are not,

Divide into pairs and diScuSS the following statements. If you think th0
dating behavior or experience would be good preparation for marriage,
place a in front of the statement. If you think the behavior would t4
poor preparation, place a - in front of the statement. On the line
below the statement, give the reason(s) for your choice.

1. Kevin went steady with two girls from different schools during
the last semester of his senior year.

2. Jeff and Martha attend religious sezvicea together each week.

3; Sally is engaged to the Only boy she has ever dated;

4. David dates only the best-looking girls in school, and he never
asks anyone out more than twice.

. Jerry saves his money for special occasions and only takes
Sarah out to exclusive restaurants.

6; Sam and Karen both work part time at the same fast fond restau-
rant.

7. Ted and Judy frequently babysit with Ted's younger brother and
sister;

Jennifer and TOM usually take Jennifer's best friend with them
when they go out.

9. Margaret is going steady with Don who lives 100 miles away, and
they see each other once a m. ith.

10; Mark never talked aboUt hithaelf on dates with Susan; They had
stuidy dates et SU-sail's house, but Susan has never met his
faMilY.
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11; Mary gets very upset and angry with John, beCauSd he leaves
her alone at parties and dances; but she has never mentioned
this to John.

When you have finished discussing each situation, report your decisions
to the class; Did everyone agree? What reasons were given for the
responses?

Adapted from: Sasse, Connie R. Person to Person; Peoria, Illinoit:
Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1978, pagei 252-253
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Activity 11

MATE SELECTION ANALYSIS

The person whom I marry should:

1. Be very ethical

2. Be religious---

3: Like children

4. Be sociable

S. Be hardworking

6. Be orderly

7; Be punctual

. Have a sense of humor

9. Be athleti-

I0; Be optimistic

11. Be generous with praise

12. Be a good listener

13. Be outgoing

14; Be cooperati,M

15. Like doing things for others

16. Enjoy the outdoors

17; Enjoy going out to movies..

18. Enjoy being with other
people

19. Enjoy stcdying home

20. Enjoy talk

1%7=55

Very Slightly Not
IsurLEIL Important Lmportant.

Source: Butterick Publithing, A Division of American Can. 1976.
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Activity 12

FOCUS ON YOU

How will you know when you are old enough to marry? Think through_your
answers to the following questions; What other criteria for maturity
should be added to the list? If you are dating someone seriously, think
these points through together. Do most of your answers show a similar
pattern?

1. AM I relatively independent of my parents?

2; Do I make decisions on the basis of carefully gathered
or do I tend to jump to conclusions and make impulsive

3. Have I outgrown rebellion as a motive for choices?
by a wish to show that I can do as I please?

4. Have I completed my education? Do I have enough education and work
skills to support a family?

5. Have I found job security? How long have I held th2 same position?

6. How_well do I manage the money I earn? Do I run out of money_and
find that I don't know what happened to it? Or cal I make and
follow a budget?

7. AM I old enough to undertake the responsibilities and obligations
of being a husband (or a wife) and a parent? _Particularly, can I_
consistently sacrifice my own pleasures and wishes for the sake of
others?

facts;
decisions?

Am I motivated

8. Am I ready to take on the regular routine of a permanent job? Of
housework? Cooking three meals a day? Caring for babies or
children?

9. If things go wrong; must I find someone else to blame or can I
accept responsibility for my mistakes and do the best I can?

10. Am I sufficiently flexible to make the adjustments that marriage
requires?

11. Has my judgment stabilized as to the type of marriage partner I
want? How long has it been since considered someone very
desirable who would not suit me now?

12. At I sure that I am ready to settle down? Do I still need time
to be free to run around with my friends?

Activities 12 and 13 adapted from: Larldis, Judson T;, and Mary G. Landis.
Personal Adjustment, Marriage; and farally Living. 6th ed. Englewood
CliffS, New Jersey: Prentice -Hall; Inc., 1975, pages 170=171, and
214=217.
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Activity 13

WILL YOUR LOVE GROW AND LAST IN MARRIAGE?

YouranswetS to the following questions can help you decide whether or not
the love you feel for someone is the kind dint can grow and last in mar-
riage.

fi Are we both mature enough so that our personality needs will not
change greatly in the next fe4 years? Between the years Of
17 and 24 most people change greatly.

2. How many important interests do we have in common?

3. Are our backgrounds similar enough so that We could understand
each other readily in marriage?

4. What about the family of the person I love? Ate they a happy;
Congenial family?

5; What do my family and friends think of him (her)?

6. Do we quarrel? _A few quarrels may occur in almost all Courtships,
but many quarrels Mean that there will be many quarrels in marriage.

7; Am I comfortable around this person? Can I be my real self or do
I have to live up to his (her) expectations?

8. How well do we agree on roles of men and women? Does one of us_
believe in equality and the other in the male-superior and female-
inferior pattern in life?

9. Have we been acquainted long enough to know how well we agree on
important matters?

10. How much do we confide in each other?

11; Would_I want to change this person if I married hiM (,her)? It
probably cannot be done;

12; Do I respect his (her) judgment?

13. How mature are we? Have we learned the difference between conjugal
love and physical attraction? De we base our expectations on
romantic stories and movies?

1L. Do we have the same goalt in life? Are we going in the same
direction, so we can happily strive for the same things?

Answer these questions honestly. It never hurts le76 to leek at it
reasonably. Love that passes the tests of reason is worth sacrificing
for and worth working to maintain. Leve will enrich all of Iife and
will be a strong force holding a marriage together.
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Activity 14

FAMILIES USA

(Pretest)

Directions: Complete the following sentences by filling in the correct
word in each blank.

1. A family headed by one adult is called a single family

2; A self- sufficient family consisting of_mother, father, and one or
more children living in the same household is the family.

3. A greater percentage of people are choosing to remain

4. The major reasons for single parent families are
and divorce.

5. Many couples may choose not to have

6. A (an) family is one with three generations
living together in the same household.

People who marry, divorce, and remarry are engaged in
monogamy;

8. Groups of nonrelated people living together are called

9. Two people, each with children, who marry create a (an)
family.

Pretest Key

1. Parent
2. Nuclear
3. Single
4. Death
5. Children
6. Extended
7. Serial
8. Commune
9. Blended

Adapted from: Adult RoIesandFunctionsCurriculumGuide. ifet Virginia
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LOOKING AT FAMILIES IN THE USA

FAMILIES USA

7.

T

I

--r
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6.

10; 11.
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AttiVity 15

LOOKING AT FAMILIES iN THE USA
Script

1. Let's look_at families in the USA; Here, as elsewhere, Ole family
is the basic unit of society. _Just what makes up a_family is a

question often debated. In a broad sense' the family is a group
of people living together who share resources and care for eachother._
We also consider the family to be based on blood relationships (parent/
child_ or brother/sister) or on gwritai -contracts (husband wife)
Families are not all the same in the USA, and they differ even more
in other cultures. Some_ ways they differ are in number of members;
living arrangements; number of maten how_mates are selected; and
rights, rolecand renponsibilities of family meMbers.

2. When the United States was formed in 1776, 95 percent of the people
lived on farms. A family in those days was a more nearly self-
sufficient unit than -it is now. Families grew their own food,

made their own clothing, and provided their own entertainment; A

large family was an asset in getting things done, si.ce there was
little mechanization, and in sharing responsibilities. Having_many_

children was considered a good thingiand other kinfolk were welcoled
into the household.

3. SOMe households were made_up of three generations - -an extended family;
The threergeneration family may have been less_common than we suppose,
however, becasse the lifespan was so much shorter than it is today._
Nevertheless, when grandparents were still living, there were mutual
advantages for all to live together. Aunts, uncles, and cousins were
often part of the household; This arrangement helped greatly in caring

for children.

4. Things began changing in about the middle of the 1600's as Industry
developed. Many young people left the farms for the city. Cities

became crowded and suburbs sprang up to take care of the growing popu-
lation following World War II. Many houses in the suburbs were small,
hence the nuclear family made up of parents and children became the
common thing.

5. The divorce rate today is at an all time high, with 40 percent of all
marriages ending in divorce. It is predicted that half of the chil-
dren born in 1977 will spend part of their childhood in a home With
only one parent.

. A family unit headed by only one adult is called a single parent
family. This parent is most likely to be female and divorced, widowed,
or deserted. She may have never ma: -lied, or she may have adopted a
child.

7; A single parent family may also be headed by a male. He may be di=
voiced; his wife may have deserted him, or she may be deceased: Meni

as well as women, now adopt children.
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8. Many couples choose not to have children. This type of hOUsehOld forms

another kind of Atherican family. In the past, not having children

was seldom a choice as it is today

9. Monogamy is the legal system in the United States. This means having

only one mate. Here women have only one husband, and men have only

one wife--at least at any one time. Because so many people marry,

divorce, and remarry, we describe the pattern as serial monogamy.

IC. Apparently people who divorce still have faith in marriage. Nearly

half of the people who divorce marry again. When they have children,

the new family created is called a blended or reconstituted family,

perhaps with his, her, and their children.

11. CoMmunes are considered by some_to be u type of family--a group of

unrelated adults living At_a_Uhit. The group usually shares respon-

sibility for caring for Children. The number of people living in

communes grew rapidly in the 1960's, bUt there have been numerous

experiments in group living throughout historY._ Communes in the past

have gradually, or sometimes suddenly, dissolved, as do many today.

12. Many people prefer to remain single or live alone. he largeit per-

centage of these are under 35 or are older people who prefer inde=

pendence to living with grown children. Whether or not they are liv-

ing with relatives, most people living Alone still have ties with

kinfolk. The telephone, mail service, and easier modta of travel

make contact with relatives living elsewhere easier than it was in the

past.

13. Families USA. There are many different kinds;

Adapted from: Adult Roles and F ctions West Virginia.



Activity 16

IDENTIFYING FORMS OF ADJUSTMENT

IV-62

Match each descriptive statement with the appropriate adjustment form
on the right by placing the correct letter in front of the statement.

1. More companionship 1s maintained. A. Accommodation

2. It allows a partner to win certain
issues.

B. Compromise

C. Concession
3. The couple agrees to disagree;

Hostility state
4. Quarreling and bickering are

constant. E. Martyrdom

5. One partner gives in constantly.

6. Tension and antagonism are out-
wardly expressed.

7. Differences continue to exist, but
they do not hinder the relationship.

8. Neither partner has to make a great
sacrifice in giving in to the other.

Both partners must be willing to
gamble on a win or lose outcome.

10. Respect is lost for the person who
always gives in.

Answer key

1.

2. C
3. A
4. D

5. E

6.

7;

8;

9.

10.

Adapted from: Ryder, Verdene. Contempo. South Holland,
Illinois: The Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 1979, p. 189.
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Activity 17

ROLE PLAYING FORMS OF ADJUSTMENT

Rolc play the following situations. For each situation role play
one form of adjustment that you consider unsatisfactory and one
form that demonstrates satisfactory adjustment.

Area of conflict - Recreation/In-law relationships

Where should they go for the holidays? Bill and Beth live in
Monroe. Beth*s parents live in Chicago, and Bill's parents live
in Los Angeles. They have five days of vacation. They can go to
only one place, and each wants to go home for the holidays. They
have money for a trip.

Area of conflict - Money management

Ann and David have received an income tax refund check. Ann wants
to put it in a savings account, and David wants to use it to purchase
a stereo radio for his car.

Area of conflict - Religious life

Craig and Julie married in college and have not made any decieions
concerning their church membership. Julie wants Craig to join her
church, but Craig is reluctant to do this.

Area of conflict - Associating with friends/Recreation

Jane and Tom have been married for several months. During deer hunting
season, Tom likes to spend his free time with his friends. Jane is
lonesome at home alone and wants Tom to spend more of his free time
with redecorating the house.

Adapted from: Ryder, Verdene. _Contempo, South Holland,
Illinois: The Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 1979, p. 189.
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Activity 18

PRACTICING THE NO-LOSE METHOD

The no-lose method of resolving differences is not difficult to learn,
but it doesn't come naturally to most people. It must be practiced
to be effective. This activity will help you gain some practice in
the no-lose method.

Choose a partner, preferably acitheone with whom you have areal con-_
flict. Decide with_yodr partner what conflict you are going to work
on Try to think of all the possible solutions to the problem. At
this stage* the more suggestions you can think_oft the easier other
steps will be later. Some suggesttots may be impractical or silly,
but don't judge them now; SimplIt. list all SUggestions or combina-
tions of suggestions.

Now begin judging the Suggestions. Which ones would be impossible?
Which, ones would not be satisfactory to you? Which One does your
partner object to? if you eliminate all the uggtttions, go back to
the last item and suggest some more postibilitieS.

Now,ofthe suggestions that are left, which one would be the hest
for both of you? The best telution must be agreEable to both you- and
your partner so that no one loses the fight; You both win by picking
an answer that suits both of you

Now figure out how youwomld work this 0014tiOn. What arrangements
would you have to make? What thatges would have to be made? Think of
all the items that would be necessary to make the solution work.

Finally, if you have been using a real situation, put your solution
into action and see how it works.

What form of adjustment does this exercise retire-tent? Accommodation?
Compromise? Concession? Mtrtytdoe Hoitility state?

In resolving this conflict* what interpersonal skills did you use?
Active listening? Attending skills' Responding with "I messages"
and leveling? Did your partner sense empathy, warmth, asd respect
AS you worked toward a solution?

If you did not practice thete interpersonal :skills; review your notes,
and repeat this exercise using these ?skills.

Adapted from: Sasse, Connie R. -_Perms to Person. Peoria; Illinois:
Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1978, p. 205.
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Activity 19

FAMILY CRISES

A crisis iS_Ah event that causes changes in a person's or family's normal

behavier. What is a crisis for one family may not be seen as a crisis by

another family. This exercise will help you explore what family CriSia

means to you and your clastmates.

given below is a list of events that (3%.0.4 ;tat:16 faiaily_criseP; Read

thretigh this list and; on a separate sheet of pewit, vrite down all the

events that you think would cause a familv CrUls.

Loss of an arm or 4 leg by a family member
Pregnancy of an unmarried family member
Death of a family member
Loss of a job by a family member
Failure of a family member to graduate from high School

Fatally income cut in h4lf
Relative coming to live with the family
Divorce or separetion
Birth of a mentally retarded child
A three-month hospital stay by an ill family meter
Chemical dependency of a family member
Destruction of the home by flood, earthquake, tornado, or hurricane

CommiZment of a family member to a mental hospital

Arrett of a family member for theft or another crime

Form a group with three other class members. Compare your lists of family

crises. Did your lists differ? Discuss with the others your reasons for

including certain events, on your list. Make a matter list that contains

thote iRvents all group members mentioned on their individual lists.

Adapted from: Sasse, Connie R. Person to Peoria; Illinois:

has. A- Bennett Co" Inc., 1978, pagt 235.
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Activity 20

SUMMARY OF SELECTED PROGRAMS
in the

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN RESOURCES

Office of Family Security (OFS) is responsible for the administration

of the following programs: Assittance Payments, Child Support Enforce-

ment Services, Disability Determinations, Food Stamps, and Medical Assis-

tance.

Assistance Payment Programs

1; Aid to Families-with Dependent Children (AFDC) program provides

cash payments to families with dependent children who are de=

prived of the support of one or more parents because -of death;

ditability, or continued absence, if the family's subsistOnce

needit cannot be_met by its own resources. Eligibility faCtOrt

are verified and doCUMented at the time of application and at

six-month intervals thereafter.

2. General Assistance Program provides State fundet financial

and medical assistance to persons who are partially and/or

temporarily disabled but do not qualify for other Federal/

State programs;

3; Individual_and_Family_Grant Program is activated upon the
presidential declaration of a disaster.

4. Mandatory State Supplementation for Recipients of the Federal

Supplementau_Security Income Benefit program assures that no

aged; blind; or disabled recipient tUffeta a rediktinft in in-

come as a result of the change from State programs to the

Federal SSI Program.

5. ee-itssistance_and_ Assistance for Repatriated American

Citizens program provides public assistance to significant

numbers of refugee families from Southeast Asia and Cuba and

to repatriate American citizens.

Food Stamp Pro ram promotes the general welfare and safeguards
the health and well being of the nation's population by raising

the level of nutrition among low-income households. The Food

Stamp Program is a cooperative effort of Louisiana and the United
States Department of Agriculture

Child Support Enforcement Program has responsibility for locating

absent parents, establishing paternity, and establishing and en-

forcing support obligations in c_Ild support cases.

Medical-AssistanceProgram proviti. ; payment for health care given

to eligible recipients of Supplemer-aI Security Income (SSI), Aid

to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), and General AssiStance

(GA) recipients of Long Term Care facilities, foster cre children,

as well as Cuban and Indochinese refugees.
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Disability Determinations Services has the responsibility of pre-
paring determinations of disability on the claims of applicantsliving in Louisiana. This program secures pertinent medical and
vocationalevidence from the claimants' treatment sources; arrangesfor consultative medical examinations and/or vocational testing;
assesses the physical and mental impariment; And determines thedisability in accordance with Federal law and definition of dis-ability.

-Office of Health Services-and Environmental nxiiit is reSponsiblefor
the administration of a number of divisionsand programs. Brief des-tcriptions of selected diVitions are given below:

Division of Ditease Control

i; VaccineRreventable Disease Section distribUtes vaccines
for childhood diSeases; investigates and itplements measures
to contains outbreaks of vaccine preventable disease; and
assesses immunization levels among Louisiana children.

2. Venereal Disease ControI_Sect oto redlce death,_
disability; and social loss due to venereal disease._ Local
health units are staffed with public health disease investi=gators who work multi=parish regio=s;

Division of Personal Health Services

1; Maternal_and_Child health Pros prOVidet direct services tomothers in the prenatal and postpartal periods; to newborns,
and_t6 infants and children up to 21 years; Services_are
rendered by localpersonnel in parish health units and by
State and regional Consultants;

2. Dental Health Section is concerned with preventing and con-
trolling dental diseases and promoting dental health in
Louisiana through organized community efforts.

3. Nutritionist Services include staff consultation within OHSEQ
And itplementation of nutrition policies and plans for theagency.

4. Family Planning Program-makes available family planning services;including education, information; counseling; phytital examina-tions; laboratory Vetting; contraception, preteription; andreferral to other services as requested;
5. Handicapped Children_t_s-Services Program delivers rehabilitationservices to children who have a wide variety of_handicapping ton-ditions and whose fatilies meet financial eligibility require-ments;

Office of_Hospitalt_hat the mandated resT,i§ibility of providing generaland specialized medital care to the citizens of the State of Louisiana.The eight general hospitals under its jurisdiction are as follows:
EarlK;_LOng Memorial Hospital in Baton Rouge; E. A. Conway Memorial
Hospital in Monroe; Huey P. Lbtg Memorial Hospital in Pineville; South
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Louisiana Medical Center in Houma, Dr. W. O. Moss Regional Hospital in
Lake Charles, Lafayette Charity Hospital in Lafayette, Washington-St.
Tammany Charity Hospital in Bogalusa, and the Lallie Kemp Charity
Hospital near Independence. The special hospitals are the Jackson
Special Hospital for inmates of the Louisiana Department of Corrections,
the Villa Feliciana Geriatric Hospital in Jackson, and the New Orleans
Home and Rehabilitation Center for extended care.

Office of Human Development is responsible for meeting the human service
needs of Louisiana residents. It administers programs of specialized
services for the blind, rehabilitation services for the physically/
mentally handicapped, comprehensive social services for persons who are
dependent, neglected, abused, disabled, ill and/or elderly and specialized
services for children in danger of becoming or alleged/adjudicated
delinquent and in need of supervision. Protective Services for Children
are of high priority,and emphasis is placed on the appropriate provision
of quality services in the areas of Shelter Care, Day Care, Foster Care,
Adoption, and residential placement.

Office of Mental Health and Substance Abuse provides services and conti-
nuity of care for preventioni detection, treatment, rehabilitation; and
follow-up care of mental and emotional illness in Louisiana; The Division
of Substance Abuse is responsible for alcohol and drug abuse programs and
administers a network of State operated prevention and treatment services
for the citizens of Louisiana who are at risk in the overuse or abuse of
alcohol, or other legal or illegal drugs.

Office of Mental Retardation provides comprehensive care and training to
the State's mentally retarded citizens.

Source: The Department of Health and Hnman
Fiscal Year 1980. Baton Rouge: 'Department of Health and Human
Resources.
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UNIT V; PARENTING ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Suggested Time: 34 weeks
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Topical Outline

UNIT V. PARENTING ROLES AND RrSPONSIBILITIES

Topic: Readiness for Parenthood

Subtopics: Emotonal Readiness
Physical Readiness
Financial Readiness

Topic: Parenting Skills

Subtopics: Understanding Developmental Tasks of Children
Promoting Physical, Social and Emotional, and

Intellectual Development
Choosing Parenting Roles
Guiding the Behavior of Children

Topic: Recognizing Child Abuse and Neglect

Topic: Special Parenting Situations

Subtopics: One-Parent Familiet
Adoptive Parents
Foster Parents
Blended Families and Stepparents
Parents with "Special" Children



UNIT V; PARENTING ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

TOPIC: Readiness for Parenthood

SUBTOPICS: Emotional Readiness

Physical Readiness

Financial Readiness

OBJECTIVES: Express an awareness of emotional, physical and
financial factors related to readiness for the
responsibilities of parenthood.

Content

A definition of parenting_
- Parenting refers to the know-
ledge, skills, and aflitudes
that parents have which
influence the way they raise
their children;

Exploring parenthood
--Involves asking questions, such

AS:

.Which individuals are involved
in parenting?
. What does child rearing in-
volvt?
. How 'rill I handle being a
parent?
.What roles do parents play?

- -Requires evaluating one's
personal maturity in terms of
emotional, physical; and finan-
cial readiness for parenthood.

Emdtional readiness for parenthOod
- -Feelings about parenting

.Positive feelings can be demon-
strated through satisfaction,
new experience, new purpose,
and meaning to life.
.Negative feelings can be demon-
Strated_by resentment in change
in routine_, _readjustment of
needso and inability to love
and to be loved;

V=1

Student AttiVities

Define parenting and parenthood by
discussing questions related to
parenthood and ascertaining a work-
able definition.

View filMstrip entitled "The
Decision" in Preparation for Parent-
hood.

Divide into buzz groups and discuss
factors a person should consider
When making decisions About parent=
hood.

Care for a marigold plant for a week
as directed in Artivity 1, " ?lent
Care;" complete the evaluation, and
relate your experiences in caring
for a plant to caring for a zhild.

Interview young parents who have
had their first child to find

out how parenthood has changed their
lif style: (Consider exchanging an
hour of free babysitting for the
intet ?iew after you complete this
unit.)
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--Questions to ask
;Am I willing to meet as other
person's needs before my own?
;Am I generous and giving of
myself?
.Would a child interfere with
my personal development?
;When I am around children
for a while, dc I get tired
of caring for them?
. Am I mature enough to be a
parent?

Physical readiness
--Factors to consider

.State of health

.40

. Weight _ _

.Dietary habits
;Biological maturity
;Emotional and mental health

--Genetic factors to consider
. Down's syndrone
.Sickletell anemia
. Phenylketonuria
;Tay-Sachs disease
;Diabetes
:X -Ray

;Rh factor
;Hemophilia

Financial readiness
--The cost of having a baby

involves:
.Clothing for the mother-to-be
.Obstetrician's fees.
.Pediatrician's fees.
.Hospital costs.
.Baby layette and diapers.
.Baby furniture, bedding, and
equipment.
.Baby formula and food.

--ost of child care
. At home

. Day care center

. Private home

V-2

Complete Activity 2i"Emotional
Response Chart" to rate lath/ you
would feel if you had to perform
several tasks that are required of
a parent caring for a child;
Describe the type of attitude you
feel -you would have in caring for
a baby.

Listen to questions asked by your
teacher and identify responses that
indicate emotional readiness for
parenting.

Listen to a local gynecologist or
the school nurse speak to the class
on physical readiness and the
importance of good dietary habits;

Contact the local March of Dimes
for information on genetic factors
related to birth defects and give
reports on genetic factors to the
class.

View_the filMstrip entitled "Laying
the Groundwork."

Discuss the cost of having a baby;

Identify needs_and_use catalogs,
neuspapersi and other resources to
estimate the initial costs of having
a child;

Develn/ a questionnaire to administer
to parents -who -were both employed
prior to the birth of their child
and ifter the arrival of the baby.
Inci3de questions on the maternity
leave provided by the employers,
health insurance coverage of costs
of childbirth, and the problems in
child care for wt,:tkift petents,
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Investigate the kinds c: day care
available in your community and
list _the costs, advantages, and
disadvantages of each.

Motivatations for parenthood
==tike children
--Give feeling of self-fulfill=

meat
--Want to be needed
--Want something to do
--Help stabilize a marriage
--Prove womanhood or manhood
--Enjoy contributing to the
development of children

--Carry on family name
--Meet desire of parents for
grandchildren

V-3

Prepare a budget in Activity 3,
"Your Budget and the Costs of
Rearing a Child." Refer to the
budget you completed in Unit III
and make the appropriate adjust-
ments or prepare a new budget for
a hypothetical couple with a new
baby.

Discuss the financial responsibili-
ties of parenthood and identify the
adjustments needed in the family's
budget.

Discuss motivations for having
children.

View filmstrip entitled "Tomorrow
Happens Today" or "More Than Love"
and explore reasons -or having or
not having children.

Discuss the rewards of parenting
and the special joys children add
to a family,

Discuss parenting as a matter of

choice.

Write a_poem or brief paragraph
expressing_your personal feelings
about the kind a parent you want
to be.

vs.

RESOURCES

Activity 1 - "Plant Care."

Activity 2 - "Emotional Response Chart."

Activity 3 - "Your Budget and the Costs of Rearing a Child?"

Books

Brisbane, Holly E. The Developing Child. Peoria, Illinois: Chat. A.

Bennett Co., Inc., 1980;

Landis, Judson T., and Mary G. Landis. Personal Adjustment, Marriage, and
Family Livina. 6th ed. Englewood CliTri7giw Jersey: Prentice -Hart

Inc.,

Parnell, Frances Raynor; Homemaking Skills for Everyday Living. South

Holland, Illinois: The Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 1981.

Ryder, Verdene. Contemporary llyjnii._ South Holland, Illinois: The

Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 1979.
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V-4

RESOURCES (continued)

Filmstrips

"Laying the Groundwork" The Economics of ParenthoOd. Parents'

Magazine Films; Inc., Dept. C, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York,
New York 10017;

"The Decision," Pi .ration for Parenthood. Sunburst COMManicationsp

41 Washington Av__Lx, Pleasantville, New York 10570.

" °morrow Happens Today" and "More Than LoVe." March_of DiMet Birth
Defects Foundation, 1275 Mamaroneck Avenue, White Plains, New York
10605;

Publications

Genetic Counseling, March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation,
1275 Mamaroneck Avenue, White Plains, New York 10605, 1979.

Birth Defects: The Tragedy and the Hope, March of Dimet Birth Defects
Foundation, 1275 Naisroneck Avenue, White Plains, New Uork, 20605,
1979:
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UNIT V. PARENTING ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

TOPIC: Parenting Skills

SUBTOPIC: Understanding Developmental Tasks of Children

OBJECTIVES;

vs

Identify the primary goal of parenting.

Identify the developmental tasks of children and explain
the parents' role in helping the child achieve success.

Express an awareness of the relationship between under-
standing the child's stage of development and meeting
the child's needs.

Ceiritent

PriMary goal of parenting

--To help children grow and be=
come mature, independent Judi=
viduals Who cam make their own
decitions and accept responsi-
bility for their actions;

Principles of development

- -Development occurs in both
size and ability.

--Development is orderly.
- -DeVelopment is uneven._

--Development occurs in spurts.
--Development goes from simple

to complex behaviors.
- -A child's heredity and
meat are inter-related
of his development.

-=Individual differences are
always apparent.

--Past experiences affect
behavior at any moment.

environs
aspects

Developmental taakS
--Skilli, knowledge, functions,
or attitudes that an individual
should acquire during a
specific period in life.

StUdent Activities

DiScusit the primary goal of
parenting and the importance
of raising responsible children.

Read and discuss information in
Activity 4, "Principles of
Development." Select one principle
and give an illuttrAtion to demon-
strate your understanding of the
principle. Share your illustra-
tion with the class.

Read "Developmental Takks and Skills"
in caring for Childteni pages 114 -
147.

Locate a definition of develop-
mc,tal tasks and discuss the
responsibilities of parents for
he::ing thtir child achieve
the eevelopmental tasks appropriate
for the child's level of develop-
ment.
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Four concepts of developmental
tasks
--Every person faces these

tasks.
--Each person must_ accomplish

these tasks for hit/herself.

--Each task must be successfully
accomplished before a person
can advance to thenext
developmental level.

--There is a critical period
When the child is in a state
of readiness to learn a
certain task;

Developmental tasks according to
Havighurst
--Infancy and early childhood
--Middle childhood
--Adolescence

Stages of development
-- Baby's first year

.Physical deVelepment

.Emotional and social
development
;Intellectual development

--Child from one to three
.Physical_ development
.Emotional and social
development_ _

.Intellectual development
--Child from four to six

;Physical development
.Emotional and social
development_
.Intellectual development

V-6

List four concepts of developmental
tasks and list examples_ or common
sayings to illustrate these
concepts. For example, a person
must learn to walk before he can
run;

Divide into three groups and deter-
mine the developmental tasks for
one of the staves of development:
Refer to Activi:V 5; "Developmental
Tasks According tt, tavighurst" and
prepare a set of posters or pictures
to portray developmental tasks and
identify the parents' role in
helping the child achieve success;
Present the results of your group's
work to the entire class.

View filMitrips from the Butterick
Child Development Series, Growth
and Development_inChildren, or
ehild_Cane_and_ANtvelimMbmmt;

Read available resources and discus.a
the stages of development. Work in
three groups and_complete Activ-
ity 6, "Stages of Development" to

summarize characteristics of
physical, emotional and social, and
intellectual development for
infants, children one to three,
and children four to six.

Refer to Havighurst's developmental
tasks to complete those sections
and to Activity 7, "Desirable
Needs: Infancy Through Adoles-
cer'e" and "Maslow's Hierarchy of
Nee,.s" for the sections on child's
need. .
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Applying knowledge of developmental
stages
==Seletting toys
==ProViding a safe environment
--HeIpingchildren acquire
developmental tasks

--Promoting a positive self
concept

RESOURCES:

Activity 4

Activity 5

Activity 6

Activity 7

v-7

Check newspapers and magazines for
cartoons and articles that illus-
trate a common mitunderstandine of
a developmental stage. Reports of
accidents involving children are
often good examples of parents'
lack of knowledge of a particular
developmental stage.

Divide into our groups and discuss
the importance of understanding
various stages of development in:

1. Selecting toys for children.
2. ProViding Safe environments

for children.
3. Helping children acquire

developmental tasks.
4. Promoting a positive self

concept.

Summarize information from avail-
able resources and your discussion;
Select a speaker from your group
to present your group's summary to
the class.

Write A brief paragraph_to explain
why it is important to know When
infants and young children can be
expected to accomplish certain
developmental tasks.

- "Principles of Development."

- "Developmental Tasks According to Havighurst."

"Stages of Development."

- "Desirable Needs: Infancy Through Adolescence" and
"Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs."

Books

Ames, Louise Bates. Child Cant-and-Development. Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1979:

Brisbane, Holly E. The_Develeping-Chil., Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A.
Bennett Co., Inc., 1980;

Draper, Mary Wanda, and Henry E. Draper.
Illinois: Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1975.
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RESOURCES (continued)

Draper, Thomas, and others. See Nov They Grow; New York:
Publishing, 1980.

Hilderbrand, Verna. Parenting and Teaching Young_Children.
Webster/MCGraacHill Book Company; 1981.

Ryder; Verdene. Contemporary Living. South Holland, Illinois: The
Goodheart=Willcox CoMpany, Inc 1979.

Filmstrips

Butterick _Child__Develops*nt--Series._ Glencoe Publishing Co. Inc.,
17337 Ventura Boulevard, Encino, California 91316.

Child Care and_Development; McGraw-Hill FilMA/Project 7 Films, Inc.,
1221 Avenue of the Americas, Nev York, New York 10020.

Growth and Development in ParentS' Magazine Films, Inc.,
Department F, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, MeV York, New York 10017.

Chartt
"Baby's Social and Emotional Growth" and "Steps in Baby's Physical
Maturation." Proctor and Gamble Co., Educational Servces, P. O.
Box 14009, Cincinnati, Ohio 45214.

Curricular Materials

Child-Development Curriculum Guide, Volume II, Bulletin 1664. Baton
Rouge: Louisiana Department of Education, 1982.

Parent -hood Education Curriculum Guide. Bulletin 1695. Baton Rouge:
Louisiana Department of Education, 1982.
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UNIT V. PARENTAL ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

TOPIC: Parenting Skills

SUBTOPIC:

OBJECTIVE:

Ptomoting Physical; SaCial and Emotional; and
Intellectual Development

Identify ways to promote a child's physical social
and emotional, and intellectual development:

Content

Promoting physical development
--mood nutri-Aon

.Basic Four Food Groups

.Healthy eating habits
--Proper rest
--Exercise
--Lmmunizations and medical
examinations

--Safety
--Cleanintss

230
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Review Bette Four FOOd Groups
and determine nutritional needs
of Children according to
activity; sex age and body
size.

View transpartity_in Activity Bi
"Establithing Healthy Eating
Habits."

Use available resource& to
determine three suggestions for
making bedtime easier for infants
and young children.

Listen to the school nurse
summarize information on
appropriate medical care and
immunizations for infants and
young children.

Examine your home to identify
safety hazards for infants and
children;

Discuss the importance of
cleanlinessand a child'i
physical well-being.

Discuss information in __by Car
Basics to summarize information
on appropriate care to foster
Oysical development.



Promoting social and emotional
development

--Encourage children to work
towards these goals.
.To develop a positive self
concept.
.To develop a strong ability
to give affection as well
as receive affection.
.To develop an attachment to
parents and care-giving
people.
.To develop an interest in
other peopLe.
.To learn to communicate
with others.

--Show childreniby example; ways
to express emotions effectively.
.Affection and love
.Excitement
.Joy and happiness
;Fear
;Anger
;Jealousy
;Grief and sadneas
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View film entitled "He Acts
His Age."

Identify appropriate goals for
a -hild's emotional
development.

Play the game suggested in
Activity 9,_"V.elping Solve
Social Problems."

Consider these steps in giving
your responses;

Begin with_problem sol-
ving questions. ( "What
were you doing When the
behavior occurred, and
after the behavior
occurred?" "What do you
think are the effects of
your actions?")

2. Help the child identify
his feelings by being
understanding and
empathetic.

3. Help the child recognize
the choices open to him
and the possible conse-
quences of his actions.

4; Help the child select a
course of action, carry
it out, and accep_re-
sponsibility for his
actions.

Discuss types of emotions and
emotional behavior.

Debate the child's needs to
express negative emotiona.

Devise role-playing situations
to illustrate adults' helping
children manage their emotions
in everyday life.



-- Exhibit techniques that enhance
a healthy/ self concept.

Promoting intellectual development
--StiMulation
--Sensory experiences
--Play
--Interaction with others
--Educational experiences

.Planned excursions

.Reading stories

.Viewing selected movies,
filmstrips, and TV programs

.Playing records, tapes; etc;

V-11

View filmatrip entitled
"Fostering a Healthy Self
Concept" in Working -with
Children: -Dealing_with_Daily
Situations.

Determine parental behaviors
that enhance the development of
a positive self concept;

Identify ways to help children
develop intellectually; Include
ways that involve development of
the senses, ability to use
verbal symbols, and perception
and reasoning.

Refer to Activity 10; 'Intellec-
tual Development and the Role of
the Parent;"

RESOURCES

Activity 8 - "Establishing Healthy Eating Habits;"

Activity 9 - "Helping Solve Social Problems;"

Adtivity 10 "Intellectual Development and the Role of the Parent."

Books

Hilderbrand, Verna; r Ling arrt Te ac gEeie; New York:
Webster/McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1981.

Norton, G; Ron; Parenting; Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey; Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1977;

Fi/mstrips/Film

"Fostering_a Healthy Self Concept" in Working with Children: Dealin
With Daily Situations. Parents' Magazine Films, Department F,
52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York, New York 10020.

"He Acts His Age." McGraw-Hill FilMsi 1221 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, New York 10021.

Publications

A Handbook of Child RAfisty; Gerber Products Company, Fremont,
Michigan 49412.

Baby Care Basics. Johnson and Johnson '3aby Products Company, Consumer
and Professional Services, Skillman, New Jersey 08558.
(1-800-526-3967)

Feeding Baby. Gerber Products Company, Fremont, Michigan 49412.
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V-12

UNIT V; PARENTING ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

TOPIC: Parenting Skills

SUBTOPICS: Choosing Parenting Roles

Guiding the Behavior of Children

OBJECTIVES: Identify the various roles of parents.

Identify three types of discipline and explain the
effectiveness of each in guiding behavior.

Identify three types of punishment and explain the
side effects of punishment;

Apply positive guidance techniques;

Content -Student Activities

Roles -of Parents

--The protective-nurturing role
includes:
;Providing a safe environment
for the child;
;Meeting the child's basic need
for nutrition and physical
comfort.
;Meeting the child's basic need
for love;

;Protecting the child's health.
;Meeting the child's social and
emotional needs.

-- The teaching - modeling role

includes:
;Designing and arranging the
physical environment to
encourage learning;
;Serving as a model and teacher
of skills, values, and Stti,=-
tudes.
.Responding poSitively to
activities initiated by the
Child;

Guidance terms
--Guidance_every thing adults do

to influence children's behavion

uldance that
fosters self-control;

Punishmentpenalty for in-
appropriate behavior;

Discuss the many roles of parents;

Divide into two groups; One group
is to role play the- protective-
nurturing parent and the other_
group_is to role play the teaching=
modeling parent.

Evaluate each role-playing situa-
tion and write a bill of rights
for each category:

1. Bill of Rights
2. Bill of Rights
3. Bill of Rights

for Parents
for Children
for Families

Complete the worksheet in AttiVity
11, "Parts People Play."

Derine guidance, discipline, and
pran'shment. Analyze the definition
of uiscipline to determine how it
differs from punishment.
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Types of discipline
- -Authoritarian parents
attempt_to shape,_control,
and evaluate the behavior
and attitudes of the child
in accordance with a set
standard of conduct;

- - Permissive parents attempt
to behave in a nonpunitive)
acceptant, and affirmative
manner toward the child's
impulses) desires) and
actions.

- -Democratic parents attempt
tt-d-ir-iFf.thechild's activi-
ties in a rational, issue-
oriented manner, encourage
give and take, and share with
the child the reasoning
behind this policy;

Types of punishment
--Physical--physiCally inter-
acting with child; usually
causing child some pain;

removing the child from a
situation that he enjoys or
taking something away from
2hild.

- - Verbal -- ranges ftom simple

statement of disapproval to
screiminA

Side effects of punishment
--Counter --When the
child is punished, he will
either physically or verbally
strike out at the person doing
the punishing.

- -Avoidance--When a child is
punished, he is less likely
to come near the person -who
his punished hid. Avoidance
may be two types:
.Physical
;Psychological

V=13

Describe three different types of
discipline;

Role play the various discipline
styles of parents and discuss how
each affects the children from
those environments;

View transparency of the poem,

"Children Learn What They Live," in
Activity 12. Discuss the impli-
cations of each line.

View filmstrip entitled "Parenting:
Fathers, Mothers, and Others."

Discuss the variety of parenting
styles depicted in the filthstrip.

Complete the worksheet in Activity
13; 'Fathersi Mothers) and Others;"

View transparency on "Some Don'ts-
of Child Rearing" from Activity 14.

Study and discuss the "Discipline
Techuiques and Age Changes" chart
in Activity 15.



- -Incraased_emotionality - I React to_case studies in

Emotionality that a child shouI:: "Approached tr. Discipline"

when he is afraid to approach Activity 16.

and talk to someone because
this person has frequently
punished the child.

Cues for positive behavior
--Rewards--obj.cts, activity;

social* personal, and token.
--Instruction
--Rules--should be brief

specific, repeated frequently;
stated in positive and fair
terms;

Improving communications with
children

- -Use positive comments.
--Be open and honest.
--Talk for the fun of it.

V-14

from

Divide into groups and role play
the different types of rewards.

Discuss effectiveness of rewards on

behavior.

View transparency entit:e_"Using
Instructions Effectively" from
Activity 17. Discuss each item
and give examples;

Keep a diary for two days and make
a list of positive and negative
statements made to you by adults
(teachers, parents; employers).

The next day, discuss reasons why
the positive and negative state-
ments vary with students. Consider
the following:

1. Student's own personality.
2. Mood of adults.
3. When and where comments

were made.
4. Emotion shown when state-

ment was made.

Complete activity sheet on "Nega-
tive and Positive Communications"
from Activity 18;

RESOURCES

Activity 11

Activity 12

Attivity 13

Activity 14

Activity 15

Activity 16

Activity 17 -

Activity 18 -

- "Parrs People Play."

- "Children Learn What they Live."

- "Fathers* Mothers* and Others."

- "Some Don'ts of Child Rearing."

"Discipline Techniques and Age Changes."

- " "Approaches to Discipline."

"Using Instructions Effe:Avely."

"Negative vs. PositiVe."
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RESOURCES (continued)

Books

Ames, Louise Bates. Child Care and Dev,eIopment. Revised.
Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1979.

Brisbane, Holly E. The Developing Child. 3rd ed. Illinois: Chas.
A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1980.

Hilderbrand, Verna. pareattmAndTeaching Young Children.
Webster/McCraw-Hill Book Company, 1981.

Norton, G. Ron. Parenting. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Hall, Inc., 1977.

Filmstrip

"Parenting: Fathers, Mothers, and Others." Consumer Education
Services, J. C. Penney Co., Inc., P. O. Box 2811, New York,
New York, 10001, 1975.

New York:

Prentice
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UNIT V. PARENTING ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

TOPIC: Recognizing Child Abuse and Neglect

OBJECTIVES: Express_an awareness of the problem of child abuse in

our society.

Recognize various forms and symptoms of child abuse

and neglect.

List possible causes of abuse and describe characteriStics
Of the potentially abusive parent;

Identify services and resources available to the AbuSed
child and the abusive parent;

_Content Student AttiVitied

Child abuse statistics
-=NUMber of cases of abuse re-

ported
--Severity of abuse
--Descriptions of perpetrator or

abuser
- -Age and gender of abused
children

--Persons reporting suspected
Child abiite

Definitions
== Abused Child = A child Who hes
been physically or mentally
injured or who has been exploited
or overworked to such an extent
that his health, morale, or
emotional well-being is endan-
gered.

--==Neglected Child = A child whose
parents or the person respon-
sible for his care and mainten-
ance fail to provide the proper
or necessary supporti educationi
as required by Law, or medical,
surgical,or other care necessary
for his well=being.

Listen to a speaker from Parents
Anonymous describe the problems
of child abuse in Louisiana.

Contact Parents Antinynetit or the
Child Protection Center and ask
for information on the problems
and incidence of child abuse;

Bring in newspaper articles or
magazine articles on cases of
child abuse and neglect for a
sharing session on concerns re=
fated to child abuse.

View and discuss the filmstrip,
"Children in Crites: Child Abuse

and Neglect."

Define child abuse and neglect and
distinguish between abuse and
discipline
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Form& of child abuse and neglect
--Physical abuse is hitting,
beating, or burning a child
and causing bodily injury.

--Physical reglect is the
failure to provide proper
food, clothing, shelter,
medical care, or other basic
necessities of life.

--Sexual_abuse occurs when an
adult engages in sex acts with
a child.

=-Emotional abuse is the be-
littling of a child verbally
and making the child feel
worthless.

--Emotional neglect is the
failure to provide loving care
and attention.

=-Educational neglect occurs when
the home does not provide any
stimulation for the child to
learn.

--Abandonment is the c-mplete
rejection of the child by the
parent.

Symptoms of neglect
--Malnutrition
--Poor skin care
--Severe sunburn
-=Chronic infection
==Inappropriate school performanc
--Abandonment

Warning -signs of abuse
--Bruises
- -stars

- -Punctures
- -Fractures

==Repeated and unusual injuries
--Burns to skin

Personality characteristics of
abused child
==Withdrawn and fearful of adults
--Hyperactive
- -Overly friendly
- -Attention seeking

v-17

Discuss forms of abuse and neglect
and give examples.

Complete the quiz in Activity 19
"Abuse or Neglect -- Which Is It?"

Deactibe symptoms of neglect and
suggest ways to prevent and correct
neglect;

Identify warning signs that may
indicate physical abuse;

Describe personality characteristics
of abused child.



Causes of abuse
--Failure of adults to control

feelings.
- -Adults who were abused as
children follow the same
behavior pattern.

--Negative self concept and lack
of emotional maturity.

- -Having children for the wrong

reasons and feeling frustrated.
--Lack of knowledge of child
growth and development and
expecting too much.

Solving the problem
--Offer friendship and help to
make parent feel needed and
wanted;

--Offer to baby-sit and urgp
parents to go out of the- house.

--Protect abused children by re-
porting the abuse of parents to
a social service agency;

- -Suggest involvement in Parents
Anonymous, an organization that
helps parents overcome abusive
tendencies.

V-18

Discuss causes of child abuse.
Read Brisbane, The Developing
Child, page 404-405,, and list
causes of abuse on the chalkboard.

View film entitled "Fragile,
Handle with Care."

Discuss ways to help a person who
has a child abuse problem.

Identify the nearest chapter of
Parents Anonymous avid the social
service agency in your community
where cases of abuse should be
reported.

RESOURCES

Activity 19 - "Abuse or Neglect -- Which IS It?"

Books

Brisbane, Holly E., and Audrey Palm Riker. The_D*.veIxping_tbild;
Peoria, Illinois: Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1980.

Parnell; Frances Baynor. Homemaking-Skills for Everyday Living.
South Holland, Illinois: The Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 1981.

Ryder; Verdene. mslEEoffice. South Holland, Illinois: The
Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 1979.

Filmstrips

"Children in Crises: Child Abuse and Neglect." Parents' Magazine
Filma, Inc., Dept. F, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue; New York; New York 1002CI

"Fragile, Handle with Care." Child Protection Center, P. O. Box 3028,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70821.
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Agencies and Organizations

Child Protection Center, Office of Human DevelJpmenti 1928 Riverside N.,
Baton Rouge* Louisiana 70802;

(Child Protection Hotline 504=925=4571 = Child Protection information
504-342-5000, =-05010 - or-0502)

Parents Anonymous of Louisiana, Inc., Box 80246, Baton Rouge'
Louisiana 70898. (1-81-348=KIDS or 504=346=0222)
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UNIT V; PARENTING ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

TOPIC: Special Parenting Situations

SUBTOPICS: One-Parent Families
Adoptive Parents
Foster Parents
Blended Families and Stepparents
Parents with "Special" Children

OBJECTIVES: Identify the effect of a one-parent family on the
parent and the child.

Determine reasons for adopting children and procedures
for adoption in Louisiana;

Identify reasons for providing foster care and the
conditions foster parents must meet.

Describe the difficulties of stepparenting and recommend
techniques for dealing with stepchildren;

Identify characteristics of handicapped children and

suggest ways to meet their needs.

Content Student Attivities

Categories of Ofie=larent families
--Unwed mother or father
--Separated parents (due to _

career or legal separation)
== Divorced parents
--One parent deceased

Problems of single-parent families
=-=Emotional

-- Physical-

== Financial
--Social

24j

Define single parenting and
identify various categories of
one-parent families:

Listen to a lawyer or_ family
court judge explain the legal
aspects of all categories of
one-parent families;

View filmstrip entitled "Children
in Crises: Death, Divorce, and
Separation."

Interview three sine.* parents
and ea diem to identify special
concerns And problems of one-
parent familial'.

View "Single Parent Families" to
gain insight into_single-parenting
frod_the viewpoint of parent and
child.



Adoptive parents
- -Make a child their own by
a legal process.

- -Provide homes for thousands
of children -each year.

--Can_help_a less fortunate
child and enrich their own
lives in the process.

Concerns of adoptive parents
Child's questions about the
biological parents

- -What and When to tell an
adopted child about his
situation

Costs_ of adoption
--Reliability of adoption
agencies
Permanence of the placement

Foster parents
==Give care to nhild without

having legal cr blood ties
to the child.
Usually have a temporary
arrangement to provide care.

Legal aspects of foster home
placement
A threat to a child's
physical and/or mental health
must be_proverkbeforo a court
Will take action to remove a
child from his home

--Court takes over parents'
legal rights and responsibili-
ties for the Child;

--A social agency steps in to
supervise the child for the
court.
County or State pays the
foster parent a small amount
for care.

--Social agencies evaluate and
license foster homes.

242
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Identify unique problems of one-
parent families and describe the
effect on the parent and child.

Discuss reasons for adopting
children and reasons children
are put up for adoption.

Obtain a copy of Row_to_Adopt-a
Child in Louisiana and discuss
the procedure for adopting a
child in Louisiana.

Compare the concerns of adoptive
parents with those of natural
parents.

Listen to a representative of the
Department of Child Welfare
speak on foster care.

List reasons for the placement
of children in foster homes.

Describe the conditions that
foster parents must meet and the
reasons for providing foster
care.



--Foster parents are required
to be in good health and have
a regular income and space
in their home to care for a
child.

Concerns of foster parents
--Understanding the .child's
problems and needs if
foster care results from
abuse or neglect of natural
parents.

--Accepting temporary nature
of care.

--Accepting the_fact they have
no parental rights regarding
permissions, etc.

Step families
--One out of every three marriages

is between people who have been
previously married.

--About one out of every six
children is a stepchild, one
whose natural parent has re-
married.

Difficulties faced by stepparents
--Lack of a common background of
experiences on which to
establish ties.

--Rivalry between thildren
from two different faMiliii.

--Jealousy of stepchild for
parent's new partner._

--Stepchild's feeling of loyalty
to absent parent._

--Absent parent's mistakes.
-- Stepchild's attempts to drive
wedge between parents.

Suggestions for stepparents
--Try to establish relation-

ships with future stipehildren
before marriage.

--Present a united front on
matters ofdiscipline and
other problems,

-==Nake it clear that the family
Will work together to like
things fair for everybody.
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Discuss the special probIcms and
concerns of foster parents and
foster children.

Discuss reasons why life in a
step family may be_more complex
than in families with both
natural parents.

View filmstrip "The Step-Parent
Family" or "Stepparenting: New
Families, Old Ties." Discuss
didiculties faced by step-
parents and stepchildren.

DeScribe at least_two tethniques
that are especially important
in dealing with stepchildren.

Role play situations in a step
family to illustrate the
techniques you suggested.
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Problems of parents with "special"
children
--Feeling guilty or responsible

for -the child's problem.
- -Feeling pain because their
child has a more difficult
life than a normal child.

- -Providing care for the child
throughout his lifetime.

- -Understanding their child's
disability and how it affects
the child's behavior;

Types of special needs
--Physical disabilities, hearing

loss, speech disorders, etc.
--Learning disabilities

;Byperactivity
;Dyslexia
.Mental retardation
*Cultural deprivation
,Autiam
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View and discuss the filmstrip
entitled "The Handicapped Child"
or "Families with Special Needs
Children."

Listen to a_special education
teacher explain_the special
problems of handicapped
children and suggest ways to
relate to these "special"
children.

Begin a list of educational
facilities; agencies, associa-
tions, and publications that
are available to assist parents
of handicapped children;

Research characteristics of the
handicapped child and share
your findings with the class;

RESOURCES

Books

Ames, Louise Bates. Child Care and Developmenr.
J. B. Lippincott Company; 1999:

Brisbane, Holly E. The tvslap Child.
Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1980.

Craig, Hazel Thompson. Thresholds to Adult Living. 3rd ed. Peoria,
Illinois: Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1975.

Ryder, Verdene. Contemporary Living. South Holland, Illinois: The
Goodheart=-Willcox Company, Inc., 1979.

Filmstrip

Children in Crises: Death,-Divorce, And Separation. Parents' Magazine
Film, Inc., Dept. F, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York, New York 10020.

"Families with Special Needs Children" (Unit II) in Starting a Healthy
Family. Educational Development Center, Starting a Healthy Family,
55 Chapel Street, Newton, Massachusetts 02160.

"Single-Parent Families." United Learning, Niles, Illinois, 1980.

"The Handicapped Child" in Tannins-in Crises. Coronet Films,
65 E. South Water Street, Chicago, 'Illinois 60601.

Revised. Philadelphia:

3rd ed. Peoria; Illinois:
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RESOURCES (continued)

Filmstrip (continued)

"The Step-Parent Family (Part Four)" in Daddy Doesn t_Live Here testy
More: The-Single-Parent-Family. Human Relations Media,
175 Tompkins Avenue, Pleasantville, New Yorl 10570.

"Stepparenting: New Families, Old Ties." Polymorph Films, Inc.,
118 South Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02111.

Publications

Birth Defects: Tragedy and Hope. March of Dimes Birth Defects
Foundation, 1275 Mamaroneck Avenue, White Plains, New York 10605.

Dodson, F. "Weaving Together Two Families into One." Fami-ly-Hetlthi
Todayls-Health, September, 1977, pp. 4447, 51, 52.

lee ,o4,41 Division of Family Services,
Louisiana Health and Human Resources Administration in cooperation
With The Licensed Adoption Agencies of the State of Louisiana, 1974.
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UNIT V. PARENTING ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES ACTIVITIES
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Activity 1

PLANT CARE

You are to take care of a marigold plant for seven days--the plant is
to be your "baby." It is your responsibility to provide appropriate
care for your plant by: (1) Bringing the plant to school each day and
keeping the plant with you during the day; (2) Wrapping the plant in
newspaper before taking it outside; (3) Changing the outside covering
and labeling it daily; (4) Watering the plant as needed; (5) Getting

a plant sitter to provide care in your absence. Keep track of your
activities for the week by recording the information on a chart with
your name.

At the end of the week, bring your plant back to school and answer the
following questions:

1. Did you bring the plant to school each day?
If not, how many days did you bring it?

2; Did you change the plant's covering each day?
If not, how many times did you change it?

3. Did you take the plant with you throughout
the weekend? If not, did you get a plant
sitter?

4. Did you come back to the room every day and
wrap your plant in newspaper? If not, how
many times did you?

5. Did you check every day to see if your plant
needed watering? If not why?

6. Did your plant survive the week? Is it still
alive?

Yes No

From 10 to 1 (with 10 being excellent And 1 being very poor) rate
your care of the plant for the week; Give reasons for your rating;

Write one word describing how you felt about having to take care
of the plant all week;

What tasks did you like best when caring for the plant? What

tasks did you like least?

Think about the question: What if this plant had been a child?

After considering the statistics from the plant care chart and
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your answers to the above questionnaire, evaluate the following in
written form:

1. Your ability to care for a child.

2. Your readiness to assume the responsibility of caring for
a child.

3. Your patience in caring for a child.

RESOURCE:

What's New InAlome_Ecianoaxics_i 1978, Vol; 11, No. S.
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Activity 2

EHOTIONAL RESPONSE CHART

Rate how you would feel if you had to do the following tasks in
caring for a baby. The four choices are:

(1) I would enjoy the task.
(2) I would not mind doing the task;
(3) 1 would not like to do the task.
(4) I would hate to do the task.

1 2 3 4

1. Changing the baby's diapers

2. Holding the baby when he cries

3. Having the baby spit up on you

4. Feeding the baby vial a bottle

5. Giving the baby, a bath

6. Cleaning the baby when he gets food
In his hair and an his clothes

7. Burping the baby

8. Changing the baby's clothes

9. Holding the baby

10. Listening to the baby crying loudly .

11. Getting up during the night to feed or
rake care of the baby

12. Doing hygenic tasks: Wiping nose,
cleaning ears, trimming nails...

13.

41111

Taking care of the baby when you are
sick

INIONIMC

awal=1111=1.

14; Knowing the baby is totally dependent
on you for everything

15; Taking the baby for a stroll, walk,
and outside to play

16. Sharing your mate's time with the baby;
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17. Rocking the baby
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1 2 3 4

18. Preparing the baby's formula

19. Washing cioching for baby

c0; Listening to the baby coo and laugh

QUESTIONS:

j. Which rating area received the most checks, 1, 2, 3, or 4?

2. What tasks would you enjoy the most?

3. What tasks would you hate to perform?

4. Looking at your rating of the various tasks, what type of
attitude do you feel you would have in caring for a baby?

J. Do you feel you would be ready emotionally to be a parent
in one to three years? Why or why not?

RESOURCE:

What's New /n Home Economics, 1978, Vol. 11, No. 5

0
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Activity 3

YOUR BUDGET AND THE COSTS OF REARING A CHILD

NAME--

MONTHLY NET INCOME

SPOUSE'S MONTHLY NET INCOME

TOTAL

MONTHLY MENSES:

Rent or House Payment
Utilititt
Telephone
Water
Car Note
Car Insurance
Savingt
Inburance:

Health
Life

Food
Clothes
GAS
Credit Payments
House Upkeep
Car Repairs
Entertainment
Gifts
Others (List)

TOTAL MONTHLY EXPENSES

=11.1.1.

DIFFERENCE (Subtract expenses from net income)

If you had a child, what would be some added expenses?

Estimate of initial costs of having a child

Estimate of monthly expenses of child including
child care

Are you prepared to accept the financial responsibilities of parent-
hood?
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Activity 4

Principles of Development

b.,- 08.-11 01 I .. II and _ab f ity

Children grow physically larger and stronger. Their bones and
muscles develop. Children also develop their use of language,
their coordination, their ability to reason and think, and
their ability to play in a group.

2; _..tDYILLT1221111tElY;
While each child develops at his on rata, based on his inher-
ited abilities and his experiences, all children follow a
similar pattern For example; they become skilled first at
throwing; then at writing; or; their play at first centers on
activity itself, then later on the results of that activity;

3. Development is uneven.
Children do not increase their skill in all areas at the same
time; They may improve in language ability for several months;
then suddenly improve in muscular coordination; A child may
even regress in some areas, due to new situations and insecurity;

4. Development occurs in spurts.
The rate at which a child grows will not always be the same. He

may go through periods where very little occurs, and then
suddenly he seeds like a new person. This is especially obvious
in his physical growth.

5; Development goes _from_simple to complex behaviors.
The child first develops his larger muscles, and then skills
requiring the use of smaller muscles are perfected;

6. A child's heredity and environment are inter-related aspects of his
development.

Each child is given a certain potential for growth and achieve-
ment. His experiences within his world will determine to what
extent that potential is realized,

7. IndiVidual differences are always apparent.
Because each child is hereditarily uniquei and because each
comes from a different family and home experience, each child
is an individual, different from all the rest;

8. Past experiences affect behavior at any moment.
What happens to a child today influences his present growth and
how he experiences any future situations.

Source: Maryland Department of Education,
and Resources for Child Development: A Home Economics Curriculum.
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Activity 5

DEVELOPMENTAL TASKS ACCORDING TO HAVIGHURST

Developmental tasks of infancy and early childhood:

to takP, solid food.
.Learning to walk.
;Learning to talk.
.Learning control for eliminating body wastes;
.Leatning_sex differences and sexual modesty;
.Formulating_concepts of social and physical reality.
.AChieVing physiological stability.
.Learning to relate emotionally to others.
.Learning to distinguish right and wrong and developing a conscience.

Developmental tasks of middle childhood:

;Learning physical skills;
.Building wholesome attitudes toward oneself.
.Learning to get along with others of the same age;
.Learning an appropriate masculine or feminine social role;
.Developing fundamental skil:s in reading, writing, -and calculatinb.
.Developing conscience, morality, and a scale of values.
.Achieving personal independence.
.Developing attitudes toward social groups and institutions.

Developmental tasks of adolescence:

.Achieving new and more mature relations with peers of both sexes.

.Adopting a socially approved masculine or feminine adult role.

.Accepting one's physique and using the body effectively.

.Achieving emotional independence from parents and other adults;

.Developing personal attitude toward marriage and family living.
;Selecting and preparing for an occupation.
.Acquiring a set of values as a guide to behavior.
.Accepting and adopting socially responsible behavior;

Source: Draper, Mary Wanda, and Henry E. Draper. Caring for -Okildrent.

Peoria, Illinios: Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1975.

Ryder, Verdene. sz_LivinEL. South Holland, Illinois: The
Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 1979, pp. 14-18.
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Activity 6 - Stages 3f Development

Assignment: Read available resources for information on the characteristics of physical development,

social and emotional development, and intellectual development of children at different

stages. Summarize your reading by making notes in the appropriate sections.

Cnild's Stage of Developatnt

Area 111121111. Developmental Tasks Child's Needs

Physical

Development

Social and

Emotional

Development

Intellectual

Development
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DESIRABLE NEMS:

Activity 7

INFANCY THROUGH ADOLESCENCE

Infancy

1. Adequate physical wants satisfied
2. Love and attention
3. Feeling df security
4. Good environment

Early Childhood

1. Happy familv life
2. Love of all members of family
3. Trainiag in culture of his

people
4. Social training
5. Good diet

6. Care of health
7. Security

Middle Childhood

1. Emotional response from the
faMily

2. Adequate health care
3. Good environment
4. Security
5. Varied experiences

6. Chance for education
7. Training in culture

Later _Childhood

1. Love and understanding
2. A good family background
3. Respect of community
4. Cultural training
5. Education

6. Social training
7. Acceptable behavior

Adolescence

1. A goon environment
2. Respect of community
3. Chance for contacts with peer

groups
4. Love and understanding
5. Education and knowledge
6. Cultural training
7.

8. New experiences
9. Freedom from fear

V=-34

10. Chance for independence
11; Democratic discipline
12; Good health and medical care
13. Self-esteem

Source: Colorado Guide for Teachintliuman_Development.
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Ma---elowes
Hierarchy of Needs

L1144-
ftem

FEEL »c
OF
none rry

.AW:P.PAP _PAP:00:00.0".P.P.:0?" 0.::0".07.02".0i17.09.07..P/2"%

Source: Kentucky State Department of Education, Senior Ri-h -School_Parent-

hood Education Curriculum GuLett.
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Activity 8

(Transparency)

ESTABLISHING HEALTHY EATING HABITS

Don'ts

--Overfeed or force babies to eat more than they want.

==Add Salt to chi/dren's food.

- -Feed foods that are "empty calories."

--Give the baby refined sugar foods.

==USe food to bribe or comfort a child emotionally.

--Scold about table manners.

Do's

- -Allow baby to determine cluantity of foo4J that he will eat.

Encourage non-salted foods in baby's diet.

--Provide a variety of nutritious foods in baby's meals.

=.-He4. the baby develop taste for natural sugaro i.e.; fresh fruits-to

and unsweetened juices; etc.

--Let child feed himself an: encourage correct usage of eating

utensils;

Adapted &die: PArantInk. Parents' WorkbOok. American Red Cross;
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Activity 9

HELPING SOLVE SOCIAL PROBLEMS
(Gate)

DIRECTIONS: On index cards write statements that describe a social
problem. Divide cards into four sets and place each set
in a box.

RULES: Divide into four groups. One student in a group acts as the

judge; The other students take turns and tell how they would
help their child solve this social problem; The judge
determinet whether the response helps or hinders the child's
social devel.vment and awards two peints for each_helpful
response. Students take turns drawing cards until all are
used; Highest scoring person is the winner. After the game,
discuss the effects of the parents' responses in helping
children solve social problems.

Some examples Jf statements for the cards are given below.

--Your child and a friend wear identical outfits to school one day
and your child comes home upset;

--Your son_comes home and WS All the other children call him the
"bad boy" at school.

==The class laughed at your child when he fell down.

--Your child broke a neighbor's vase.

--Your daughter is rude to a playmate;

=An older child hit your child and gave him a black eye;
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Attivity 10

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT MD THE ROLE OF THE PARENT

STAGE I: BIRTH TO 1 MONTH*

The baby's behavior during this stage is very fragmented. AS the

month progresses, inborn reflexes become more efficient, and the
first sigas of muscular coordination are seen when the baby is
finally able to put his fist in his mouth.

lauT__A_TARENT

Primarily, the baby needs to feel comfortable at this stage. You
should respond to the baby's cries as quickly as possible and
cuddle the baby during feeding And at times when he is awake.

STAGE 2: 1-3 MONTHS*

Most of the baby's behavior at this age is still nonintentional
and very repetitious (for example, sucking motions, opening and
closing the fists). The baby likes to look at things and begins
to follow objects with his eyes. He may discover his hand at

two to three months of age. There is some evidence of learning,
for example, when the baby begins to make sucking motions at the
sight of the bottle.

WHAT_APARENTCANDa

You should continue to respond quickly to the baby's crying,
which it his form of communication. You can begin to provide
visual stimulation by hanging a mobile over the crib or by
placing a metal mirror approximately seven incivAs away from the
infant's face so the baby can begin to see himaelf Also, move
bright objects slowly across the baby's visual path to encourage
visual tracking. Start moving the baby around the house for a
change of views and scunds.

STATE 3N 4-5 MONTHS*

Lnterest in objects increases and some hand-eye coordination
begins to develop. Vision is nearly mature now and by six months
of age reaching for objects i2 common. The baby's ability to
discriminate sounds has sharpene4 and he is beginning to recognize
familiar voices. The baby also starts to select and repeat
behavior that produces interesting results (cause and effect). He

will knock down an object (pillow) to watch it fall and might
kick his legs repeatedly so that a doll attached to the crib will

move. First signs of imitation occur.

*Piaget, 1966.
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WHAT A PARENT CAN DO

Have a varity of objects available for the baby to icok'atand
touch; Dangle objects that thebaby_can reach for. _More him
around the house -for a change_of environment, _Take hin out for
a ride in a stroller. Play with the baby, talk to him, and show
your interest in his accomplishments, For example, when the baby
grabs for objects, or smiles or vocalizes, respond positively.
Imitate the baby's sounds or gestures with a smile. This will
encourage the baby to imitate you. Talk to your baby about what
is going on at the moment.

STAGE 4: 7-10 MONTHS*

Simple problem solving_begins during this_period. The baby begins
to use responses already mastered to--reach a specific goal. He
may begin to acquire the concept of "object permanence," that is,
he may push a pillow aside to get a toy; faterest in cause and
effect increases, and he likes to drop_things to watch them fall.
There is a real interest in causing things to happen. Ai_

interest in objects grows and as he becomes more mobile, he loves
to explore. He is becoming more interested in sounds and may
respond to a few words;

:.nitate What the baby does and encourage him to imitate. Make
the same sounds you have heard the baby make or play pat-a-cake,
and the baby may repeat what you do; 1477.t.m the baby smiles and

coosi_smile and talk back to him. Set up problems for the -baby
to solve --- hide your face behind a_handkerchief and let the
baby find you, or hide something under your hand and let baby
remove from your hand and find it. Provide suitable objects
for the baby to drop, bang, throw, rattle, feel, and listen to:
Give the baby simple toys to stack, to.drop objects into, etc;
Toward the end of this stage, if the baby begins to creep,
child-7proof same rooms in your house and allow the baby to move
around as freely as possible. Avoid keeping the baby in a play-
pen too long. Play music (records, radio) where the baby can
hear. Talk concretely to the baby about current happenings._
Some 'zabtes will listen to simple stores read aloud._ Give simple
listruct:olis such as "Wave bye-bye," "Play pat 7a-cakeo"
"1.0.)k at &imany." Reinforce (praise, pay attention to, smile at)
Ved accomplish:lents and new sE!,Ils. These responses
encrdrage his motivation to learn.

*?ia,,,et; 1966;
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Activity II

PARTS PEOPLE PLO

We All have ideas about what mothers add fathers should_

be or do. Whit words do YOU associate with these rolei?

is Under_the column heidirg
narked "role of father"
and "role of nether"
place an X if the word in
your opinion diactibia
that role;

mit

Mather

Role
Rale J1Y_

of Parent-

Fsthofsr
Other pg-

V-40

=ar Understanding

Loving

2. Chomil one person other
than your uother And te-
ther who has parented you.
Place an Xinthe column
"role of other parent"
beside the wordi that
best describe that person.

011.=0.

Helping

caring

Punishing

Rind

3. In the last column
"my parenting tele";
place an X beside the
word that dieCrible your
isIf_when you are parent-

ing others.

4. Review your list and
circle the word you_
marked in at leait three

-Categories. What is__ _

basic in year definitiao
Of parenting?

5; Write a definition of
parenting.

Cheerfill

Sharing

Angry

Ciro/roe

._122pdatible

TriditienaI

CrattiVe

Pemeptive

--Others

Adapted from: Parenting: FathersL Mothers, and Others. J. C. Penney
Consumer Education Services; 1301 Avenue of the Americas, New York,

New York 10019.
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Activity 12

(Transparency)

CHILDREN LEARN WHAT THEY LIVE*

IF CHILDREN LIVE WITH
CRITICISMi

THEY LEARN re CONDEMN;

IF CHILDREN LIVE WITH
HOSTILITY;

THEY LEARN TO FIGHT

IF CHILDREN LTs.6 laTg
RIDICUL;

THtY LEA 1:4 TO BZ SHY;

IF CHTLCUN LIVE WITH
SHAME;

THEY LEARN TO FEEL GUILTY;

IF CHILDREN LIVE WITH
TOLERANCE;

THEY LEARN TO BE PATIENT.

IF CHILDREN LIVE WITH
ENCOURAGEMENT;

THEY LEARN CONFIDENCE;

*Adapted from Dorothy Law Nolte.

IF CHILDREN LIVE WITH
PRAISE,

THEY LEARN TO APPRECIATE.

IF CHILDREN LIVE WITH
FAIRNESS,

THEY LEARN JUSTICE.

IF CHIL'.REN LIVE WITH
SECURITY,

THEY LEARN TO HAVE FAITH.

IF CHILDREN LIVE WITH
APPROVAL,

THEY LEARN TO LIKE THEMSELVES.

IF CHILDREN LIVE WITH
ACCEPTANCE AND FRIENDSHIP;

THEY LEARN TO FIND LOVE IN THE
WORLD;
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Activity 13

FATHERS, MOTHERS, AND OTHERS*

In an attempt to discover who has served parenting rrdes in your
life, consider the following questions:

WHO TAUGHT YOU TO RIDE A BIKE?

WHO TAUGHT YOU TO DO YOUR FAVORITE HOBVI?

Wh-RE DID YOU FIRST LEARN TO 7aP? FROM WHOM?

FROM WHOM DID YOU FIRST LEARN ABOUT SEX?

WHERE DID YOU LEARN TO PLAY YOUR FAVORITE GAME? FROM WHOM?

WHO HELPED YOU UNDISTAND YOUR RELIGIOUS BELIEFS?

TO WHOM DO YOU GO WHEN YOU NEED SOMEONE TO LISTEN?

*Adapted from: ParentiersIlothers end Other§. J. C. Penney
Lonsumer Education Services, 1301 Avenue or Ale Americas, New York,
NS: 11019
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Activity 14

SOME DON'TS Or CHILD REARING

1. Don't worry about spoiling your baby before he is eight months old.
This is probably impottible to do.

2. If your baby starts to cry, don't let him "cry it out." He will
learn co trust you if you respond as quickly as possible.

3; Don't slap, spank, or hit your baby. There are better and more
effectiVe ways to influence your baby's behavior.

4. Don't Iook at your baby's behavior as being intentional. A baby
does not cry or misbehave "to get even" with you or to try to
upset you.

5. Don't Worry about keeping your house picked up._ A clean, spotless
house and a ten-month-old baby are not compatible.

6; Don't blame your 14 to 24 month old child for being negative and
for saying no to yOUr requests. This is a normal stage of your.
child's deveLCOment and should be tolerated as much as possibl;

7. Don't scold and nag;

Don't -wait until your Child starts to nag and whine before you
give in to his demands. If you are going to refuse the request,
be firth. If you are going to grant it, do so right away. If
you wait until the child_has_begged you several times and then
"give in," you are actually taaching the child to Whine and nag.

9. Don't shame or threaten.

10. And, remember, don't model behavior you do not want . child to
learn (including yelling, swearing, poor manners, aggressiveness,
and other such negative behavior).

11. And, don't live up. Parenting is a tough job; but in the long run
it can be the most rewarding job of all.

Adapted from: Parenting. American Red Cross.
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ACtiVity 15

DISCIPLINE TECHNIQUES AND AGE CHANGES

Doesn't easily obey direct commands. Get the child's

4:tencicn by doing somechinA the anc!

share, Technique: Pick up and put the child where

wanted.

Age of opposite extremes. Techniques: Avoid giving
choices. Avoid questions that can be answered by no.
Use routines. Talk and work fast so child will be doing
what is wanted before she or he has time to think and
rebel.

Difficulty making changes. May be good 'n lonp periods
of play, but very poor at changing from one activity to
another. Techniques: Simplify changes as much as
possible. Avoid head-on clashes. Give in when things
aren't important. Change subject or distract by bring-
ing in something nice so child forgets to object. At

this age children are much better with almost anyone
other than the prircipal ..regiver.

Jut-of-bounds age. Delights in upsetting adults.
Techniques: Pretend to ignore wild behavior, if possible.
Try to keep child so interested and excited in positive
ways that there's no need for out-of-bounds behavior.
Make few rules but enforce these strictly.

5: 6 Years: of extreme imbalance. May- be very rude, resistant,

defiant. Thrives on head-on clashes. Techniques: Try

to avoid such clashes--nobody wins. Patience and skills

are needed. Ignore refusal or be impersonal when child
answers commands with "I won't." Use praise.

7 Years:

8 Years:

9 Yk77...re:

Obedience problem isn't so muel defiance as that child
is sidetracked. Techniques: To have simp2e chore done,
tell child in advsince. Be sure the di:ections have been
heard. Remind child before he or she forgets and does
something else.

Easily disappointed if what an adult says or does isn't
what the child wants. Technique: Give commands in gays
acceptable to the child.

Interests are beginning to spread beyond home and family.
May resist feelings of being a little child and of being
told what to do. Technique: Save direct commands for
big, important matters.

Adapted from: Ames;_ Louise Bates. Child Care and Development.
Philadelphia: J. 3. Lippincott Company, 1979, p. 202.
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Activity 15

APPROACHES TO DISCIPLINE

DIRECTIONS: Answer the following questions fcr each case study.

(a) What Methods of discipline have been used.

(b) If you were the parent, would you have handled the
situation differently? Why or why not?

1. Danay Johnson is 12 years old and is entering junior high_school.
He is anxious to make friends and beincluded in the "right" gang.
One evening after school, Bill, who is a yearolderthanDanny and
Very popular, comes home with him._ Won finding that Danny's
parents aren't home fidd work, Bill takes out a pack_of_cigarettes
and offers Danny one. Wanting to impress his new friendo_Danny
carefully lights it. At this instant, Danny's father walks threiigh
the_front door an hour early. Asking no questions, Mr. Johnson_
begins to lecture _him and is obviously angry; He storms,"As long
as you liVe in thit house, you will do as I say because I'm the
boss;" As soon as Bill leaves, Mt. Johnsom whips Danny with a belt
to make sure he understands clearly.

2. Sally is 5 years old and has a big front yard in which to play. She

and her friend, Thomas, are tossing a ball back and forth. With

each toss they step farther apart. Sally has been told not to go
near the road, but in the excitement of their game, she gets
dangerously close. All of a sudden, the Tball goes past Sally and

into the road. Unaware of ears, she darts out after it. As traffic

screechet to a halt, Sally's mother rushes outside to rescue her
daughter. Her tother'S firit impulse is to spank Sally; She sees

that her daughter has been badly frightened by the incident and
decides to use another approach. After both Sally and her mother
have calmed down, they discuss why the rule was made about not
playing near -the road. As puaishment, Sally isn't allowed back

outside to play that day.

3; Eutth and Larry are the proud parents of Shelly, an attractive
18-month old. Although their intentions are good, Shelly's parents
know very little about how a child grows and develops. Ruth has

really had A time trying to keep Shelly from reaching for and
picking up thingt off of tables in the living room. Not realizing
that children at this age have a natural need to explore and learn
about their surroundings, she smacks Shelly's hinds frequently.
One day, Ruth really loses her patience. She decides that if
Shelly is going to know right from wromg, strict measures must be

used So the next time Shelly puts out her hand to touch something;
Ruth really let her have it and leaves bruises on the child's hands

and arms;

Adapted from: Adult Role:3__asid_Furictians__Curriculum. West Virginia

Curriculum Guide.
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Activity 17

(Transparency)

USING INSTRUCTIONS EFFECTIVELY

1. Use as few instructions as necessary to accomplish what is dedired. If

a parent gives too many instructions; the child might become confused.

2. Be consistent in Ale wording of instructions.

3. Instructions should be as short and simple as possible. Long detailed

instructions will again confuse the child;

4; With young children, or children who have problems understanding

instructions, include one activity per instruction. In other words,

a parent shouldn't give instuctions that say, do A, then B, then C.

Thesc elaborate instructiolls might be difficult for the child to

remember.

Make sure the instruction specifies a behavior (and sometimes the con-

sequence); As an example, a parent should say, "Put the plate down,"

rather than, "DO as I tell you."

6; If a child engages in the instructed behaviori_heshould be rewarded,

even if it is only by having the parent say "Thank you."

7. Finally, instructions can be made more effective if they are part of

positive framework rather than a negative one. For example, a child

is much more willing to engage in a behsvl.or if his mother is smiling

than if she does not show a positive expression. The reason for this

is that the child has probably learned that when the mother is smiling

he is more likely to be rewarded for the behavior than when the mother

is not Smiling.

Source: Norton, G. Ron. ParecalLg. Englewood Cliff, New Jersey:
Prentice=Hall, Inc., 1977, p. 122.
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Activity 18

NEGATIVE VS. POSITIVE

DIRECTIONS: Match the negative communication
by

with the appropriate
placing the letter in the

Column B

7Q5itive communication
blank beside the number.

Column_A

1. Stop pinching the baby. A. Pet the cat gently.

2; Do you want to take a nap
now?

B. Help wipe up the Spilled milk.

It's time for your nap.

Don't take Tom's toy.
D. Play over herd.

4. Why don't you be nacre
careful? E. Let's see if you can put your

coat on all by yourself.

5; Quit pulling the cat's
tail. F; Pat baby gently;

6. Don't =ear my shoes. G. Do you like my new shoes?
I'm saving them to wear to

7. Now that didn't hurt, so
don't cry.

churcl.. Let's put them in
the cl,set so they will stay
clean.

3. You are in my way.
H. Eat your applesauce.

9. You're too big to need
help. I. Tom is playing with the car.

You may have the truck.

10. Do you want your apple-
sauce? J. Get the mop.

K. I know it hurts.

Adapted from: Adult aoles-and_runotionseurziciaum. West Virginia

Curriculum Guide.
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Activity 19

ABUSE OR NEGLECT WHICH IS IT

Classity the following signs as being

A - Abuse
- Neglect

1. Bruises

2. Unequal sibling treatment

3. Malnutrition

4i Fractures

5; Lack of concern for

6. Shooting

7; Exposure

8. Ekposure to immoral conduct

9; Kicking

10. Inadequate medical care

11; Burns

12. Biting

13. Lacerations

14. Failure to provide necessary clothing

15; Drug addiction during or after pregnancy

16. Using sexually

17. Dismemberment

18. Hemorrhage

19. Abandoning

20. Welts

Adapted from: Adult Roles and Functions-Cunvimium- West Virginia.
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